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One small step

Apollo 11
remembered

1/•—_

By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL .
Associated Press Writer
, t.The heAv'ens
'
;. ;WASHINGTON
(AP)' :-have
'becoOte part
Twentjr-five-years ago today, two
of man's world."
. men _ from Earth bundled like
_Space aliens set foot on another
Richard Nixon
celestial body for the first time,
(ormer President)
.
planted the. American flag and
. received thr congratulations of
- Their-awe2§truck president.'
"The heavens have become
"tagle," and mi-chca''• ,
part of. man's- world," said- Collins, who circled overhead_ in
Richard Nixon:
-the command ship Columbia, are:
Now, old enough to qualify for
the guests of honor in the East
Social Security, the Apollo I! . Room of the White House. Forty
astronauts who landed on- the - -other astronauts; many,from the
moon bask again today in the ApollO era7—a4so Were invited
plauditsof another U.S. presi- along with some school children
dent,:commemorating the silver with
•
bent for -science:
anniversary * of what Neil Arnis:. --The moon landing on Sunday,
trong memorialized as "tine July 20, 1969, captured the attensmall step for a man,.one giant. tion of a fascinated Earth and
.
• leap for mankind."
estimates of the television - audi-:
-Armstrong and Edwin "Buzz" ence ranged from 500 million to
Aldrin, who followed him down
the 'steps of the lunar lander 111 See Page 2
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ALLISON MILLIKWLedger .9-11mes pho.o
water damage during Friday's
received
that
ceUo
a
inspects
repairman,
instrument
and
technican
piano
John Gottschalk, Murray State University
the fire.
fire at the old fine arts building. More than 100 instruments were being_ stored in the basement of Lovett Auditorium at the time of
,..,•

Cleanup.under Way atMS
muth said. "What we are doing is surveying the instruments by faking
pictures and videotaping. There, is a lot of etater- damage."
Joe Hedges, manager of the Murray State News Bureau, said the
sprinkler systems did not cause water damage to any of the buildings.
"The sprinklers did not-go off in Lovett Auditorium, Johnson Theatre or the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center," Hedges said. "If they had, we
have had severe damage to -computers and offices." Much of the musical instritiments that are undergoing the drying
process are those used in music classes, including strings, percussion,
bass and woodwinds.
"Right ndw, it's kind of like tending to an emergency situation,".
Reichmuth said. "We are trying to save the instruments and* then we
will add the totals together for damage estimates."

By AMY WILSON
Staff, Writer

Murray State University officials spent much of Tuesday trying to
assess damage as a result of last weekend's fire that devastated the
Price-Doyle Fine Arts Annex.
/"A great deal of water damage came from the water hoses used to
contain the fire in the annex," said Dr. Roger Rcichmuth, assistant
dean of the college of fine aLts and communication.
Officials are especially concerned about the damage in Lovett Auditorium, which is separated from the annex by a fire wall and two fire
doors.
Musical instruments had been Stored in rooms located under the
northwest stairwell of Lovett Auditorium, in addition to various art
materials.
"We moved about 'A of the musical instruments yesterday," Reich- • See Page 2
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Interest
rates May
move higher
WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan warned Congress
today that interest rates may need
to move higher to ensure that
inflation remains in check.
In May, the last time the central bank pushed rates up, it said it
had substantially finished its
course of monetary tightening.
But, since then, it's become
clear that the economy has grown
at a pace appreciably faster than
can be maintained without
worsening inflation, Greenspan
said in testimony prepared for the
Senate Banking Committee.
And, the dollar has fallen to a
50-year low against the Japanese
yen and to near-record lows
against the German mark, a development that could contribute to

SOUTH SHUNEH. Jordan (AP) — With strong U.S. support,
.Israel and Jordan today held landmark talks on developing economic ties as the two old adversaries moved methodically toward an
eventual peace treaty.
Meeting on the Jordanian side of the Dead Sea, Israeli Foreign
Minister Shimon Peres and Jordanian Prime Minister Abdul Salam
Majali forged publicly a commitment to hasten peace between their
two countries by developing a highway, a park and other marks of
commerce and joint endeavors that could result in a sharing of
scare water resources and technology.
"Today, Israel and Jordan are stepping out from the old and into
the new," Secretary of State Warren Christopher said. "An era of
war is coming to a close. This ancient land's cries for peace are
finally being heard.
"Today, you lead your nations away from the hatreds of the
past. Hatreds that have wasted the talents of your people and
robbed the dreams of your children," Christopher said.
It was the first time senior Israeli and Jordanian officials met in
public in Jordan, although,King Hussein and others are known to
_
have met secfetly with. top Israelis through the years.
"It took us 15 minutes to fly over, It took us 46 years to -arrive
to this time and this place," Peres said at the ceremony.
"It is time for peace. The people desire it. The land needs it. The
dead sea, silent and deep, may become a iymbig of new life. The
AT-ava Desert, which like a knife cuts the valley in two, can become
a unifying element, a domain of bloom between our two countries," Peres said.

GOMA, Zaire (AP) — Despite
assurances of safety from a new
government, tens of thousands
more Rwanclans fled today to
sanctuaries in Zaire that held
only thirst, hunger and disease.
In the past seven days, an estimated 1.7 million men, women
and children have left the tiny
central African nation, fearing
retribution from victorious rebel
forces. Many are dying in filthy,
overcrowded refugee camps.
The first suspected case of
cholera, an often fatal intestinal
ailment, was reported today in
one of three camps near Goma
where 1 million people are taking
refuge. Fearing a' SPread of the
highly contagious disease, aid
workers already had set up isolation tents in the camps.
Samantha Bolton, spokeswoman for the -French-based Doctors Without Borders, said there
was no Way to estimate -the number dying of dysentery, malaria
and lack of food and water.
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• North Elementary's Site-Based
WCouncil win have a workday at 9 a.m.
Fnday at the school.
CZ)
M East Elententary's Sit -Baud
Council will have a work* at 8:30 am.
Friday at the the home of.Prindpal Patsy Whaesell, located at 621 N. 19 St.
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II Murray and Calloway County's football
teams geared up for the approaching
by hosting oMer area squads for
'q passing league this summer: The
ms will meet each other for real in Me
, Rime of the season Aug. 26.
firs
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Sheriff will
give out raises
Sy- STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Sheriff Stan Scott got the nod
he has been waiting for when the
Calloway Fiscal Court agreed to
hack him on pay raises.
Although the fiscal court does
not determine *pay scales, Scott
said he wanted the court's permission to increase salaries.
"So if by some chance we go
ahead (with the raises) and we go
over budget, they will allow it,"
he said.
Scott was somewhat surprised
by the unanimous show of
support.
"I had been told that we apparently weren't going to get it,"
the sheriff said.

M The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital board of commissioners will
meet at 5:30 p.m. Thursday in the hospitat boardroom.
E Calloway County High School's
Site-Based Council will meet at 5:30
p.m. Thursday at North • Elementary.
Calloway County's fire site-basod
councils win have a joint meeting at
6:30 p.m. Thursday at North Elementary.

.

"I walked 20
yards to our tent
and saw five
dead...
Samantha Bolton
(Medical spokesperson)
"People are dying from de,hydration left, right and center,"
she said Tuesday. "I walked qo
yards to our tent at the Munigi
camp today and saw five cl.
There was another when I cane
out.''
Despite the uncertain f te
awaiting them, as many as 3,
peOpke an _hoer were remted
crossing the border today in the
far southwestern corner' of
Rwanda.
Estimates of those still mying
through southwestern Rwa\da
toward Zaire ranged from 13
million to 1.9 million, said Panos
Moumtzis, spokesman for the
U.N. High Commissioner for

.
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Refugees.
If they cross the border, it
would bring the number of Rwandans living- in refugee camps in
neighboring countries to about
3.5 million — nearly half of
Rwanda's prewar population of
about 8 million.
The exodus continued despite
assurances from a new government installed Tuesday that innocent civilians had nothing to fear .
from the Tutsi-led rebels who
toppled the previous Htitu
regime.
Those fleeing arc mostly
Hutus, the ethnic majority from
which extremist politicians
recruited civilian militias blamed
for the deaths of 200,000 to
500,000 people, mostly Tutsis, in
three months of genocidal
slaughter.
The head of the - U.S. Agency
for International Development,
Brian J. Atwood, estimated more
than t,00 tons of food a day
would be needed to feed the refugees.
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. Oart-time deputies yi41 be
given a SI per hour raise (from
S5.20 to S6.20 per hour).
Scott estimates the cost will be
an additional S500-per meinth to :increase the pay of all 'part-time
deputies.
"The problem with that is that
we can't be sure everybody
works an eight-hour shift,” he
said. "The night officers are supposed to go home at 2 a.m., but
they may not get in until 4 a.m."
Because the department cannot
financially provide 24-hour patrol, deputies are on call, but tkeir
regular shift ends at 2 a.m.
Part-time officers have the

Famine stalks refugees

U.S. oversees landmark talks

See Page 2

MI See Page 2
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Apollo 11...

Murray man purchases
12aducah shopping mall
-

...1

.• ,

FROM PAGE 1
Christa McAuliffe of Concord, Cost WO billion or more —
viewed for the, anniversary.
I billion viewers.
N.H., was'among the seven crew equaling the National AeronauArmstrong had given a few
Though the astronauts wore the
members killed. Bat that has not tics and'Space Administation's minutes to the British Broadcast.
American flag on their space
deterred Barbara Morgan of total budget for three decades. ing Corp. but none to American
suits, their progress was followed
McCall. Idaho, the harktlit Ch0- Not much has been heard of the television. On Saturday, Armseven by the cosmonauts of the
sen in a nationwide competition, idea since then-trong showed up unexpectedly at
Setviet Union, who had suffered
Armstrong, Aldrin and Collins a celebration near his home in
from advocating a return to the
' the bitter disappointment of los-program. The White House said it smiled thetr'wuY through
those Ohio and said "it's good to be
mg out in the race to the moon. would be a surprise if Clinton 1989 ceremonies but cauicklY
back:'
The space community has been
tired of being put on exhibit
made such an announcement.
Aldrin, the only one to remain
awash in rumors in recent weeks
Five years ago, on Jhe 20th around the world by NASA. in the public eye through .televiClinton
President
that
might use anniversary of the landing, Presi- Friends said they vowed never to
sion commercials and speeches,
the occasion to revive the dent Bush proclaimed a 30-year do it againhas represented the men of Apolteacher-in-space program, halted
Collins, who wrote "Carrying
goal to first colonize the moon
lo 11 on several of the commetragically in 1986 by the exploand then send expeditions to .the Fire," the -definitive book
morative documentaries that have
sion of space shuule Challenger.
m, flooded the airwaves.
Mars. It sounded good until the about the U.S. astronaut pr
The first teacher in space, realization that the projert would has refused even to - be in r-
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t,

-,
daughter Gwen Hinton and Dar.
‘
tin Miles, who works for Hutson
Co.
Dan Hutson Sr. of Murray said
1
"We are renovating the front
investwas
good
looking
i
for
a
'
now and we hope to work on the
ment when he purchased Cardinal
parking
lot,"
Hutson
said.
Point
in
Center
Shopping
.
The shopping center features
Paducah.
businesses
such as a. bike store,
"I
thought
opporit
was
a
good
.
6
video rental, florist, barber shop,
[unity," Hutson said.
il
•
health food and sports cards.
The 40-year-old shopping cen•
•
"There is also Cardinal Lane
•
ter was sold to Hutson Co., which
,
Bowling Alley, a, Ddilar General
is a fertilizer supply company
i—
owned by Hutson, for S9a5,000. Store,Taco John's and a Captain
7- D's," flutioiCsaid. "We have one
Hutson is trading some land he
•
--.
vacant storefront, but it will
owns and leases to the company
1
probably be filled- soon.".
.._
for the stiOpping center.
•
•
Ill
Sheriff...
'Hutson said he Dunks the ten- "As soon as the attorneys get
.
-I
...
ants were relieved and encourthe paperwork done, we will
FROM PAGE 1
some
filof
will
the
be
money
,
"--he-roictwr------;—aged by- the- --tranSite-ii0B. - have taken a sovereign decision same duties and. responsibilitie
terect to his department.
FROM PAGE 1
The shopping center was sold
"A lot of the leases had
move"
to
right
our
ea
ar
d
d
.ing
r
a
e
hg
'The county has been discussing
as
full-time
I
deputies,
Scott
sal
hy the family of James H. Moore
expired and the manager lived in
_."These indeed are vital and
.
various taxes to help pay for the
"They shOuld be making
and was one of the first shopping
California,"
said.
"We
hope
he
to
I
Still, Hussein said, "It ,is our
moments,
_m
critical.
---which histoc struction of a pew jail facility.
uc
h
as
the
full-time,"
he
said.
• ' ,:enters in Kentucky.
continue with the tenants-and rians shall cherish and poets shall fervent hope that at the end of
addition,
Scott Os been able
'
In 1993, a full-time deputy .
We think the tenants
.are hapkeep therii happy." relish. They will be. recorded in , this process there will be a corn- earned S7.57 an hour.,
to tain_ free surplus. 11.S. Army
• '
.
.
.
, ,
,--. py 'and it seems like business isj:
prehensiye• peace in the. regicide"history_ in block letters," said
• '... .
Bot Scott is pusking for Money '-eq tient to lessen possible.. .
' When asked if purchasing- a
good." 'Hutson .Said. ' -. . "
• Christopher praised Hussein is right now.
,- '
Jordan's Majall. '
expe ditureS.
•
'
•
his-only
would
be
mall
shopping
-1
Hutson and his 'wife, Sue, will
..-The deputies are glad to got
a wise and courageous Arab lead
On Monday, 'Hussein and
rsitreceived
wheel
willdrive
venture, Hutson simply replied: Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak er and said the administration
be. primarily responsible for the
awfu
y9i
e
l
h
s
hredsc
i
m
l
c
i
r
h
w
m
n
ep
prisonersu
c
d
or
f
s
k
i
u
i.
t
a
e
b
r
p
that
attinri
n
w
e
— -- 1 the-money," he said."We're glad
You never know.
property, with help from their
. _
Rabin will hold a summit meet. would consult with Congress the fiscal court agreed with us On
.._
,
it.„
weaU.S.
about providing new
ing in Washington hosted by
court
appearances.
1
pons to bolster the kingdom's , , Scott said he thinks the
,•j- a •
President Clinton.
'
lines
f
-------, _ ,I.....-_
i/
N.: - sle
..4 .4..* .... 4 4. ... r r
security. He refused to provide communication
Hussein, at a news conference
•-•.2.....r .
7
toca
thoians
cnhcohw
.
wau'rt
ae
:
us . 3.,
between the sh rhas
long
Jordan
but
details,
any
'IC earlier in Amman, said they
.
cal
fi
iff's
department
•
the
)'''
.7!
and
would not sign a -peace treaty, been interested in --purchasing
,e
_ •
court are clearer.
-;
1
and that one may take several advanced F-I5 fighter jets.
rporjuNsti reemrsicalls
•
. ir
l, o.u,
ir
The United States has always. . "I see, their (fiscal - co rt)
months to conclude. But • he
ltdranrsepqouriting
ce a emiigai
ht:
.,
,
,
it I cant j!st let things
Ibeen able to help those in the views, bi
stressed he would not slow down
would
SOME OF THE WORLD'S ,
•
I
he
have
stagnate.
sant
to
,
„
We
the
in
interested
are
who
region
with
I
STha's
because y
mu
negotiations
of two ear's- and two
MOST FAMOUS PEOPLE
'
*
.
peace.proc-ess;" ChristOpher said. work every. year for increases.
Israel are lagging.
offic rs.,„
-HERE:
WORKED
NEVER
s
Scott is hoping that by nextj
The Syrian track is. not as
"It takes-a--lot of courage to turn
•T e 'department is also '%-•:---• .1.
1
•
(Only the Friendliest')
year
will
the
have
.county
alteiz
active as we are, he-said. "We off hostilities of the past."
I
eipe red -to et a. four-wheel
.
1
ioma1
nate means of revenue and that . driv
.
pickup
truck.
_J
..
1
I
Angel Adams Pharmacist
•

.

.-,
,

— -,
-1

-

,- -Ely AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
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1a Cleanup...
Charlie's .Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy V) ,!. FROM•i PAGE 1 .
Glendale at Whittle!'

.

_
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Hedges said that the Eagle said. "Workers, doing demolition, 1957 to 1961," Reichmuth said. ---, Gallery, located on the fourth removed burned materials and "When i came back to the univera - ,Also stored in ,the room were
assumed the fire was sity in 1970, my office..iwas_ in
froor, escaped damage.
'
"The permanent collection, extinguished."
ii percussion instruments for the
'
that building. .
,,universitrs marching band and
some of whit% is stored and slim
-The earlier fire-had -not been
-From 1970 on, those
ug -in
- sound equipment for the jazz -of which is. hanging, is either - reported to the Murray Fire fine arts - were concerned and
band.
framed or under glass," Hedges Department.
. . wanted to renovatetthe building ,
Officials will begin going
said. "Short of having the carpet 'Ray Conklin, interim music , and it really took_that 24 years to
through art.inaterials later this
shampooed, the art gallery wasn't department chairman, reported get the project together because
. afternoon,'
•'
smoke coming from the building sometimes other things took top
damaged."
Meanwhile, assessments are
Another area of concern is to campus security -before 6 p.m. priority," he said.
underway.to determine damage to
Robert E. Johnson Theatre, which Friday. Firefighters from several
Reichmuth called the struggle
the six-floor Price Doyle Fine
is separated from the annex by agencies worked through the to obtain funding a "long, intense
Arts Center, which is joined it; the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. weekend trying to extinguish the
battle." Many of the faculty
the annex by a breezeway on the
"There is smoke and soot in blaze.
members attended conferences on
third floor,
No one was injured in the fire, renovating older buildings.
that area and we are having to
"Generally as you go up by
The annex, which was built in
assess the damage to the carpet"We had advice from the top
floor, the greater the smoke and
ing. and curtains," . Reichmuth 1945,had been under renovation
acoustic companies in the busisoot," Reichmuth said.."Facilities
since July 5. Musical equipment ness," Reichmuth said. "We felt
said.
management is _trying to do as
State Fire Marshal Dennis and instructional materials had
all along that it was really a glorgood a job as possible.getting the
Decker ruled late Monday that been moved to other campus ious time getting the plans
building cleaned."
the blaze was accidental and locations during the pre- together and we were comfortAccording to Reichmuth, there
resulted from a earlier fire that renovation process earlier this able that we were doing the best
was quite a bit of soot-on the sec- occurred about 1:30 p.m. Friday. year.
e could.
ond floor.
The $3.5 million project, l'
Decker has declared the build"The one thing we know now
:
,"On the third floor, it is mostly ing to be unsafe and iaid
it will funded by the Kentucky General
iti there will be a setback," he
soot and the smoke smell, which "most likely be a total lOss.
Assembly, was set for completion
said.
1
varies from room to room," he
in July 1995.
"The earlier fire was caused by
l'he general contractor for the
said."We are asking people to go the use of cutting torches
"The annex- was where my eduin
prioject is Progressive Construethrough their areas and make Room 212 of the annex,"
Decker cation began as a student from
tilt' Co. of Princeton.
assessments."

753-41_15_/0
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I. DO!I DO!
A Play Abut Marriage
Book & Lyrics by Tom Jones • Music by Harvey Schmidt

-

_- July 22-24 & 29-31
Fri. & Sat. at 8 p.m. / Sun. at 2 p.m.
Adults - $7

Seniors - $6

Students - $5

Don't Miss This Delightful Musical!
For Those Married 50 or More Years.
Sponsored in part by a grant fm
ro the
•
Kentucky Arts Council, a state agency of the
Education Arts & Humanities Cabinet
ilaofikott,sc
Call (502) _759-1752
pitittIx,
FREE TICKETS

°PIC

•

"Park,

For Reservations

.. .

Interest...
_. •
FROM PAGE 1

• WE'RE
BROILING
IN
,-

inflation down the road, he said.
"It is an open question
whether our actions to date have
been sufficient to head off inflationary pressures and thus,mainwin favorable trends in the economy," he said.
Reacting to the testimony,
stock and bond prices both fell in
early trading.
Greenspan carefully avoided
saying rates definitely would rise,
or when the move would occur,
but he vowed to quash any
"upsurge in inflationary
instabilities."
... ..

-

lir wir mareant monk ourviar d

rate went from 6 percent to 7.25
That would be an ideal time,
"We are determined to prevent
such an outcome, and currentlypolitically, to increase interest
Perc
t•
•
Ec oiniStS say the Fed's goal
rates, economists said. Both Presare monitoring economic and
is to eep growth from getting
financial data carefully to assess ident Clinton and Congress are
. out o hand and creating shorwhether additional (interest rate) expected to be on vacation.
tages i factory capacity and in
"There will be less political
adjustments are appropriate," he
labor niarkets, developments that
heat because everyone's away,"
said.
eventu'all
y would worsen
"The amount of slack in the said economist Mark Zandi of
.
inflation
economy, while difficult to judge, Regional Financial Associates in
West Chester, Pa.
appears to have become relatively
So far this year, the Fed has
small," he said.
In Greenspao's testimony
pushed
up
short-term
interest
today, part of the Fed's legally
Private economists say such a
move could come as soon as next rates by 1.25 percentage points, required twice-a-year report to
month. The central bank's policy- in four steps between February Congress, he argued that allowing
making Federal Open Market and May. In response, the prime inflation to increase eventually
Committee next meets on Aug. rate at banks, which serves as a would choke off growth, rather
benchmark for many consumer than enhance it.
16.
•
,
•-•

ATTENTION!
INDEPENDENT TRUCK
OWNERS & FLEET OPERATORS

1

.:
Choose from broiled chicken.
,
. ..

,

••-t':.•;••••-- -\ .

.'

.. ,
...ie.

fish or shrimp.
. .
..

;

L,....i. ,_ . . ,r. . .
'. '...

salad and breadstick.

SEAFOOD

•

'
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-4 ----1..--4— --
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FISH & FRIES FISH & FRIES

• .-

1.99
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The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
Division of Maintenance
State Office Building-7th Floor
501 High Street, Frankfort,KY 40622
or call TOLL FREE 1-800-728-2448.

.•

VS N. 12th Street:Suite 1) David Hudspeth 75141/100
.

'.

.•

-.
-, .

The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet is announcing a
plan to contract for the use of heavy tandem,triaxle,road truck
tractors and their drivers for snow and ice removal. Realizing
that most trucks are not equipped for snow and ice removal,
arrangements will be made through competitive bidding for
truck owners to secure necessary equipment. Contracts with
truck owners will be for four(4) months from November 15
through March 15 for a period of five(5) years. The need for
snow removalequipmentis statewide.The number ofcall-outs
will be determined by weather conditions.
,
If you are-interested in this opportunity to utilize your
truck(s) between November and March or wish further details
aboutfurnishing and operating such equipment,please contact
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Borrower is inoperable for -pro-paier Mons such as row insurance, and first month's
insert. Principal and inernst payment on each S1.003 bonowad (30-yeer term, 369
monthly payments):S7.71 month. This is a single-family.ovnier-occupied mortgage loan
wish up to95% loon to transom now prebuilt and upr UM loan to value on refuences.
'Initial nu;sherun yens,adjusts to new rine for remaining tem: pre-payment pone ky
applies This nos is effacer r of 7/1904.
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Two batter-dipped fish filets,
fries and hushpuppies.

i „...„:0
Ili II 3

9.20774 H. -

.
No loan origination fee. No loan discount fee. No
appraisal fee. No credit report fee.Notitle examination
fee. No attorney fee. No reelording fees. No survey fee.
_
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Two batter-dipped fish filets,
fries and hushpuppies.
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include rice, green beans.
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genial, bearded country music
By DAN SEWELL
for the chain's symbol — as
Associated Press Writer
"I really went star had
with KFC's founder, a
he
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
back to what I genial, bearded, white-suited
(AP) — First, he heard "this is
thought I knew best Kentucky colonel — Brown
the White House" on the line.
Kenny Rogers Roasters.
— the chicken bus- launched
Then, he was told the president
His goal: to overtake _Boston
would call him later.
iness."
Chicken and his Old KFC (which
That left John Y. Brown Jr. to
now features competing Rotiswonder what Bill Clinton had in
John Y. Brown
sierie Gold chicken).
mind.
(Former Governor)
A half-dozen openings in-late
"I'm sitting there and I get a
June from Little Rock to Singacall from the president of the
pore gave Roasters 165 stores
United States and I had no idea
worldwide, and Brown wants-500
what it was about," Brown 1995 governor's race — or, he by the end of 1995.
suggested, in 1999.. .
recalled.
As Roasters grows, Brown has
"It's nothing I would ever rule
Perhaps Clinton wanted to talk
spending most of his, time in
been
about their days together when out. I always keep my options Rim)2iidezdale, ansl_ even recenClinton was Arkansas: governor open," Brown said. But, he tly bought a home here,
and -Brown Kentucky's, or their added, "I'm certainly not thinkThere's no company jet, so he
golf game last New Year's Day, ing that way right now. My focus flies commercially nearly every
or the fractured leg Brown suf- is right here."
wife' and two
Yet even as he touted Roasters _ Weekend to see his
fered during a White House visit.
years to
their
old
(173
children
at
Or maybe even whether the presi- as the future ruler of the roasted- be exact) Kentucky home, thet
dent should switch .,from Big 'chicken most, Brown returned Cave Hill farm.
Macs to the roasted chicken repeatedly to politics. —
"I feel good," said Brown,
hawked these days by the former ' .He called his term as governor , who _twice underwent heart
Kentucky Fried thicken boss. ' ."the happiest foot' years of my
bypass operations ,in the 1980sThen, wife Phyllis George life. And I know Phyllis enjbyett and surgery for a back injury that
called, and the instery was sol- it. It was really meaningful."
fracture
Brown became a multimillion led to his -White House-,
ved: She wanted Brown to ask
year.
last
Clinton to give her an interview aire three decades no by heading
"1. quit smoking and drinking
for her upcoming television spe- KFC's dramatic expansion from and all the bad habits you hear
Corbin,
Ky.,
to
3,500
stores
little
.cial. The president quickly agreeabout:My only problem is being
d, and Clinton highlighted the worldwide.
He
sold
out
in
1971,
staged a. in the food business." His bulgfirst in a series of celebrity inter..
$19
. million fund-raising.telettion ing waistline speaks to that.
view shows George is doing for .
BrOwn thinkS he's "in good
for the national Democratic Party
The Nashville Network.
year later, then spent much of shape" politically, too, with high
, "I guess now if! call the presname recognition and favorable
ident," Brown -said, grinning, the rest of the 1970s as a handsratifigs at hOme.
with
basketball
owner
the
on
pro
"he'll think I'm carrying a mesKentucky Colonels, Buffalo ' Wile ran for office again, he
sage for my wife."
said, he'd emphasize his firstGeorge's show mirkedli return • Braves and Boston Celtics. •
With second wife phyttiT term approach -of bringing experto television for the former Miss
America, Oho co-hosted "The alongside, Brown plunged into ienced businesspeople into his
CBS Morning, News" in 1985. elective politics in 1979 and won cabinet to run the state likelhe
the governorship. He left office "Kentucky and Co." it was
And after an uncharacteristic
in
1983 under Kentucky's law dubbed then — cutting taxes, and
absence from the limelight the
past few years, Brown, too, is re- against consecutive terms, providing-incentives to lure jobdropped a U.S. Senate bid amid creating 'businesses. Brown
emerging.
He gave the keynote address at health problems, then was upset claims he pioneered _the
a Miami business development by eventual governor Wallace businessman-as-governmentWilkinson in the 1987 primary. leades approach- Ross Pap( promexposition last month and is takised in the 1992 presidential
ing i higher profile promoting his
He'd been casting about for
election. "
latest fast-rood .venture, Kenny other fast-food opportunities. He- ;"I jiist
turned 60," tie said.."I
helped hiiild-Miarni Subs, a fast- might
Rogers Roasters.
wait until I'm 64. That's
"I really went back to what I 'growing chain Of South Floridanot too late."
thought.I knew best --the chick- flashy restaurants, and also has a
en business," he said. "It's just small-chain of steakhouses called
like riding a bicycle again. This Roadhouse Grill: Intrigued for
has all the elements to be another
years by the potential of selling
&
KFC."
chicken roasted over fire, he
Whitnell
Dr.
1001
During an interview in his
dabbled with Le Chicken Grill
Murray, KY 42071
office at an executive complex
and later, John Y's Grill.
just off Intergtate 95, Brown did
"I was the only governor with
DEPARTMENT HEADS
his name on a chicken house"
nothing to dispel persistent
Walter L Apperson
Publisher
Brown said.
rumors that he might jump back
Alice Rouse
General Mgr.
into Kentucky politics in the
So three years ago, using a
Managing Editor Gina Hancock
•
Advertising Mgr. Mary Ann Ow
Circulation Mgr.- Dennis Hodges
Classifieds Mgr. Karen Cowin

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
FBI agents scoured the Headier,Whitney Museum grounds, trying
to uncover any clues in what
investigators believe was the biggest jewelry heist in the state's
history.
Thieves broke into the museum
in western Fayette County sometime between midnight and 7
a.m. Sunday, taking 103 items"
valued at $1.6 million from the
jewel room, cash from the gift
shop and the silent alarm system
they dismantled, according to
authorities.
The hardest pieces to resell
would be the bibelots, which are
small, decorative objects
designed strictly for their beauty
and enjoyment.
"I can hardly imagine where
those things would go," said
Constance Lowenthal, executive
director of the International

Foundation for Art Research in
N'YOrlt 'This is a very specialized business. They'd have a
hard time selling it. There are
several possibilities, but I just
don't know which scenario fits
here.
"I. guess nobody will know
until the crime is solved."
Police say they have no suspects and few.leads in the crime.
_Ssidelman said the museum,
Z-vhich attracts about 23,000 visitors annually, will be closed for
about two weeks while repairs
are made to the facility.
The museum staff, via telephone and computer networks,
sent news of the theft to museum
and art dealers throughout the
World, including the Smithsonian
Institution.
The museum board of trustees
on Monday authorized a $50,000
reward.

To reach all departments of the
newspaper, phone 753-1916.

FRIDAN (10:30 to 4:30)
Golden Fried Catfish with Steak Fries
and-Hush Puppies

$2.89

ff

EVERY FRIDAV & SATURDAY

MONDAY(10:30 fo 4:30)
Grilled Cheddar Cheese w/Cole Slasi

Shell

TUESDAY (All Day)
Our Famous Racer Burger with Fries

WEFTF-RN KENTUCKY

Ilycfro
'Pressen Washing

WEDNESDAY (10:30 to 4:301
Our New Illsrkey Club w/Nacho Chips

Steam atoning

Residential• Commercial
Farm-. industrial

Exterior Cleaning Se,rvicee
Aiumintint • Vinyl MicionairWend • Steel

$3.45

-

I 5th & Olive Blvd - Murray, Kentucky
Monday thru Saturday - 10:30 am to 10:00 pm

Dm Saw Wm= KZ= • DM STEM

Kevin
'
Alexander
(502) 395-5524

WESTiall EC=

Read the classifieds

THE 1994 WEST KENTUCKY
BIBLE LECTURES
Saturday, July 23rd • Sunday, July 24th

41

THEME: "The Whole Armour of God"

• •••
-11r Mara Armor of Gor
Gadd Ellk•• - hlamplia. TN
530 um. Saari,

'me IP..r.r et lellosese
Mai Can - huger. AL. ,
5
Smalley
'

Wrote Aplor
kr Urdu/ Amu. TX
10100.O.a. Saturday.

•Woriallp.
Orr Car - Isfrosido.TN
IGO pa. Stooday

.
R011108
.
Clair loatord - Rim.. MS
3,4.5 pa. Saari,

MAKE PLANS TO AT7'ElVD!!

-1110 Poolsharat of Ile
Cori. Cur - Mootplut. TN
7,00 paa. Saardsy

"Shoe Vht Racaosinut maMonth'
Robert Taylor - Riplry, TN
7,45 p.m. Saturday

CHRIST
SUNNY SLOPE CHURCH OF
Kentucky 42003

For further information call 554-2496 or 554-3387
-

isms

2:00 p.th. Keep Thyself hire
Joe Meador • Austin, Texas
2:45 p.m. The Hope of Heaven
Charles Leonard • Rienzi, Mississippi

Panel - Garland Elkins, Curtis Cates,
Robert Taylor, Harrell Davidson Moderator: Gary Colley

"Worldllors•
Hera Davide= - Obirt, TN
IIS pa. Uri,

"Mier. Aie flo Door
Ory GO, - Amur. zx

Sunday, July 24th

•
Saturday, July 23rd
1:00-2:15 p.m. OPEN FORUM

Subscription Rates
NI subscriptions payable in advance.
Home delivery 6 days a week:
1 month
$690 I 6 months $28.50
$57.00
3 months $15.00 I 1 yew
BY MAIL

THURSDAY (All Day)
Our Homemade Spaghetti with Hearty Meat
Sauce Served with French Bread
$1.75

OUR FAMOUS -PRIME RIB IS SERVED

Sponsored by:

Murray
Ledger Times

'READER INFORMATION

— Tim Titus WEEK'S SPWALS —

SATURDAY (10130 to 4:30-1
Sporty's Own "Kentucky Hot Brown"

..

Thieves may have problem
-unloading museum jewelry

j

•

GRILL

1

Pick 3
8-8-8
Pick 4
9-4-1-6
Cash 5
11-17-19-26-34

•

sporrOls

Then he evoked KFC's founder, the late Harland- Sanliers:
"The ol' colonel used to say, a
rnan'll rust out before he wears
Out."

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

3A

WEDNESDAY. JULY 20, 1994,

6465 Old Mayfield Rd -, Paducah,
VCR & CASSETTE TAPES OF LECTURESHIP WILL BE AVAILABLE.

(YR. $57.00

Mated in Calloway Co., Benton,
Harcin,Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington, Ky. and to Paris. Buchanan and
Puryear, Twin. By mail to other destinations, price is $64.50 per year.
'Published-Monday through Saturday
every afternoon, except Sundays,
July 4,Thanksgiving Day,Christmas
Day and New Years Day.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept. between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
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PURCHASE CANCER GROUP

Murray Lodger a Tense RAPS 306700)
Mousy Ledger I Time is a number el the
AssociMed Press, Kentucky Prose Assoc:Mem
and Scultom Neeeelepers Publishers Anodeeon. The Aeseximed Press is seoluslvisly entitled
to none alert...led by Murreg Ledger 6 Times.

Cancer Therapy Center

a

The Physicians and Staff Of The Purchase Caner Group Extend To You An

INVITATION
To View The New Cancer Therapy Center

WILLIAM G. HART, M.D. AND JAMES C. HART JR., M.D.

Saturday, July 23rd • 3-5pm • Refreshments

ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE

100 KIANA COURT
1(H) Kiatia

null • Padu.-ali, KY 42001

THE ASSOCIATION OF

RANDAL K. HUGHES) M.D.
IN THE PRACTICE OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

CANCER THERAPY CENTER
Practice Dedicated To Oncology/Heitiajology

Charles F. Wuikier M.D.,FAC.P.•David C:Ginn,M.D.

HART OPHTHALMOLOGY ASSOCIATES, PSC

your
tails
nact

BOARD CERTIFIED

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING, SUITE 284 W
300 SOUTH 8TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
502-753-3131 AND 1-800-221-7892
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Nepotism goes deeper than family

The fact is, howerr,,that a lot of
"If you don't take care of your own
local taxpayers are getting tired of
it
for
family,
who's
going
to
do
NOT
AGREE
OR
•
seeing Cousin Susie. in Cousin
you?" -- Gale Hines, McCreary
Mary's clerk's office or Brother Boll
County Magistrate
Where there is no vision, the people perish;
• on Brother Bill's county road crew.
FRANKFORT - That sentiment,
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.
They're paying attention as clerks,
of course, is as old and fine as any
judge-executives and others across
diarcan be expressed about Kentucthe state are hauled before grand
kians and their determination to
juries and indicted for misappro.
columnik
Syndicated
take care of their own.
priating or stealing county money.
The problem is, Hines was talkThey're fed pfl with sheriffs and
But
the
General
Assembly
didn't
to
square
one
back
in
So,
Whitley
ing about takingecare of family by
want to take the blame for ridding -their deputierivhti turn out to be a
putting them on the public payroll. City. That's probably going to be the
city
halls and courthouses of local county's biggest-drug dealers.
case
in
counties
and
cities
throughIn counties(and cities) throughout
Like the judge-executive in Mc
officials'
happy relatives. State law- _
local
governments
out
the
state
as
Kentucky - big ones and small ones
4
Creary
County, a lot ofTionest city
-try
to
meet
a
new
requirement
that
Makers didn't want county clerks,
alike - a lot of cousins, brothers and
and county officials in Kentucky are
they
enact
codes
of
ethics
for
local
city
commissioners
or
magistrates
daughters get taken care of with
willing to live with toqgh ethics
mad at them(and possibly running
public Monty whether they're qual- • elected officials by Jan. I net year
codes becansethey don't have anyMeCreary
County
apparently
is
against,
them
in
the'
next
election)
.
ified or.evenwork_
thing to hide from their constituents.
view., on the mailer of the first to tackle the -thorny issue. because theihave to reveal possible
They aren't playing fast and loose
By
law;
however,
it
conflicts
of
cannot
be
the
interest
involving
a
"
nepotism.in local governments prewith contracts to old buddies and
family business-or a'major creditor.
vailed Overwhelmingly in McCre- last.
By JOHN DIAMOND
they
aren't buying expensive road
ary County last week. A tough code - It would have been much easier,
Associated Press Writer
equipment from favored vendors
The
law
govthat
requires
local
in
course,
Whitley
and
of
-.City
of ethics proposed by McCreary
WASHINGTON (AP) — An invasion of Haiti would,begin with
who contribute heavily to their
County Judge-Executive Jimmie elsewherejf th‘General Assembly ernmnet codes of ethics doesn't set
a crniek thrust led by Navy Seal teanis, Marines and Army Rangers
campaigns - or worse.
minimum
at
all.
It
merely
standards
that
passed
a
law
this
year
mandatW. Greene couldn't even get a
And,turn quickly into an exercise in quelling violent, rival factions, _
Those are the local officials who
-Second
out of magistrates at a ing local ethics codes had had the says the codes have to address such
must confound the cynics and push
•acoording, to senior military sources. '
issues
as
nepotism,
meaning
of
gumptionto
set
down
tough
stanmeeting of his fiscal -court:
for tough local ethics codes the Jan.
Once elite assault teams have secured the U.S.. embassy, the air---course there wiltbea-code that flat
dards the codeS must contain.
port and the government palace in the capital of Port-au-Prince, an
Greene's ,propcised- code would
out endorses the hiring of relatives .1 deadline.
Army fOrce as large as 20,000 would move in to establish chil
How extraordinary it would be
That way outlawing nepotism in $y elected -city and county officehave required public disclosure of
. _
order.
•
•
majar creditors, sources of income lob-I 'government offices and re- holders. There will be a cofle some-,- for most Kentucky,citties and counIt's not the invasion of Normandy, nor is it cost-free.
--and business interests ler local quiring financial disclosure of of- where that says elected officials ties to do what the General As"One old rusty AK-47 with one bullet can kill a soldier just as
sembly didn't have the guts to do.
officials and candidates. It also fice holders and candidates would must disclose sources of inetSine ,dead as an intercontinental ballistic inissite!-'.- one Senior officer . would have barred most relatives of have come about no matter how over, say, $500,000.,Or- debts of
But.the experience last week-in
cautioned.
.
officials from working in their of- uncomfortable the requirements more than $1 million.' McCreary County is hardly a good
- In describing the invasion scenario.
,the military sources, who make some officials.
It's that 19;4 and on purpose. - beginning•
fices.
spoke on condition of anonymity, portrayed an armed force ready'
to do the job, but concerned about what happens afterward.
As is often the case, military officers go into this action with
their most recent engagement in mind. That would be Somalia,
where the United States had no trouble getting into the country but
became embroiled in urban guerrifft .warfare-onte there.
Clinton -administration officials have said repeatedly that do
-invasion is imminent, but three developments could trigger an'
• armed assault: a sharp increase in the intensity of violence against
Haitians; a threaLtathe,lives of U.S. officials and civilians
• or the sudden departure of-Hiiti's 'military leaders.
' That last distance would create'a situation similar .to Somalia,
_yyliere the United States rolled into an ungoverned, chaotic area
with a show of force —'met by U.S. media camera crews on the
beach — but then had trouble maintaining control:
U.S. officials recently got a preview of what they might encounter when a C-141 transport plane flew into Port-au-Prince to resupply the embassy. Haitian military guards, thinking this was the invasion, dropped their weapons and uniforms and fled.
According 'to U.S'. intelligence estimates, the Haitian army of
-7,600 soldiers is armed with World War H-vintage rifles and possesses only six armored vehicles and eight artillery pieces. The
Haitian navy consists of four patrol boats;-"On a good day, two are
working," one U.S. intelligence report stated. The air force has
five trainers and about a dozen Cessna light transports. None of this means the Haitians are incapable of inflicting
damage.
A major concern of military planners is that Haitian forces would
evaporate into the countryside, only to come out later as snipers
and assassins.
The basic elements oran invasion force — more than 2,000 Marines stationed on amphibious ships off Haiti as well as Navy Seal
teams — are already in place. Their first job would be to protect,
possibly even evacuate, the 3,500-4,000 U.S. citizens in Haiti. The
goal would be to seize taetical objectives with as little force as possible to avoid collateral damage and civilian casualties.
"We don't use a sledge hammer when a safety pin will dot".said
a Siznace familiar with the attack plans. Another source described
the Marines as the "911, kick-in-the-door force. Then it would
become a 90 to 95 percent Army show."
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Removal of Haitian military and police forces could spark repris"This is one issue where the
There's
an obstacle course comals by supporters of ousted President Jean-Bertrand Aristide against
PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS
political rhetoric is divorced from
ing
up on health care reform,
their former tormentors. Intelligence officials say rival factions
the reality," he said in a speech
with issues like abortion coverage
have been hoarding tires and gasoline for the "necklacing" execuin Miami on Monday.
to be bargained by Democratic
tion of enemies — this in a country under a trade embargo.
leaders who need a consensus in
"U wOuld be perceived as a failure for any military intervention
That's a complaint both sides
order to Win a bill. Their majority
to lose control in a civil disturbance," one military planner said.
have made: Clinton in demanding
is fragile, and even allies are
The Pentagon plans to rely heavily on Army "civil affairs" units
universal coverage, which he
wary of roadblocks.
Associated Press colionnist
that specialize in re-establishing order by repairing and operating
would finance by requiring
Democratic
governors,
for
public utilities, telephone service, garbage collection and the like.
to provide insurance
employers
support a bill that doesn't.
example, urged Congress to act, adversaries.
So great is the concern about the aftermath of an invasion that
of the cost, with the
pay
most
and
And
reformers can't afford to
saying health care coverage ought
Abortion would be covered
some in niilitary circles have begun referring to the operation as
government
paying
to cover the
to be guaranteed to all Ameri- under the committee bills, as lose either bloc of votes. •
"10, 10, 10." That's 10 minutes to get in, 10 days to clear the
in advoRepublicans
jobless;
and
So they're sidestepping the
cans. But they didn't say how the under Clinton's original proposal.
• country, 10 years to get. out.
cating more limited, incremental
issue.
Promoting
coverage
universal
health
of
the
uninsured
should
But the White House apparently
The Clinton administration plans to turn control on the ground in
be paid for, a politically trouble- is willing to comprornise on the coverage Monday, with a study change.
Haiti over to a U.N. force as quickly as possible. Western HemiRepublicans at the National
some call.
point. "I think our goal is to bas- issued by the Catholic Health Governors Association confersphere nations have agreed to provide up. to 4,000 troops to a U.N.
And there also were complaints ically work now with the House Association of the United States,
peacekeeping force in Haiti, but the overall makeup of the force,
ence in Boston said they don't
at
their meeting in Boston that a and the Senate to try to come up they avoided talking about it.
expected to be mostly American, remains unclear.
"No, I don't want to comment like his proposal to finance it in
plan the House Ways and Means with an approach that ... allows
on
that," said Sen. Jay Rock- part by putting a ceiling on federCommittee approved would people to make that, decision,
Saddle states with a costly new doesn't have the government efeller, D-W.Va. "The whole al spending for Medicaid, since
question of abortion or not will that would shift costs 'to the
federal mandate to pay for cover- necessarily impose One approach
be sorted out one way or another states.
age of people who can't buy or the other," Leon Panetta, the
Ross Perot's United We Stand
in
the legislative process-."
health insurance.
White House chief of staff, said
America
has endorsed limited
That's not going to be the bill on NBC.
Rockefeller said what he
reform. A bipartisan group of forintends
to
Congress considers. The House
push,
without
lkstracThat leaves open the question
mer federal officials called the
and Senate majority leaders are of -whether -abortion- coverage- tion, "is the godfather, which is
Committee for a Responsible
universal
trying
coverage."
to
negotiate
compromise
would be in or out as part of a
Dear Editer:
Federal Budget has done the
legislation to bring up for action standard benefits package set by
Clinton, meanwhile, said
I read the story in the paper about the weekenders trashing the court
same,
saying it would be premaAmericans
within
the
month.
Four
are
commitlosing
ground on
the government. Thirty-five
square. I am a teenager who goes up town on the weekends and I have
ture
and
ill-advised to try to overtees have approved varying bills, House Democrats haye said they coverage, yet "a lot of people
noticed that all but one of the trash-cans have been removed from the
haul
the
system now.
and
say
the advocates of a Canadian- won't vote for a health care bill
that what we ought to do is
NUM.
When
the
governors met in
put a Band-Aid on the present
style government insurance sys- that includes it. Sixty-eight, plus
I think that if the city would putthe trash-cans back on the square oron
Washington
five
months ago,
tem have been assured of a vote four Republicans, say they won't system."
the corners across from the courthouse there would not be as much trash
they agreed that there should be
on
their
plan.
on the streets and sidewalks.
action on health care this year
At this late point in the 'health
A few friends and myself have been talking about the way the police
and urged Congress to get on
care
debate,
successive
critics
have been acting on weekends. For example, this past weekend two
with it, so that the effort
have been lodging their comReaders and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
policemen came up to us as we pulled into the parking place and gave us
wouldn't be caught up in the
plaints, some saying they advoopinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letter& to the editor. We
a threat I think if the police department would not harass the
politics
of the off-year election
cate coverage for all Americans
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they cOmply with the folweekenders so much, there would not be as much trouble.
campaign.
as President Clinton insists, then
lowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
But the police do not want the am:often to be in town on weekends.
It is.
adding the ifs and buts.
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
Anywhere we part anymore we getrun-offor given a ticket,so wheredo
Thus Roman Catholic bishops
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
we teenagers go and meet our friends and sit and talk?
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter said they would work for univer`be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doubleR.
Mears, vice president and colI think the people on the police force should try to remember when
sal coverage, but only if that does
spaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
umnist
for The Associated Press,
they were teenager!, and for some, that was not very long ago.
not include a requirement for
and to limit frequent writers.
Mike Elkins
has
reported
on Washington and
abortion coverage. To include
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
national
politics
OS Munny,.KY
for more than 30
abortion, the bishops said,. would
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
years.
be to turn advocates into
ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

Todd Duvall

ANALYSIS

How to invade Haitis
use.a:quick thrust
,
pacify population

-=
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CONG?ESS,(ALREADY WELL MorECTED THANKYou) PoNDcRs THE HEALTH CARE NEEDS
OF "NE GREAT UNWASNED.

On the bumpy road to health reform
Walter Mears

FROM OUR READERS
Teen wants trash cans on square

Just drop us a line ...
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CALENDAR

JO'S DATEBOOK

Thursday, July 21
Wednesday, July 20
Bethel United Methodist Bole
Westside Baptist Bible School/6 p m
Schooli6 p m
West Murray Church of Christ Bible
WestAgurray,rautch pt Chr,; ;- • •SchooU7.30 p.m.
School•'7 30 p rti •
Monthly Song. Fast .by Church
Westside Baptist Church• eifenis
Women United at Fern Terrace
include Bible -School/6 p m
Lodge/2:30 pm.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
Board/5 30 p.m /board room
County Hospital/Murray Post
Irvin Cobb Neighborhood Watch
Office/8.30-11;30 a.m. and 12:30-3
meeting/7 p.m. at Russell's Chapel
m.
P
Murray-Calloway County Fair Queen Contest will be held at MurUnited Methodist Church.
Murray Baptist Mission prayerray Middle School auditorium on Monday, July 25, at 7 p.m. This
Murray-Calloway County 'Camera
service/7 p.m.
change was necessary after the fire at Murray State University. EighClub/7 p.m./Calloway _Qounty_ Public
hew Ufe Christian Center service/7
pm. at 1619 Martin's Chapel Rna4. '• Library.
teen contestants have entered Ihe _Contest. sponsored -by Murray
TOPS KY 1460- mtingin. with
St. John Episcopal Church events
Woman's Club ,in cooperation with Murray-Calloway County Fair
weigh•in16 p.m 'Annex of Calloway
include
Holy
Eucharist/5:15
p.m.
24,
from
4
to
6
p.m.
at
Board. The rehearsal will. be _Sunday, July
County Public Library.
Church- of Living God prayer
Murray Middle. The public is invited to attend, according to Sue AlliChristian Singles Group/7 p.m /600
service/7 p.m.
sOn„ Fair Queen chairman for MWC.
Noun 20th St. Murray Infoi.loan,
First Christian Church events include
759-1345. or Richard.'759-9994'
Worship Committee/7. p.m.
Narcotics Anonymous meetr 0
Community Baptist Church events
p.m/St. John's Episcopal Church.
include prayer meeting/6.p.m. in DixieInfo/753-0781. -,
land Shopping Center.
Calloway County Chanter of American Red Cross will have a
Hazel Center/open 10 a.M.-2 P.m for
Dexter Baptist 'Church worship/6:30
"Family Assistance 1" class on Saturday, July 23, at 9 a.m: Ruth Day
senior citizenst.
'
...p.m.
will be the instructor ror the 8-boir course to be held at Lake City.
Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-At p.m./for
Elm Grove Baptist Churctrworshipq
.
Completion of this claim- Will qualify a person to work- &ith families
senior •citizens' activities.
pm
following a disaster: verifying their needs and 'deciding how to he
Memorial Baptist Church events - AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m/Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
them get back on their feet again. The only prerequisite to this course
include prayer meeting/7 p.m., Choir
Murray Kiwanis ClubB
Rehearsa178
is "Inunituation to Disasters" which can be arrange to give to interStockade.
First
Presbyterian
Church
events
ested people before the date,of the Wass. Interested--persons should
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
include Choir Practice/6:30 p.m.
call the local Red Cross Chapter at 753-1421 from 9 a.m. to noon and
Seas -Restaurant. First United Methodist Church
1 to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.
St. Leo Catholic Church e nts
events incluge-Turner Covenant
include Legion of Mary/9:45 aim.:
Prayer/6 p.m.
_
•
•
r'
Marketplace Participants/ lunch at Sir• _First Baptist Church events include
loin Stockade/11:30 a.m.
Library open/6:15 p,m.Children's
Young N Hearts of Glendale Road
- Super Summer Studies and Youth
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery Dir will be Friday, July 22. It business
Church of ChrisV10:30 a.m.
Bible Studies/6:30 p.m.; Businessmeeting_will be at 10 a.m. when bids for the mowing of the-cemetery,
St. John Episcopal Church events
--Fneeting/6:45 p.m.; No Sanctuary
church yard and lot in front of the church will be opened. A potluck
indlUde Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.- •
Choir.
lunch wilt be served at ncion. Anyone-interested in mowing the cemetGrece Baptist ChUrch events- inelude - First Baptist Church events include
ery,should contact-Herben _Brent- Clayton, Brent -Williams or Gerald
Awana Club, Youth Bible Study, and -BYW dinner/6 p.m/home of Lynne
Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.
—
Ray. The cemetery is located in Henry County, Tenn., approximately
Glendale Road Church of Christ - Twin Lakes- Antique Car -Crub/7
two miles south of Kentucky-Tennessee state line and approximately
p m\/.Majestic Steakhouse...
events include Bible Clastes/fp.tb:five miles northwestof Buchanan:on Claytontown and Buchanan Road,
Drafferiville.
University Church 'of- Christ events
just across from the old Clayton's Store.
Murray Women of the MobseBp m
include ib e • Classes 7 m. ;
with- officers/7 p.m.
- —
Emnianuel Baptist Chu
p.ch
r
Bible
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Study/7 p;m.
Tenn./7:30 piT /Farm, Bureau Building.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
The annual reunion of the descendants of Elidge and Ada CarterParis. Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
Studyq p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events
will be Saturday, July 23, at the Farmington Community Au' ding. A
Land Between the Lakes events
include -Meal Preparation/1 0
include Tobacco Patch Work/10 a.m.,
4ts•tluick meal will_be served .at noon All relatives and frfr.Ns are
-"Mr. arra Mrs. David S. Carr of 2006 Gatesborough Circle,.lteturray,' R' ' ,B
d /t1 a.m.;• B t •- a.m,-noon, MOH's. fat Dinner?/.1220
invited to attend:-,
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Deer Up
2-Announce the engagement and forthcoming marriageof their daughter, Making/2 p.M./Hoingplace- 1850i_ Peer
Allison Faye Can, to Evan Lyle Beck of Evansville, Ind., son of
Up Close/10 a.m., Hummers Galore71 -- - Clore/10 am., Eyes cirthe-Nigbil
p.m., Eagles Uo..Closel2 p
p.m., Eagles. Up -.Close/2 p.m., Redand Mrs. lames L. Beek, of 1
. 714 Grampian, Madisonville.
'Wolves/Coyotes/-3
P.m-:-/V_TiloOdlands
-p.m./Woracilands
Wolves/Coyotes/3
Miss Carr is the granddaughter of the late Mr.'and Mrs. A.H. MorThe 21st annual Rose Ball with Charles and Elsie Thurman as hosts
Nature Center: Planetarium' Showii I
Center; Planetarium Show/11
Nature
will be Saturday, July 23, from 8 p.m. to midnight at Curtis Center • gan of Paducah and of ,Mr. and ps. James R. Carr- of Turns River, .a.m., 1, 2 and 3 p.m./Golden Pond • a.m., 1, 2-, and 3 p.m./Golden -Pond
N.J.
Ballrooin, Murray State University. A floor show will be featured.
Visitor Center. Infd1-502-924-5602
Visitor Center Info/1,502-924-5602.
Mr. Beck is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. O.L.(Red) Robertson of
The cost will be $14 per person. The public is invited to attend. -7

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Fair Queen Pageant at Murray Middle

;

.r•

Family Class will be Saturday .

•

Mt. Pleasant Day on Friday

,

Allison Faye Carr, fiancee.
- of Evan Lyle Beck

,Carter reunion on Saturday

...:Carr and Beck-wedding
vows to be said Sept. 3 .Bible

-

—

-

Rose. Ball planned :Saturday

-Russell Springs and the late Mr. and Mrs. Claude Beck of Jamestown.

Fair Teen Pageant planned

The bride-elect, a '1988 graduate of Murray High School, attended
'the University of Kentucky. She is a 1992 graduate of Murray State
The First Calloway County Jaycees Fair Teen Pageant will be SunUniversity with a bachelor's degree in Public Relations and Advertisday, July 24, at Jeffrey Gym at Calloway County High School. Coning. She is a member of kappa .Alpha Theta sorority.
.
testants must reach age 13 by Oct. 31, 1994, and cannot reach age 16
The groom-elect, a 198-8 graduate of Madisonville North Hopkins
by Oct. 31, 1994. Entries must be received by Wednesday, July 20.
High School, is a 1993 graduate of Murray State University with a
Registration will be from 2 to-2:30 p.m. and the pageant will begin at - bachelor's degree in Management. He is a member of Lambda chi
3 p.m. For more information call Jana Barneu at 753-0137 or Lynette
Alpha fraternity. He is a golf professional at Evansville Country Club,
Mann at 753-1706.
Evansville, Ind.
The wedding will be Saturday„ Sept. 3,'at 6 p.m. at First United Methodist, Church, Murray.

Athletic Boosters plan meeting

Calloway County Athletic Boosters will meet Thursday, July 21, at
5:30 p.m. in the office of Calloway County Board of Education. All
members and persons interested in athletics at Calloway County
Schools are invited to attend.

Support Group for Blind to meet
The Support Grou'n for the Blind will meet Thursday, July 21, at 6
p.m. in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. All interested
persons are invited to attend. For more information 762-6823.

Republican breakfast Saturday
-Jackson Purchase Republican Breakfast Club will have its monthly
meeting in Calloway County this month. It will be Saturday, July 23,
at 9 a.m. at Shoney's Restaurant. Max T. Canady, chairman of Republican Party of Calloway County, urges the public to attend this special meeting.

Calloway joint council meeting Thursday
Calloway County Schools' Joint Site-Based Decision Making Council meeting will be Thursday, July 21, at 6:30 p.m. at North Calloway
Elementary School. Items on the agenda include council operations,
extended school day, and question/answer session with Dr. Jack Rose.
Prior to the meeting, the Calloway County High School Council will
meet at 5:30 p.m. at North for agenda items of schedule of school day
for students, homecoming policy and promotion/retention policy. All
parents and interested persons are invited to attend the meetings.

Square dance planned at Paris Landing
'The Dover Squares Western Square Dancing Club will. host a
square dance on Sunday, July 24, from 3 to 5:30 p.m. at Paris Landing
State Park Inn. Lou Watson will be calling the square dancing and
Joyce Pickier will be cueing the rounds. All Western Square and
Round Dancers are invited.

Ferguson Springs plans homecoming
Ferguson Springs Baptist Church will have its annual homecoming
on Sunday, July 24. Preaching will be at 10 and 11 a.m. with a basket
meal at noon and gospel singing in afternoon. Revival services will
begin Wednesday, July 27, and continue through Friday, July 29, at
7:30 p.m. The Rev. Bob Courtney, pastor, invites th public to attend.

Adventist services on Saturday
Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, located at Sycamore and
South 15th Streets, Murray, will have Sabbath Day services on Saturday, July 23. Worship will be at 9 a.m. with Sabbath School at 10:30
a.m. The public is invited to attend.
•

LYNN ELKINS
is now associated with

Brenda's Beauty Salon
spedalizing in cvmplete Family Hair Carr
Par Appolataseats, Call 753-41182
Tuesday Sc Saturday 7-3
Uncle Jeff's Shopping CS.'. • Hwy. 641 So.

A reception will follow at Murray Country -Club.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the Wedding and the
reception.

Jessie Ray
Easley born
Joey William Easley and
Tabatha Lynn Paschall of 501
North Sixth St., Murray, are the
parents of a son, Jessie Ray
Easley, born on Mynday, June 6,
at 12:20 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County -Hospital. The
baby weighedseven- pounds nineounces and measurered 212/3
inches.
Grandparents are Edward Lee
Paschall of Nashville, Tenn., and
Sandra Paschall, Donnie Easley
and Linda Easley, all Of Murray.

Randi Allen & Jimmy French
Phyllis Ams &, Michael Edwards
Marla Arnett & Dtrrell Overby
Missy Baker & Chris Bynum
Krista Bollinger & tim Rose
Jennifer Bugg & Dan VanWaes
Tina Butler & Barry Ward
Allison Carr & Evan Beck

109 S. 4th St. • Downtown, Murray
753-1442

BIGGEST SALE ENT4R!!
CONTINUES...
Starting Now Save A Minimum Of

THE ALREADY LOW PRICES ON EVERY SINGLE ITEM!!
EVERYTHING IS ON SALE!!

.

Entire Stock of Summer & New Fall
Fashions at One Time Savings!

Marla Fuquay & Erie Grogan
Melissa Galyen & Teddy Thompson
Amanda Gomez & John Mark Potts
Monica Griffin & Brion P Smith
Trod Hamlin & James Woodyard
Lori Harris & Robbie Noel
Shenette McCandless & Kyle Smith
Selena Sanders & Mitchell McNutt
Jennifer Sellars & Jason Sammons
Monica Turner & Shone Knight
Cathryn Walker & Cary Miller

* Includes... Close-out Shoes, Cosmetics and Lingerie *
*Many prices have already been reduced. Now,
the cashiers will deduct an additional 30% off,
enabling you to save up to 60% and more!!

Down Wynn A Michael Bucy
Sabina &evoker & Jeff Smith
University PLua • Chestnut St.
753-1851

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

31110v OFF

BRIDAL
REGISTRY 4e%

Karen Dole 8.Dcwld Weatherly
Clare Dirksen & Mark Boggess
Debbie Farrell & Chad Katzman

•Decorative Rags
•Celestial Wind Chimes
•Creeting Cards For All -Occasions
•Scented Candles •Picture Frames' .Unique Dinnerware

SR1q1lIrS

Mori imports
4),

Summer
Gift Ideas...

• All Sales Final — Cash, Check, Visa & MasterCard Accepted •

Paducah - KY Oaks Mall •Downtown Murray • Reelfoot Shopping('enter- Union Cit
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Food Giant

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray

DEL MONTE

KACI GREER, 13, has been chosen to sing the National Anthem
at one of the performances at the
Sikeston Jaycee Bootheel Rodeo
in August at Sikeston, Mo. She Is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Greer of Murray and the
granddaughter_ of Mr. and Mrs.

CREAM STYLE OR
WHOLE KERNEL YELLOW
CORN:
i SWEET PEAS?.
FRENCH STYLE OR COT

atuButis

Clint Greer of Rt. 1, Almo, and

HOSPITAL
•

..•
•

-

Tv.o iveW.bom admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway'
County Hospital for.. Friday; July
.15• have been released as•

,a1M, 14-1- • •
r

••
follows;
.NeWborn admissions
Sheridan baby boy, parents. Lori
and Chris, Rt, 7, Box 490, Murray;
Lovelace baby :boy, mother, Kathy
Bohannon, Rt. 2, Box 183A, Benton.

C
617
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„

POTATO
CHIPS
BAG

age

TilirViros

GRAPE-JELLY

$1

8 0$.
FOB
NORCO SPAGREITI 7 OZ. 3/9
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tteAvin

REG. $2.99
PRAIRIE FARMS

P.* 4p.. •

•• ••

Hunts
tomato
sauce
• -._
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Iv.

li

,..

REG. 13419 - BITE SIZE

FROSTED
MINI16 WHEATS
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DOWNY FLAKE
HOMESTYLE
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WAFLES
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12 OZ.
PKG.
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PINK BEAUTY

NOODLES 6 SAUCE
OR RICE 6 SAUCE
4

SNUGGLES

PINIr
SALM

go°

15120

iso

SAVE
P0607-120 "

15157 120

Kellogg's Apple Jacks
cereal ONLY
15 oz.
Good Wadi of mow TAN 712W04
Um. One Cowan Pr
COUPON

P02-07-082

9199
With Coupon

18 oz. Wheaties* cereal

Country Time Drink Mix
8 qt. size can only
Gass
wow w 7/21154PerTAN
7/211414
llyd
et,
Purchere

Good Week of 7/20104 Thns 7/24994
LIM OneCceon Pr Purclese
Good Only Al
s.Food Girt

Good

/

TIMI
BREA

$299
With Coupon

° Off
5
112 Pack Coca-Cola,.Products

18 oz. Golden Grahams*
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BOIL

Food Gerd

COUPON
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OSCAII
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With Coupon

19 oz. Bios Size

Wharns

I

GLAZ
DONE

$159

Kellogg's Frosted Mini
Wheats cereal ONLY

P0607-0116

cinkin

•

With Coupon

Purdue*
Good Only Al Storeys Feed Giant

119

SAVE

COUPONS

COUPON r

CHIC

14.5 OZ. CAN

L

84

L $199

PINK
SALMON

ALAI:T(41A.

OZ. PKG.

With Coupon

•

FRUITR DRINK roicx
796

LIPTON'S

$219

(
-P0607-116

k
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Liptcs

FABRIC
OFTENER
OZ.

COUPON

GUIS

BOX

;i
wrrs couPon snow

12 PK.

COUPONS

P011.07.150

'.,

I B'rrL
801-'L., S"111P111111-1-

$
199i

FUDGE BARS
, $149
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Murray; Miss Tanis Cunningham, 1744
Houser Rd., Banton; Mrs. Era,Buchanan, At. 1, Box 162, Hazel;
Ken Brawling, 612 North Poplar St.,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Opal Reeves. 1106
Vine St., Murray; Emery Haim, Rt. 5,
Box 809AA, Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Vonell A. Burton, 502 South
13th St. Murray '

,•-•

•

FROZEN
YOGURT
1/2 GALLON

Dismissals

•••

ISALAD DRESSINGI-4„:„,,,,,,,_,....„.__,,,„

2% MI K: I
PLASTIC GALLON

FROZEN
NORTHSTAR

'

r

SAVE WOO

RUNTS

Newborn admissions

.

1

,
WITH ONE FILLED
\SMART SHOPPER CARD)

Thomas baby girl, parents, Mechele
and Robert, 1809 Old Calvert Rd.,
Calvert City;
Vinson baby girl, parents, Tammy
and George, 407 Irvin St., Paris,
Tenn.;
Rhodes baby boy, parents, Brenda
and Richard, Rt, 1, Box 153,
Farmington:
Perry baby boy, parents, Deanna
and John, Rt. 2, Box 157-, Springville,
Tenn

•I

FOR

GOLDEN ROD 11
FLAV-0-RICt
i

$129

Four newborn admissions, dismissak and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday, July 18, have
been released as follows:

11;

$
5
12

-WESSON
OIL
24 OZ. B0111,E

EGGS

Newborn admissions

4.

131Z4A

REG. OR CAPIOLA

TOMATO 'SAUCE

sAIM

USU
CHM

ALL FLAVORS
HIDDEN VALLEY

Frosted
Mini Wheats

FARM FRESH
CH DE 4*.LARGE

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at . Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, July
-I-7, have been released ai
follows:

Ronald Crouse, P.O. Bo2033, Hardin; Mrs. Christina Darnell, At. 1, Box
342, Sedalia; Mrs. Edna M. Walker,
At 3, Box 2253, Mayfield;
Mrs Juanita Lowhorn and bat* girl,
P.0 Box 1895, Murray; Mts. borothy
C. Warren, 927 South Ninth T.,
Mayfield;
Michael Shaffer, 138 Shady Oaks.
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..Ms. Kathleen Whitsett. 906 Broad
St , Murray.; Ms. Debra L. Cole, Rt. 1,
Box 183, Buchanan, Tenn.'; Jacob A.
Patterson, 713- Ridgewood, Murray;
Mrs. Normanda Jeanine Brian and
baby girl, Box 2601, Paducah; Mrs.
Tammy L. Haloes and baby boy, Rt.
2 Box 315,'Fenton;
Mrs Moela $. Williams, Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray; Mrs. Imogene R.
Brannon, 1502 London Dr., Murray;
Mrs Laura E. Schroader, Box 694,
Dexter;
Carl Douglas Ingram, Rt. 7, Box
159, Mayfield; Baby girl Pirtle (Cedonia Parfait), 522 Maple St., Fulton.
• • • •
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Newborn admissions

David R. Landis II, Rt. 1, Box 258,
Farmington; Mrs. Anna Louise Boggess, 5729 Olive Creek Rd., Benton;
Dallas L. Adams, Rt. 7, Box 167.
Mayfield:
Mrs, Janey Nell Kelso,Reynolds and
baby boy, Box 390, Murray; Mrs. Gigger Gayle Darnell and'-baby boy, 1602
Dodson, Murray;.
Mrs. Shirley Ann Scott, 506 North
Cherry St., Murray; Miss Debra Ann
Green, Rt, 1. Box 225, Farmington;
Mrs. Ruth Ann Beadles, At. 3, Box
88, Mayfield; Ms. Kathy J. Bohannon
and baby boy, Rt. 2, Box' 183A,
Benton;
• Mrs. Lisa Fay Kim and baby girl, At.
7. Box 300, Murray; Mrs. Ruby L.
Donelson, Rt. 3, Box 226, Murray.
• • • •
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Burkeen baby girl, parents, Evelyn
-and - tarry, Rt. 1, Box 526,- Dexter;
Kim baby girl, parents, Lisa and Jordan. Rt. 7, Box 300, Murray.
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Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway County •Hospital for Saturday,.
July 16, have been released as
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Mrs. • Linda N. Duncan, Rt. -1, Box
204, Farrnington; Ira Allen Wray, Rt.- 2,
Box 137A, Wingo; Ms. Arnie L. Brien,
535 14th Ave.., Calvert City;
Ms. Tawny Hays and baby boy. 318
Main St.', Benton; Ms. Cedonia Parfait.
and baby girl, 522 Maple St., Fulton;
Mrs. Terrie D. Swift and baby boy,
_Rt. 1, Box 212, Almo; Mrs. Erin Thornas
and baby girl, 1311
Roberson 'St., Murray;
Mrs. Betty Eaves, Box 242:lime;
Allen. Harrison Stevenson, Rt. 1, Box
1.75A Buchanan Term.. Mrs. .Leah .
P.arrish, 715 Elm St., Murray;
Mrs, Kristina McKinney, Rt. 4, Box
,407, Mayfield; Mrs. Clarice Sparkman,
1312..Wells Blvd., Murray:. -Joe H.,.
Bolin, Rt. 1, Box 39, Clinton;
Kathleen 'Herndon, 608, South
Ninth St., Murray; J.G. Dunn 308
North 18th St., Murray; Jerry Mack
Valion. 1505 Henry St.. Murray.'
•. • • •
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Mrs. Lorene Colson and the late
Homer Colson of Cadiz.
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MARNE WINTESiDE of Murray.
Auxiliary Post 6291 _received .a.
medadion-and-carlificale—fou-oat-standing District Auxiliary President to the Veterans of Foreign
Wars of the State of Kentucky
1993-94.
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BREAST

FRESH - I LB. BAG
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Got.
FRESH CALIFORNIA

NECTARINES

441, Awes
PETS OF THE WEEK -These four animals are available for adoption at Animal
Shelter, East Sycamore Street
off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane Society of
Calloway County They are,
from top, "Otis," male blonde
Cocker/Lab mix; "Sir Winston," a silver ne1utered male
Terrier; "Busy," a male short
haired black kitten; and
"Jack," a male Mack/white border Collie. Hours of the shelter,
tipea toihe public; are I to 445
p.m. Monday, Thursday and
Friday, 1 to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday,
1 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday, and
closed Sunday. Humane Society
is a United Way agency. For
information call 759-4141.

ICEBERG READ

LETTUCE

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those whoAvhal/where questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, Its my job to help you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer.
By bnnging you some useul
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...

COLE
SLAW
Nation ItuOryn Outland 7133071
Wows Ingsberg KM, 4.94144
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Mrs. David Eiriah DeMith

Mr. ahd Mrs. Michael Shane Story

•

MI and Mrs- Jason Q: Oarner

Hatcher-De ithvows Dicksth17,Stor -46dt/frig Elkins-Gathe'rwè
'solemnizëddñ June 1-1 vows are saicfJune 4 vows are said June 111
Heather Victoria Hatcher and David Brian'DeMith, bothiof Antioch,
Sandi Mlitbis and Jason C. Garner were married. Saturday, June
- Melinda 'Anne Dickson and. Michael Shane Story were married
Tenn., were Married Saturday,- June -11, at Priest Lake Presbyterian
Church, Paris,
Catholic
II,
at 5 p.m. at Poplar-Spring Baptist Church.
Cross
-Holy
--at
p.m
7
at
.4,
June
Saturday,
.___
.
Church, Antioch, Tenn.
The bride is the daugpter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gallimore of
Tenn.
of
Hatcher
Ann-ChandTEI
and
R.
Dapny
of
:-.. -The bride is the daughter
Puryear, Tenn.,,and Ray 'Elkins of P.aris, Tenn. The -groom is the son_
_ The bride is the daughter_ of. Mr. and-Mrs. Lee bickNon, Rt. 2,.
.• Nashville, Tenn. She is the granddanghter of the late Otis and Blanche
Dan
Tommy
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mr.-"and Mrs. Harold Gainer and-Mr. and Mrs. Steve McCitistOn,'all
of
• Springville, Tenn. The groom is the'son of
_
....,.
.
...
- Hatcher of Murray.
..
I
•
TennPuryear,
2,
Rt.
of
of
Murray.'
1Story
Charlton
Janie,
late
the
and
Story
Dr. M.B. Jackson officiated. Music was by Lee Farmer, organist,
with _
officiated. Music was by Steve and Mari- Dennis
The
Norvek
'covered
Rev.
candelabrum
15.,br3nch
a
,
by
centered
was
The
altar
•
and Thdy Hunter: . vocalist. • . .
lyn Gaflimbre. Mac McCinston, stepbrother of the groom, served as
ivy And white tulle flanked by nee shaped candelabra. The pews were
- • The bride...given in marriage by her father wore a gown of -white
cascades:
nagErlitudivy
system coordinator:and played speciat taped' selections.
sound
yellow
and
peach
with
bows
tulle
with
Waited
\
edged
bridal satin and tulle, designed with A-modified jewel necklthe
ceremony.
ring
double
bride was escorted by her father aiid stepfather, and given in
The
The Rev__Viclo; Ciaramitarn peiforrned the
- in pearls, rated bodice; and sleeves to-point: Pearled -tulip guipure-lace- .
.,
vocalist.
•
Craig,
by her patents. He designer gowajfeituired -a closely'fitted •
and
marriage
Betsy
organist,
Brace,
Mary
by
was
Musicthe
CQVCreil the bodice and sleeves with matching-appliques accenting
a
with
satin
white
appliques adorned the bodice, which waS4embellished
of
Lace
agoim
bodice.
The'bride, escorted by her father, wore
_
.,
layered tulle skirt and chapel train.
and
pearls
seed
pearls. A heart-shaped Victorian neckline was edged
and
vfith
sequins
accented
with
basqn•Pheidice
-and
neckline
sweetheart
A band of satin petals accented with pearl loops, Austrian crystals,
shortsleeves.t°A• full • with rows of pearls and a hean-shaPed pearl tassel attached to a wedcomplimented
-bows
and
buttons
Tiny
sequins.
.
and back pouf held her veil. of. illusion.
bow above a deep vee peplum fell into a chapel length- train. Her fing- , ding ring band of lace formed the neck. Her sheeriuliet sleeves feaTaninty Nelson served as matron of hpnor. Bridesmaids were Kim
veil fell from headpiece accented with seed pearls and sequins: • tilted lace insets. The_ shoulder puff.was ibeented with pearl tassels.
ertip
.
..
Lineberry and Hillary Hatcher,•,sister f the _ bride. _. •
The softly gathered full skirt featured a triangular-design of pearls
She carried a European- style bouquet of calla. lilies, white-and .
ere-Jody Hunter and Ken
Jay Brown was -best man.-GrOomsme
in her
Tied
ribbons.
lace appliques. -An unusual candy box- bustle with lace appliques
and
white
with
tied
ivy
and
tulips,
peactiroses,.yellow
.. DeNtth, brother of the groom. -- t,.
a .
the
to.
:was attached to the'back ok-the viaist. The gown_ flowed ..,
beloVing
'pearls
and
medal
sfait kitklige;coitat " bouquet Was per somethingtiokl,..a scapular
'The bridesItiother wore a„two piece
gold
a
train , With pearls, lace' appliques and lace__
borrowed,
into
cathedral-length
a
something_
her
and
grandmother,
maternal
bride's
----4-7
:ind pc-an and gold buttons. The groom's 4iother was,attiredin_a thr
'
/
insets.
IateAnother.
.
:s
groom
the
to
belonging
locket
.
.
colored silk suit.
,` piece, melba:
1
'She wore an Austrian crystal and pearl tiara headpiece with a waist- — Tracy 'Caldwell of Pans, Tenn., was Matron of honor. Bridesmaids
A reception following th the church ;recreation Center. .
Martin
Mindy
bride
veil, and pearl drop earrings. She carried a long cascade him-length,
the
of
r
Dresden,'Tenn.,_siste
of
Smith
Lisa
were
and
Jobman
Servers were Jodi BroWn, Callie Mathit;-Lorielle
couCalif.,
Cattalya orchids interspersed .with stephanotis and
Bakersfield,
of
of
qact
Dkkson
Dana
and
• 7,Of Murfreesboro, Tenn..
.
'
_ -1);thielle Jobman. ..
•
sleeve,
with
_
fitted
honeysuckle;
suits'
black
length
full
wore
They
bride.
the
of
sift
.
They
.. Me_ Kridar couple spent seven days in Anna Maria Island, Fla.
collars, long white
The bride wore-a-garter of white lace and pearls with a blue ribbon. - shawl
shoulder
the
off
having
.white
jackets
less
,
'
Tenn.
Antioch,
Rd.,
Anderson
ff.: now at.. home - at 3223
A penny borrowed from Rena Moore, sister of the groom, was in her
gloves and pearl black and gold accessories. They carried cascades of
-. The new Mrs: DeMith graduated in ,May 1994 Summa Cum Laude
'ivy.
_
and
shoe.
roses
yellow
or
peach
alternating
a
with
Tenn.,
Murfreesboro,
I mom Middle Tennessee State_ University,
The-groom wore a white shawl full dress tailcoat with black pants, ' - Heather Melton served as maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Sjacia
Bachelor's degeree in Psychology- and Criminal Justice. She is
Elkins and Angie Ladd, cousins of the, bride, and Emily Fowler.
black and white checked vest and black accessories. He had a white
employed as-case manager at Family and Education Advisory AssoCia.
bridesmaids were Nicole Gallimore, stepsister of the bride, and ,
Junior
rose boutonniere.
- ation, Nashville, Tenn.
Groomsmen
man.
best
Jessica
Qallimore, cousin of the bride.
was
groom,
the
of
father
Story,
Dan
Tommy
Mr: DeMith is a graduate of Lyles School of Design. He is-employof Puryear,
Gallionwore.floor length gowns of purple satin and carried bouquets
They
Robert
Tenn,
Nashville,
of
Elood
were
Sitane
,
On
Broadway,_Nashyille
DeMith
ed as a hair and make-uP artist at
colors of purple ,in summer flowers.
Gary Story and Greg
Were
variegated
of
Ushers
Hazel.
of
Smith
Stacey
and
Tenn.,
Tenn.
April Cooper, niece- of the groom, was flower girl. She wore a floorStory; Puryear, brothers of the groom, and ,Scott Dickson; Humboldt,
length dress with sheer. ruffles Covering. the dress.
Tenn., and Anthony Dickson, Springville, Tenn., brothers of the bride.
The groom wore a full dress black tuxedo with white lapels featurThey wore blaqc tuxedoes with peach and yellbw boutonnieres.
Autumn
and
Dickson
Megan
a fitted waist, tails and White vest and boyvtie. He had a rose bouing
Presiding,a_the guest register were
tonniere with greenery- and baby's breath.
Story, nieces of -the bride' and groom.
Micheal Garner, brother of the groom, and Kevin Newell served as
A reception, hosted by the-bride's parents, followed at -the Paris
by dancing.
best men. Groomsmen were Micheal Winters and Ray Fennel. Ushers
Elks Club. A--buffet-,-dinner-- was
were Rob Dennis and Billy McMillian. Daniel Cooper, nephew of the
---- The five-tier three flavored wedding cake was decorated with peach
groom, was ringbearer.
---and yellovi-roses.-surroundedby-swag.s-of-baby24-breath-and-ivy-and
The attendants wore black tuxedoes with white rose boutonnieres.
Lopped with gold and_c„rystal love birds. The cake table was encircled
Rena Moore, sister of the groom, attended the guest registry.
by a gazebo covered by ivy, tulle, and roses as were the food table
A reception, hosted by the bride's parents, followed in the church
• and railings.
fellowship hall.
'Servers were Amy Devers of Southside, Tenn., Dorothy Derda of
The three-tiered wedding cake was supported on a pedestal with a
South Bend, Ind., and Laura Wagner of Michigan.
fountain and fresh magnolia, and topped with bride and groom figurAfter a brief honeymoon in Kentucky, the bridal couple ii-at home
ine. Matching satellite cakes on either side were attached by stairways
_ILJILViitage Green Dr., Nashville, Tenn.
upon which stood miniature bridesmaids and groomsmen. A chocolate
The groom's parents hosted a rehearsal dinner at Tom's Steak
groom's cake featured the name of the groom's favorite football team.
House, Paris. Mary Lawson of Murray directed the dinner.
Servers were Rita Dotson and Kay.Willoughby, aunts of the bride,
Carrie Elkins, cousin- of the bride, and Jackie Cooper, sister of the
• groom.
The couple is residing on Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn. They left July 15 for
a 10-day honeymoon.
For Your Convenience Now Offers
The parents of the groom hosted a rehearsal dinner at the church.
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy

UPS Pick-Up

Rolley speaks for NARFE

Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

UPS

Purchase our terrific Buffet
and get_a_ Regular Sirloin
Steak for just '1.99 more.
k: rir Butter feature,piping hot entrees:W:11 vegetable;and a %Ariel%
.,r a limited time when you purchase
•
chilled salads. And t,
ovr Butter, et a Regular Sirlom,•prepared Just the way you prefer,

at this si=ling low price! 1.1rored Tem
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SIRLOIN
STOCKADE
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Center • Murray • 753-0448
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John W. Roney described the
history and the current work of
Habitat for Humanity .in Murray
and Calloway County to members
of Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapten of National Association of
Retired Federal Employees at the
June meeting at Sirloin Stockade.
Many questions were asked
about -the work, the volunteers,
and applications for the homes.
_RolleY urged volunteer help was
needed and appreciated.

Stephen Sanders, attorney at
law in Murray, will discuss
estates, wills and other matters
which all retired persons should
consider at the chapter meeting •
on Friday, July 22, at 11:30 a.m.
at Sirloin Stockade.
All retired federal employees
or,those ready to retire are urged
to attend these informational
meetings, according to Glen
Sims, program chairman.

RACTIC
or
CHIROP
-inpi
FOR BETTER HEALTH
TONYA WEST & KARA CLERE
are now affiliated with

The Mane Event
Tonya & Kara are hair designers who specialize in
perms. cuts, colors and highlights.
Tonya is available Tuesday -Saturday 9 a m -6 p.m.
Kara is available Monday & Wednesday-Saturday
830 am -5 p.m.

HAIR DEsiGNs

305 N. 12th St
753-MANE

DR. MARY BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTOR—

YOUR "SECONDARY HEART"
You may never have appreciated that you
have a "secondary heart." This structure has
never received the publicity or notoriety
enjoyed by the heart, lungs and many other
organs Yet, the lungs cannot function without
its aid and the heart is embarrassed by its
faulty function.
Forming the floor of the chest and the roof
of the abdominal cavity, the Diaphragm is one
of the moat vital muscles of the entire body. In
addition to being essential for breathing, the
Diaphragm helps to propel venous blood from
the legs, pelvic and abdominal Ottani back to
the heart.
aulty postural habits that permit the chest

to sag and the k)wer abdomen to bulge.
decrease the efficiency of the Diaphragm both
in iis function of aiding breathing and moving
the venous blood Imagination makesclear to
the layman many disturbances that such a
condition encourages The effm to Improve
and maintain good posture is an investment in
good health Structure does govern function

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
-Chiropractor4 miles East on Hwy. 94
753.2962
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Eighth birthday celebrated
Tiffany Gayle Jones celebrated
her eighth birthday with a party
on Sunday, July 3, at MurrayCalloway County Park. The
theme was "The Flintstones."
She is the daughter of Terry
and Tresa Jones of Rt. 1, Dexter,
and the sister of Megan Jones.
Tiffany was born July 2, 1986.
Prior to her party, Tiffany was
treated to these special gifts: A
trip to Mammoth Cave National
Park with her uncle and aunt,
Larry and Izetta Eldridge; a photo
session by Glamour You Portraits
from her mother; a trip to the theater to see "The Lion King" from
her sister; and on morning of her
birthday eight roses byter father.
For the rest or the day, her
parents and sister took her ,to
Chuck E Cheese's-iPitza„.2nd
Shopping in Paducah. After her
party, she visited her grandpa-

1

and Fronie Eldridge of Murray,
for a fireworks display.
Tiffany is also the granddaughter of Sue Turner of Almo and
Alton Jones of Murray, and the
great-granddaughter of Dora
Jones and Robert Cox.
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SAIS4SALE•SALE
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At the Patio Shop
3 Days Only - Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

75%T
SAVINGS up to
Selected Items A*PArii.
Hoffman's
50%t

Mon..:Frf. 8-5 / Sat. 8-4
Highway 94 East of Murray • 759-4512
•

TODAY
Tiffany Gayle Jones

Mr. abettors.

Vernon w Gantt

Murray couple will be
married for 25 years

lay, June

imore of
s the son
iiston, "all

nd Mari- ;erved as
Lions.
given in
city fitted
ibellished
'as edged
LO a wedeves lea.1 tassels.
of -pearls
appliques
n,flowed
and lace_
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Vernon W. add 'Dolores J. (Phipps) Gantt will celebrate their 25th
wedding anniversary on Tuesday, July 26. .
They were married in an evening candlelight service at First Church
of Christ in Barberton, Ohio. Richard L. McDole officiated at the
ceremony.
In celebration of this silver anniversary, the Gantts recently spent
five weeks in Bregenz, Austria,-with excursions to Italy, Orimany and
Switzerland.
Murray has been the home of the couple for the past 21 years.
- They have two children, Michelle, a graduate student- at Murrai(
State, and Darren-, a- sophomore at Murray State.

EXERCISE

h a waist:ade boil-xis and

Does Your Heart Good.

American Heart
Association

•
f

Murray-Calloway County Fair!
West Kentucky -Gymnastics
Academy will host an open house
on Saturday, July 23, from 9 a.m,
to noon. This will be an opportunity to view the new facility on
Highway 94 East, just Outside
Murray, meet with coaches and
instructors, and reglaiter for fall
cakes. Pictured are Clifford and
Annie Hutson at the academy.
WKGA Director Chris Clifford and
his staff invite the public to
attend.

ribbon..
,as in her

European Space Agency.
• • • •
'Wrapping treasures in tissue?

we Siacia
Fowler.
wide, and

Searching for boxes? Dashing to
get it all done?
No, it's not the holiday season.
It's moving season. More Americans pack up and Move in August
than any other month of the year.
According to the Census
Bureau, nearly 11 percent of all
moves occur in the dog days of
summer. Following close behind
as peak months for moves are
April and September.
Whether August or April,
many Americans are on the
move. Fully 17- percent of the
U.S. population — 42,800,000
people — moved in 1991, from
the lastest Census date available.
Most people don't move far
away from friends and family. In
fact, two-thirds of the moves
don't cross the county line.
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Violinist Conny Ottway, Murray,
recently participated In the Mark
O'Connor Fiddle Camp at Montgomery Bell State Park near Nashville, Tenn.
It was a stunning string extravaganza as 153 fiddlers ranging
in ages from 5 to 84, traveled
from 35 states and a number of

foreign countries, to join world
renowned fiddle virtuoso Mark
O'Connor at his first Mark
O'Connor fiddle camp in late
May and early June at Montgomery Bell State Park outside Nashville, Tenn.
Conny Ottway of Murray was
a participant at the camp. Ottway
said the week was "very
rewarding."
Grammy winner O'Connor
who will serve as adjunct associate professor of fiddling at the
Blair School of Music of Vanderbilt University this fall, organized
and hosted his first instructional
fiddle camp featuring instructors
and guest artists from many of
the world's fiddle traditions,
In addition to O'Connor himself, instructors included the
great Nashville session musician
Buddy Spicher, the legendary
Texas fiddler .Texas Shorty (both
of whom appear On O'Connoes
current Warner Broi. Album Her-

ecs); Celtic fiddler Liz Carroll
from Chicago; from New York,
classical violinist Paul Peabody;
and Matt Glaser, chairman of the
string department at Boston's
Berklee College of Music.
These instructors were assisted
by Canadian National Fiddle
Champion Crystal Plohman
wIlose special responsibilities
included working with the
camp's beginning fiddlers.
"All day every day, I was surrounded by people and sounds
that prove music is a wonderful
universal language that can speak
to anyone," O'Connor concluded.
For information about next
year's Mark O'Connor Fiddle
Camp, write: P.O. Box 150802,
Nashville, Tenn., 37215 or call
1-615-297-7188.
• • • •
On May 18, 1969, NASA took
Snoopy and Charlie Brown into

space. As Apollo 10 began its
trek to the moon, Colonel Thomas Stafford, Commander John
Young and Commander Eugene
Cernan nicknamed their command craft Charlie Brown and
the lunar module Snoopy.
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Friday, July 22 thru
Saturday, July 30
•

FRIDAY, JULY 22
2 p.m. Horse Show
7 p.m. - AY. "Skeet Myers Horse Show

WEDNESDAY, JULY 21
6 p.m. - Closing - Carnival Open
8 p.m. - Rodeo

SATURDAY, JULY 23
5 p.m. - A.F. "Skeet"' Myers Pony Pull
7 p.m. - A.F. -Skeet* Myers Horse Show

THURSDAY, JULY 28
6 p.m. - Closing - Carnival Open
7 p.m. - ATV Drags

SUNDAY, JULY 24
Miss Teen Contest - Calloway Co. High

FRIDAY, JULY 29
6 p.m. - Closing - Carnival Open
7:30 p.m. - Tractor Pull

MONDAY, JULY 25
7 p.m. - Beauty Contest- Murray Middle School

SATURDAY, JULY 30
12-5 p.m. - Kiddie's Day
6 p.m. - Closing - Carnival Open
7 p.m. - Demolition Derby

TUESDAY, JULY se

9 a.m. - Cattle Shows
6 p.m. - Closing - Carnival Open
••• 8 p.m. - Rodeo

SAVE $1.00 OFF
$7.00 Admisiion Price
save 11.00011 admission to the
Murray-Calloway County Fair
with this coupon. Please present
coupon at gate. One coupon per
person.

With This Coupon
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Those names were used as call
signs in all their 'radio transmissions. This mission finished
240,000 miles later, after the
Snoopy module made the first
circular orbit of the moon, selecting the landing site for the Apollo 11 which followed two months
later.
Today, Col. Stafford is 53, a

retired Air - Force LieutenantGeneral, and vice chairman of the
Gibraltar Exploration Company
of Oklahoma City.
Comdr. Cernan is 49, a retired
Navy Captain, and head of the
Cernan Energy Corporation in
Houston.
Camdr. Young, 53, also retired
from the Navy as a Captain, and
as a civilian is now Chief of the.
Astronaut Office. After Apollo
10, he made several more trips
into space, including the first
flight of the space shuttle Columbia. Next Sept. 30th, he will fly
the 18th space shuttle voyage to
put "Spacelab" 4alo nirbit for the

The Opryland
Productions
Group
A cabaret style musical revue from downhome country to high-energy rock-n-roll.
Bursting with glamorous showtunes and non-stop entertainment the whole family will enjoy.
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Las Vegas and TV Comody Star
"Inventive... Extremely Funny... Lightening Quick Wit...
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Union opposes full inclusion of special ed students
would oppose full inclusion poliANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) —
Full inclusion of special educa- cies at their schools.
"Teachers feel that inclusion
tion children in regular classrooms — regardless of their disa- can work only if all the supports
and resources are available and
bility or ability to behave or learn
the placements are appropriate,
— was rejected by delegates to
but that's not the way it's workof
the American Federvion
• ing.'' said Albert Shanker, presiTeachers convention.
dent of the 850,000-member
"This resolution is about getorganization.
ting help for, the kids. ... It's
At its convention earlier this
about kids whose problems and
month, the larger National Educaeducational needs cannot and
should not be served by general tion Association approved an
education," Marcia Rebak of inclusion policy that calls for
special atraining and extra assisProvidence, R.I., said during the
if children with special
tance
‘oting .Tuesday.
A poll of 400 AFT members arms are illaced successfully in
commissioned by the union said - the regular classroom.
The Education Department
-4'77 percent of AFT' members

4
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reported last year that 34 percent
of the 4.7 million children with
disabilities were taught in the
regular classroom in 1990-91.
Shanker, meanwhile, whose
name has been synonymous with
thefederatibe for two decades,
will "continue in office following
his unanimous election to a new
two-year term as president.
Fighting bladder cancer,
Shanker, 65, said he decided to
seek the new term only because
his doctors had given him a
"very good" prognosis for a full
recovery.
Delegates to the union's biannual convention greeted Shanker's election with applause. He
did not comment on the election
results.
In other action, the AFT delegates voiced their commitment to
national health care reform .that
includes guaranteed coverage for
all Americans 'and- -requirements
tlt employiii contribute to the

• "Good health care is good
business," AFT SecretaryTreasurer Edward McElroy. The
union contends that employer
mandates haven't hurt Pizza
Hut's business in Germany and
Japan.
Ina letter to Shanker, Pizza
Hut President Allan S. Huston
stressed that the company supports health care reform. But he
added, "We oppose mandates for
employees for good reason: our•
experience. Pizza Hut operates in
more countries than any other
restaurant chain in the world and
our eaperience is that employer-,
employee mandates only raise
ad
costs
increase
unemployment."
Despite the differences on
health care, Huston told Shanker,
that he hoped the AFT and Pizza
Hut would continue their partnership on programs like BOOK-1T! aimed at motivating children to
develop a lifelong love of
reading..
•

•
COSI
,The-i)Elegatts- marched, across

the strict to a local Pizza Hut to
protest the company's opposition
to proposals:jhat employers be
required to contribute to their
employee's health care.

rie at least
18_years.old
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Fresh
Fryer

Fresh

Fresh
(

Crisp

Idaho

Lettuce

Potatoes

Head

10 lb. Bag

49

Emge

Fresh, Cut

Drumsticks
or Thighs

Pork Steaks
F.1aek
Value .

Piper's Supreme
Saltine

Crackers

McDonald's plan conflicts
with Russian capitalists
MOKOW (AP) — When McDonald's wanted to build its new.scow restaurant, it chose a busy square already occupied by
Mao
esta
doing a brisk business in cigarettes
dozens of kioskGuess who won this turf battle?
"We are moving the kiosks to Make way for McDonald's,"
Galina Sinitsyna, deputy head of construction for the local government, said as she supervised the removal effort Tuesay at the
square adjacent to the Olympic Sports Complex in north Moscow.
McDonald's already has three popular restaurants in Moscow
and plans to put up its golden arches at several other locations. Its
first restaurant in Moscow remains the world's .busiest.
As Sinitsyna spoke, a crane hoisted the first kiosk onto a flatbed
truck to be carted away to a government storase ground. The owners of the dozen other kiosks scrambled to removciir goods,.
including cartons of Snickers candy bars, Camel • cigarettes and
Smimoff _vodka. r
The ikinks, which began sprouting on Moscow streets about
.threc-years-ago, represented the first small-scale efforts at private
enterprise in the former Soviet Union. They proved popular with
Russians, who found them far more convenient than the inefficient
and poorly stocked government stores. But Mayor Yuri Luzhkov says 'the estimated 10,000 kicisks are
now cIsuering the streets, and he issued a decree recentlyordering
3,000 of them removed by the end of the month. Among the first to
-go were the kiosits at the site of the future McDonald's.
The city government also happens to,be in a joint Nenture with
McDonald's, and the chain has received prmd locations for its
Moscow restaurants.Khamzat Khasogjatov, deputy director of the McDonald's operation in Moscow,- said his company works-closely with city Officials
and can only build on sites they have approved.
Renat- Shaidulin, who opened his kiosk last year at a-cost of
about 51,000, complained that small businessmen were being
pushed aside to inake way for big foreign companies. But he conceded he had no recourse.
."I can't do anything. -It's the mayctr's order,' Shaidulin said,
sounding more-tesigned than angry. . He said he would search for a new site. In the meantime, the city.
will charge him 20,(M) rubles, or $10, a day to store his glass and
plastic-hut._ .

Four childrenyeated after
tear-gas grenade exploded* r
CALVERT CITY, Ky.(AP) — 'Constance Brown, 10, Daniel
Brown, 6, Rettecca Brown, 4, and
Four children were treated at
Jacob Brown, 3.
Marshall County_ Hospital, after
Calvert City Fire Chief Ed
an adult relative apparently detonated a type of tear-gas grenade; Rendlcman said "what appeared
to be a tear gasgrenade" was set
•
'authorities- said:_
Off at a residence Monday
Sgt. David Elliott of the
afternoon.
Calvert City Police Department
He said Billy Brown, an adult said -the children -were washed
whose age was unavailable,
down at the hospital and checked
pulled the pin and the device
out, then released.
went off. Rendleman said Brown
The children were identified as
didn't immediately seek medical
attention, although he had what
appeared to be burns on his chest.
"I assume it Was a military
type (tear gas grenade), but I'm
not sure at this time," Elliott _
said. "The individual I spoke
with said that's what it was, but'l
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
pinpoint exactly what it was
can't
• Clean, Dependable Cars
or
caused it to go off."
what
For
Us
Rates
• Call
Elliott'said the grenade apparently had been -around the
house for 14 years:"
East Main St.
"We've got a few fragments,
but it's too early to say what
753-4461
exactly it „was," he said.
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Ginger

Evans

Cake Mix

Del Pinots
Medium or Wide

Morning Delight

Toaster Tarts

Holland Motor Sales

Noodles

oz. Box

18•/4 oz. Box

Discount

DAIRY DEPT.

Cat Food

VALUES:

6 oz. Can

Blue Bonnet
Vegetable

Spread
Merico Homestyle
Buttermilk

Biscuits

Swiss miss
Gels

—e•-•.4•1911

Slices
Crisp

Bathroom
Tissue

FROZEN FOOD

July 22 & 23, 1994

VALUES:

4 ct. Pkg.

16 oz. [lox

450

24 oz. Pkg.

71/3 oz. Can

23' Beef Patties
Extra Value

14 oz. Pkg.

99'
89

$16

5 lb

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE
Savory

SPECIAL
BUY
St. Clair

Sliced

Economy

Bacon

Pimento Cheese
,

10.67 oz. Pkg.

Unique
Sandwich

Book Store'

Oo?oh So Soft

Special Blend

Linton's
Gourmet

39

24.24 oz. Pkg.

Fresh Choice.

Fajita lilt $299
Frozen
Breaded

Okra
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Prairie Farms

Fruit Drink
Gal Jilf4

79
We accept checks for
the amount of purchase
Only, manufacturers
coupons and food
stamps. Savings up to
40% on the food you
use the most10096 guaranteed!

$199

12 oz. Loaf

$1

1/2 Gal. Ctn.

20 oz. Pkg.

Pizza

12 oz Pkg.

994r_

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE
Western Ranch

YDA Y
E
LOW PRICE

All Meat

Breaded

Farmer's Select

Bologna

Meat Patties

French Fries

5 lb Bag

5 lb Bag

16 oz rkg

99

Advance
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Come in & find new
books, reference
materials, school
supplies, gift ideas and
lots more all at
unbelievable prices.

The Book
RAck

For book-smart
savings, come
visit us!

Discount

Book Store

Dixieland Shopping Center • Chestnut St.
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House nixes public disclosure of budget
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pendent from Vermont, for a 10
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
The proposed bill for 1995
percent- across,the-board cut of calls for a spending increase of
nation's spending on the CIA and
intelligence spending. "You want 2.6 percent from last year's
other intelligence agencies will
to know what national security is, appropriated amount, but is down
remain secret for at least another
it's feeding hungry children," 2.2 percent from what the presiyear.
Sanders said.
The House voted 221-194 on
dent requested.
Tuesday to reject the argument - But others argued that the
The bill would require certain
intelligence budget has declined intelligence agencies to develop
that, in the post-Cold War period,
by almost 20 percent since 1990 plans to implement declassificathe public's right to know outin real terms, and it would be tion, stating that any agency that
weighs national security concerns
dangerous to make further cuts - receives more than $1 million for
about revealing intelligence comwhen the United States -must deal • security, countermeasures and
munity spending:
with international terrorism, wea- - related activities allocate at least
The House today resumes
,
pons proliferation and drug 2 percent. ot those funds to furthdebate on the 1995 intelligence
authorization bill, which —
trafficking.
er declassification efforts.
"I don't think we -should be
according to widely circulated
The Intelligence Committee
fooled by those who say -the
reports cited several times on the
storm has passed and its all also said in a report that the intelHouse floor — provides about
smooth sailing ahead," said Rep.- ligence community must do more
S28- billion for the CIA, the
Porter Goss, R-Fla.
Defense Intelligence Agency, the
- - to meet its goal of reducing per:"We now have a garden of. sonnel by' 17.5 percent by the end
National Security Agency and
1,000 poisonous snakes replacing of fiscal 199? and 22.5 percent related agencies.
that one dragon" of the Soviet by the end of fiscal 1999.
The vote on-disclosing"the total
The Senate-has yet to vote on
threat, said Rep. Robert Doman,
'amount -Of the budget, but- --not
its- version of the
•
spending on specific programs, R-Calif.
, bill.-1"
yak closer -than last year when
the House defeated •a similar
amendment 264-169. The Senate
last year narrowly defeated a
public disclosure amendment,
52-48.
Rep. Dan Glickman, D-Kan„
chairman of the House Select
WASHINGTON (AP) — With more .Americans'delaying marCommittee on-Intelligence, said
riage, and marriages that do occur ending sooner, the number of
1— the American people have a conchildrea living -with single parents is up sharply.
stitutional right to know ,how
_ Some 27 percent of children under age 18 lived with one parent
muCii is spent on intelligence.
last year, up from 12 percent in 19,70, the Census Bureau reported
Continuing to keep the figure
Tuesday.
classified, he said, "only deepens
"The rise in_dixorce and delay in first marriage are two of.the
the, suspicion that secrecy fs
major factors contributing to the growing proportion of children
necessary to-protect a budget'that
living with one parent," explained Arlene Saluter, a bureau populaotherwise cannot be defended."'
tion specialist.
Rep. Robert Torricelli, D-NJ.,
In addition, she noted an increasing number-of births to single•
said the intelligence community
- women in recent years. •-• is plagued by inefficiencies and
Some 35 percent of,children in -sing)e-parent situations lived with
- -failures to Predict such -events as
a never-Married parent in 1993, nearly as many as the 37 percent
Iraq's invasion of Kuwait.
who lived, with a divorced parent.--In 1970, 42 percent of single"Change will never occur until
parents.were divorced, nearly double the.24.percent who had never
-This Shroud of secrecy is lifted
wed.
and accountability is estabOf children living with one parent, the share residingwith their
:- fished," lie-said. father rose-from 9 percenr in 1970 to - 11 percent in, 1993,
But Rep. Henry Hyde, R-111.,
....Saluter's report, "Marital Status and' Living Arrangements:
said it would be a mistake to let
March 1993," also noted that the highest proportion of. children
living with One parent was among blacks, at'57 patent. This comdown the nation's guard with the
demise of the Soviet Union.
pared with 32 percent among Hispanics and 21 'percent among
Mike children.
_.`;The nature' of the problems are
now
more
difficult
than
when
Other findings of the new report:
we
1.•
—There were 3.5 million unman-jed-couple households in 1993,
just had the good old Soviet
Union to worry about."
up from just 523,000 in 1970.
He said disclosing the budget,
—The median age for first marriage was 26.5 in 1993 for men
"is wrong, it is mischievous and
and 24.5 for women, up from 23.2 and 20.8, respectively in 1970.
—The number of women living alone rose by 94 percent, from
it just isn't necessary."
7.3 million to 14.2 million, between 1970 and 1993. In the same
The House also turned down,
period, men living alone increased by 167 percent, from 3.5 million
by a 315-106 vote, a proposal by
Rep. Bernard Sanders, an indeto 9.4 million.

Remaining 1994 Models
comr..v-

More than one in four
children live with one parent
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Over Invoice Until
They Run Out!!
'94 CADIpAC
SEVILLE SLS
Stock 4C4001

MSRP
$43,678
Purdom's
Discount — 4,878

38,800_
Factory
Rebate —

2,500

$36,300
'94 PONTIAC
BONNEVILLE SLE

Over One
Billion Dollars
Served In
Prizes!

1994

Stock #P4044

MSRP
Purdom's
Discount —
Factory
Rebate —

•

'94 PONTIAC
GRAND AM

$24,528
2,002
22,526
1,750

$20,776

Stock #P4052

MSRP
Purdom's
Discount —

$15,239
739
14,500

Factory
Rebate —

500
Under 30 Years 14,000
400
Old Discount—

$13,600
'94 BUICK
ROADMASTER
Stock #B4048

Kentucky Lottery
players have won
over $1,000,000,000 in
prize money since start up.
And we've already started
serving our second billion.

MSRP
$27,524
Purdom's
Discount — 2,724

24,800
Factory
Rebate —
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750

William Lewis, Murray-$25000 BANKO
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Carolyn Genanatti, Mayfield -51,0003 POINT SHOT

RECENT AREA WINNERS

Holland WWI. Murray-- $1,015 LOTTO KENTUCKY
Steven Swift, Paducah -- $1,000 RINGO

^

Mack Rogers, Mayfield -$1.000 BANKO
Charles Stahl, Paducah -$5,000 CASH 5
"josooh Apiecienek, Murray -$1,000 BREAK FORT KNOX
Sable Pollock, Mayfield - $2,700 PICK 4
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Barn-raising mixes work with socializing
MILROY. Pa.(AP) — The distance between David Yoder's
farm and the nearest four-lane
highway is six miles and 100
'years.
Yoder. an Ainishman. got a
pew barn the old-fashioned way •
with 150 laborers, nrioskly
_neighbors, raising it from con-- ----Ziete .foundation to tin peak in
than a day.
`.'Among the English, the
ilefinition of a good farmer is one
'Who einiftltdo his Own -Work,'
said Roy C, Buck, a 'professor
emeritus
sociology at Penn
!,'The Amish •
State
:never had such a need for self sufficiency.. They know they Can
rely on their neighbors."_.
Yoder's farm is six miles off
I ..S. • 22. • DocirTions to the ste
tuclu&• I 5;steps' a _dozeriTafter
eetting oil the four-lane highway.
Folk( lanes, become two, two
become one. -Fresh horse drop.froni any of the 45
Oings
1c:)rse-and:buT,iy Combinations at
-the site -- naitked, A pungent trail
jhat ended a half-mile down a dirt
-• •
- Yoder .reCently purchased the .
someone
iiiriii_trorn an English
ifho is not Arnistr-----. but if lacked
harn. Before the hammering.
tbpped • Tuesday. a horse had
already s-et up. residence inside.
- The—raising staFted in a cool
4;iurning t.4 Wöod.ptanks pre,
:it a nearbY' sawmill, then
numbered se.qUentially, lay- at the
corrier.oUh.c. 70-by :5.0-foot-Pre- floured foundation.
; Walls were Op by 1.0 a.m. The
fpg broke, the sun beat down, and
lie Amish cooled - therbselves
Kool7Ai,c1ffom
'buckets/ .."
.-Aurich came with 36. people to
table, some packed shoulder. tcr
A.
-s;ilent . prayer ended with the
clanking of porcelain dishes
hying turned face Up. Amish
women stood by to remove serving platters :when spoons hit
gottom.Another silent-prayer followed
dessert of chocolate cake. or,
blueberry pie. Then little Amish girls came by offering metal
• bowls-- of candy bars and real
cis. Some men took one Of •
each and -retired to the ground
beneath shady- trees to chat.
"These are_ sociaLosxasions as
much as they are work oeca-

-
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U.S. Choice Boneless

Owens Best Family Pack

Sirloin Tip Steak
$ 89

Pork
Steak
$ 39
I

I

,

Super Tfirri -Boston Butt

Lb

Wieners
or Franks

Lb

$1 29

Lb

FiOld's Borieteg'

Rea & Lite

Sure Jel

Sunsweet

Hunts

Prune
Juice

Tomato
Sauce
8 cz

2/$3

$ 1 59

/
4

1

IN-AD CCDUPC:iN
Coupon Good Only At Owens Food Market

Northern

12 PACK
COCA-COLA
PRODUCTS

Bathroom Tissue

89°

25° OFF

-

Large Eggs

Sugar
$ 1 59

Doz.

51b.

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, 090
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb 2 Ltr,

Prairie Farms

Stokely - French Style or Cut

Stokely - Mixed

Green Beans 14 02

3/$1

Apple Juice

46 0z $ 1 39

Hyde Park - Single Roll

2/79°

Paper Towels

Idaho Spuds - Instant

Whole Milk
Sweet Peas

Gal. $ 1 99

Pork & Beans

16 oz.

Tony's Frozen

Pizza

39°
2/89
2/$399

14 oz.

15.5 oz.

Preleate

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Caffeine Free Coke, Fresco

Cole Slaw

9°

Van Camps

Lucky Leaf

Owens Best Store
Made

a

,Country Daybreak - Grade A

Hyde Park

09
3
12 Pk,$

Emge American

Cheese

Pink Salmon

Owens Best Oven
Baked

Turkey Breast
89

99! $289 $3

Lb

Eckrich All Meat

Owens Famous Pit

Bologna
$ 99

.BBQ Pork
$A99
' —IT
Lb

I es*

:ts-:

Deli--Hot-Line I
753-7811

Pork Roast
$ 1 19

Fie:0J; Tr 1

FYtrn lean

Moose Onkel dowel& Pbsobrooka

;Pts_.Siver-•t:uars ••

.

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

14.7 OZ.

$ 1 39

mos

Potatoes

Orange Juice120z.89°
Kraft - Thick or Reg.

Velveeta Slices 12 OZ
w/p/off coupon
39
18 oz $2
Wheaties

Bananas

Onions

3ws$1 49
Red

Grapefruit
$ 1 89

$279

Hyde Park - Frozen

Walla Walla

5 Lb Bag

13.3

Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb, Welch's
Grape, Minute Maid Orange 12 Pk.

Golden Ripe

Tim Scruggs, FIC

• Woodmen Bldg.

Hours:
Mk 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
& Sot. la.m IS pm.

laael 90,14

Coupon Good Thru 7(26/94

--

a

701.044f

7040/
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We Accept Food Stomps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

BOSTON..(AP) — A funeral
director who dug-up-the ashes -of two cremated bodies in disputes
over bills has lost ,hilicense for
Iwo years.
" Robert Miller's three funeral
gimes will remain open, but he
may-not work as a funeral director, embalmer or agen..4...state_
hoard ruled Tuesday.
In September 1991, Miller disinterred the ashes . of Dennis,: H.
-.Andewn and Bernard Shiner
from the Corbin Cen3.etery in
Dudley, about 40 miles4outhwest
of Boston. ,
He said the bills hadn't been
paid tirfamilies said they were •
too high.
The bilk for Shiner's cremation
and burial reached S3,455,
including interest. Miller charged
,
Nriderson's family S2.1007
• Miller agreed .to '-waive, his
claim against Shiner's family, hut
i. still fighting a cis il lawsuit
Itnni -Andeirsort',s sister, .SOity-ti
12unham, over the bill.
Telephone messages left- at
Vliller's businesses were not
returned.

Totally
orphaned
children of qualified
Woodmen members
receive monthly cash
payments.

trAltHr

Filoadt

Funeral director
suspended after
digging up ashes

A•

century, the non-Amish kept on
going; we moved toward mechanization. The Amish said, 'That's
enough.—

1111nOINP

Prices Good
July.20Thru
July 25

4 Roll Pkg.

What Is the Orphan's
Care Benefit?

he conti n ued,-*94611-476-ad*AA,
wives would come along and
help. The kids would get together
and play. Along the turn of the

sions," -Buck said. "They know
_how to mix work and play.
"Years ago, this was tine
among country people as well,"

By KELLY P. KISSEL
Associated Press Writer

It VVorks Wonders.

Lb

5 Lb
Fresh'Green

Cabbage
$ 1,00

Fresh Crisp Head

Red

Lettuce

Plums

59c.up 69!

•

•
••-•..
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• • •
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•
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SECTION B
m

8 p rn
DR. MICHAEL ADAMS

Adam.joins
Primary Care
Dr. Mieblel Adams,family practitioner. will be opening his practi
atsbetatitin tiabr OtePtitnatyCa
Medical Center on MOndaYi July
25. Dr Adams is currently _taking
appointments. The Center islocated
—in Sidle 480W of the Medical-Arts
Building and-Can be reached at
. • (
1 504 759-9200 or 1-800-932-7.2122.
A native of Henderson County.
, Dr. Adams-earned his undergradw—
t..-ate degree in 1986 from the University of Kentucky aind-his medical
degree in 1991 from University of
Kentucky Medical School. While .
-dtere,-13r. Adams'received an
academie -excellence. Scholarship__
and.the-pq.stigious Cooper Medical
Student Award,:This award is given
annually .to the ouistaMing.senior
medical student who has exhibited
•
excagice in establishing and main- .
laining patient rapport. He also
completed his internship and resir-..
dency kith 1991-94 at St.Elizabeth
Medical Center In Edgewtiod. KyAdams and hisNvife:Marslia— Renee; have isto sons, Taft; who is
6-years-old and Gran, who is 3--yAIrstolct- Mts._ AdamSisa
t cian assistant and is the president-elect of the Kentucky- _Physicians'
Assistant Association.
.
Dr.Adamsjoins four other ysiclans at the Primary Care Medical
Center representing • three medical.
-Tind
specialties: Drs.Robert Hughe
Robert- Korolevich, family -practitioners,Dr.Joyce Hughes,pediatisi.--can and Hollis Clark, internal medicine.
With the addition of Dr. Adams,.
the Primary Care Medical Center
will be extending their hours to
__better serve the Murray-Calloway
Copnty area. Starting Attgust 1 they
will be open Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. and
- 12:00
Saturday ,from 9:00
p.m.

rs
utt

St
9

icken

Lb

FOODS
JULY 1994
20 21 22 23
25 :1111

2 Itr. Bttl.

12 Pk.
12 oz. Cans

Open Pft

4 roll
Pkg.

NOM-

-•••

Ultra

Reg,or w/Bleach
MACARO.
• C_HF St
P

Boston Butt

Pork Roast

Carstens presents
paper at conference

09
'

49

139

-n

Dr. Kenneth C. Carstens,professoroljanthropology and director of
the MSU Archeology Service Center and Anthropology Program, recently presented an invited paper at
Mammoth Cave National Park during the park's third annual science
conference.
The conference brought together
more than 26 researchers from
across North America who arc conducting refereed research projects
in the park:
Carstens' paper, "Two Archeological Projects in Mammoth Cave
National Park: A Return to the
Park," was the lead off paper for the
conference held on July 5 and 6.
Carstens' research focuses on two
projects he and Murray State University students will be conducting
at Mammoth Cave this fall.
The first project,an archeological
coring of the Adwell Spring site,
will serve as the focus for April
Hancline's senior thesis. Hancline,a
junior geology major and'anthropology minor from Murray, will be
attempting to locate some of the
earliest(third millennium B.C.)evidence of plant domestication east of
the Mississippi River. The second
project, the radiocarbon dating of a
prehistoric cane 'flute, will be
headed by Carstcns. This flute;
which he found in 1978 within
Mammoth Cave, is believed to date
to the seventh century.B.C., and is
only the third such prehistoric cane
flute found in the United States.
- These research projects represent
a return to Mammoth Cave National
Park for tarstens. Who originally
conducted research at the park between 1973 and 1980. Carstens'
M.A. and Ph.D. from Washingotn
University-St Louis, focused on
aspectS of Mammoth Cave archeology. He joined the MSU faculty. in 1978, and is currently
working on his fifth book,a beginner's guide to the Indians of the
Mammoth Cave area. '

Smoked Picnic
Register to Win a
$50 Shopping Spree
Given Away Monday
\„.
(7/25/94)

Pork Cutlets

$148

Sliced Free!!
Lb.

Lb

Reg

Slab

Bacon

/
1 Xn
BOLOGNA
*

Fresh Local

Peaches & Cream

Sweet Corn
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Belle Uncorks

Phillies end
Giant streak
Belle leads Indian hit parade with 5-2 win

By CHUCK MELVIN
AP Sports Writer

•••

"..'

,
mit

Ledger hie photo

SENIOR-ROOKIE: Murray's Mel Purcell, -currently the assistant
men's tennis coach ei Murray State, recently turned 35 years ot age
and will revive his professional tennis career on the Jimmy Connors_ - led senior professional tour.

fell to Ole ground in pain after Rusty Greer
lined a ball off his left knee in the eighth.
Nagy finished out the eighth before leaving;
CLEVELAND (AP) — Maybe there's
Bacrga left in the fifth.
..more to Albert Belle than cork 'after all.
Belle's fifth-inning home rttit;' his 27th,
Facing a -10-day suspension for 'lasing a
was his first since the -illegal-bat incident.
corked bat, Belle hit one of CleSiciand's five
home runs and also tripled Tuesday night as
The confiscated bat was Stolen from the
umpires' locked dressing_room at Comiskey
the Indians beat the Texas Rangers 12-3.
Park dIaring Friday's- game but later turned
Paul Sorrento homered twice and drove in
a career-high five runs, and Jim Thorne and
over by- the Indians to the American League,
Cleveland,
Wayne
homered
Kirby
which determined it had-been corked.
for
also
- .
Belle appealed. the suspension and will
:.#4)1Qh is 25-5 over itsL•last 30 games at
•
remaifl. i the finoup.at leaaluntil AL presiJacobs Field.
3-fos-18
The cilia-base hits ende.il
dant Ettibby BroWn hears his case July
slump, which began Friday night when his
"I don't think that's been a distraction for
bat was seized during a game against the .. US," Thome said. "We're a good enough
Chicago White Sox. The bat was later deerteam that we can bounce back from
mined
, Nagy (8-6) allowed three runs-anti seven, to be illegal.
"It'svice to see Albert hit the ball hard," -hits, walked one and struck out six. The
Cleveland manager Mike Hargrove said,
Rangers scored a run on Ivan Rodriguez's
"Albert's pretty strong mentally. When he•• 13th home-run in the third .and two more in ,
gets to the ballpark, Ire focuses on what he
the. eighth on an- RBI double by Doug
has to do. He is really able te• have funnel
Strange and a single by Rodriguez: vision and not have outside things bother
--Rookie Hector Fajardo (5-6) gave up
•
seven runs and seven hits in five innings.
"I this* it bothered him in Chicago,'but I
_ "They hit the pitches out that they should
think he's been able.-to get through that."
have hit out," Texas manager Kevin -KenThe Indians receiveda couple of scares in
nedy said.
the7ganie. Second baseman Carlos Baerga
twisted his right ankle ?an a pickoff attempt
the third inning, and starter Charles Nagy • See Page 3B

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Waiter
Barry Bonds had just singled home a
run and Mau Williams and Danyl Strawberry were due up after him. The San
Francisco Giants were ahead 2-0 in the
first inning and looked ready to roll again.
That's when Danny Jackson and the
Philadelphia Phillies- got in the _way.
Jacks,on allowed only one hit after the
opening inning and pitched the Phillies to
a 5-2 victory Tuesday night that ended the
Giants' nine-game winning streak/ '
' The Giants had been 9-0 since Strawhary joined them. But a day after he left
-the, game early -because of a sore left
hamstring, he went 0-for-4 with two
.strikeouts."We were bound to lose one game.
We'll just have to start another one
tomorrow," Giants manager Dusty Baker
said.
Strawberry would not start this afternoon's game in Philadelphia so he could
rest, Baker said.
-.•• Jackson (12-4). gave up four hits in
eight innings, striking out five and walking three. Doug Jones worked the ninth
for his 24th save.
7

`Passing Fancy'
•

Lakers, T
get passin-g-marks
Calloway s first summer 1-eague
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Edjtor

•

"I look forward to coming out
here and doing this," said Calloway senior Tyler Bohannon.
A Calloway County _High
School safety intercepted a;Mur- "This has been a lot of fun."
Wearing helmets, jerseys and
ray High pass near the goal line
an occasional shot of constructive
-late in the game to finish off their
criticism from their respective
1994 season Tuesday night at
coaches, high school football
Calloway.
players from Murray, Calloway,
Murray IligN and Calloway
Marshall County, Fulton County,
County on the football field. Do
Fulton City and Reidland
or die; winner talks, loser walks.
gathered each Tuesday night
tiot exactly.
since June 21 for two games a
.
even tell you if
night of friendly competition.
-c"e'Ve-‘,Joii a game or not," Tiger
Played by six players per learn
head coach Rick Fisher said
before the start of the second half on a "40-yard field, teams got a
Calloway. "We're just jump on the intracacies of the
,.1‘ in
littlean and getting—PiviStng game and pass defense.
"Normally - you'd learn these
out of it."
things in spring practice, but now
Long before the Tigers and
we're doing_ it out here," said
1.akers renew their deep rivalry at
Jack D. Rose Stadium on Friday, Calloway head coach Billy
Mitchell. "At least we get the
Aug. 26, they joined four other
basic
fundamentals taught before
learns in a summer passing •
the season."
league hosted by Calloway
Since Kentucky is one of the
County.

few southern states that doesn't
have high school spring practice,
innovative coaches from around
the Commonwealth have organized summer passing leagues.
Mitchell and his coaching staff
decided to take over the operation
last winter.
"We either had to go to Henderson or Hopkinsville," Mitchell
said of the long drives. "Teams
are doing it all over the state. We
don't have spring practice so you
play the last game (of the season), lift weights and then start
practice.
"This just gives us a good look
at the kids."
"Give Calloway a lot of credit
for putting this on," said Fisher,
who has used the five weeks to
find a replacement at quarterback
for the graduited Brent Keller.
"Billy and his staff have done a

-1^

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Murray Higti senior receiver Jeremiah Raybum, left, goes up high for a grab near the sidelines in front of
Calloway County High School's Jared Lencki (10) and teammate T.J. Myhill, left, during Tuesday.night's
passing league gene.

See Page 38

LOCAL BASEBALL

Bronco League State Tournament

Murray Blue survives
with win over Kirksey
Staff Report
Murray Ledger 8 Times

•Murray Blue stayed alive,
and eliminated Kirkscy in the
ptoceis, with a 14-8 win Tue.day night in a loser's bracket
game of the Bronco League
State Tournament.
Murray Bluc-Kirkscy was the
only game played in the tournament Tuesday night, but there
will be three games on Friday.
Murray Blue jumped outto a
9-0 lead in the early-going, and
,urvived a few Kirksey rallies.
Murray was led by Matt Darnell with a double and two sin-

LOCAL SOFTBALL

Park League All-Stars
The following is the roster for the 1994 Murray 8-year-old All-Stars, which
will represent Murray in several area tournaments:

Kyle Erwin
Wesley Caliborne
Drew Myatt
Anthony Schneider
Tyler Boggess
.
Dominique Hudspeth

gles. James Marshall picked up

David Free
Blake Hoover
Greg Ryan
Josh Burks
Nick Warner
Brandon Steel
Jesse Turner

---two doubles, and John Kopper-

ud and Charles Scott had two
singles each. Brandon Williams
finished with-- a double and
single and Fulton Hart doubled.
Kirkscy was led by the powerful bats of Justin Morris and
Mitchell Chapman. Morris finished a brilliant evening with a
home run and three singles.
while Chapman homered and
singled. Casey Smith added two
singles for Kirkscy.
Aaron Cowan went the distance on' the mound for Murray
Blue, giving up six hits.

Murray falls to Marshall
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray's 8-year-old All-Stars
were defeated 11-6 by Marshall
County Blue in the opening
round of the Marshall County
8-year-old Tournament on Monday night.
Kyle Erwin led Murray at the

plate with two singles and a
triple. David Free, Drew Myatt,
Anthony Schneider and Nick
Warner had two singles each.
Wesley Claiborne, Blake Hoover, Greg Ryan, Tyler Boggess,
Dominique Hudspeth and Brandon Steel all had one single
apiece.

Hospital claims title
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital claimed the championship of Upper Division Softball
with an 11-10 comeback win
over Hill Electric in -the tournament title game.
For MCCH, Monica Lay had
three singles to go along with a
home run, Jeanne Maddox had
four hits and Jennifer Hopkins
and Missy Ainley had three hits
apiece. For Hill Electric, Stephas)je Bessent had three hits,
Ashlee Turner and Amy Alexander both homered and Chrissy Stubblefield added two hits.
In a first-round tournament
game, Hill Electric topped Hutson Ag 14-11. For Hill Electric,
Ashlce Turner had three singles

and a home run, Julie Krouse
had four hits and Robin Ragsdale and Missy Stubblefield
added three hits apiece. For
Hutson Ag, Stephanie Wallace,
Jamie Kimbro, Deanna Futrell
and Krissy Whitfield all had
three hits.
In another first-round contest,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital took a 15-10 win over The
Dugout. For MCCH, Lacosta
Beane had four hits, CamieStalock tripled, doubled and
singled, Melissa Villaflor had
three hits and Amberlee Vance
contributed two hits. For The
Dugout, Shanna Norsworthy
and Linda Stubblefield both
homered and singled twiCe and
Heather Schroader and Jessica
Norsworthy had four hits each.

(70/I

* Murray's Premiere *
* Home Stereo, Home Theatre *
* and Home Satellite Dealer *
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St , Murray

* Financing Available *
"Adurrey's Friendk flow Stereo Dealer'
Pioneer • Hitachi • Carver • Uniden • Toshiba

SOUND DESIGNS
AUDIO/VIDEO
1101 Cr/Warsaw id.,

72640/1
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BRIEFS
Men's, women's open tourney slated
Murray City Park will host men's and women's open softball
tournaments this Saturday. For-more information call Jamie Phillips
at 437-4328.

Murray High golf holding sign-up

"I kept the ball down, mixed my
pitches and stayed ahead of -thehitters and our guys made a lot of
good plays behind me.'
Mark Whiten had three hits,
including a homer and a double,
drove- in three runs and scored
three times.-Race
CRCC hosts Festival State
"We had every reason to be
down. We were very frustrated
Chain Reactiontyclingtiub will again host the Seventh Annual
HOUSTON (AP) — A day, after losing-thlt kind el-lead- last
- Paducah Summer Festival Stage Race on July 23 and 24-. The purse
after his team blew a big lead, night. You've got to give credit
for this race will include $6,000 in-.prize money and merchandise.
Vicente_ Palacios made sure the to those guys to be able to go out
Pre-race registration will be held on Friday, July 22 from 5-8 p.m.
St. Louis Cardinals stayed way there that hard," St. Louis manaat Bike World in the Cardinal Point Shopping Center. Race day
ahead of the Houston Astros.— ger Joe Torre said.
registration will open at 7 a.m. each morning and close 3,0 minutes
Palacios pitched a one-hitter,
prior to the time lot each category.
"Tonight, Palacios couldn't
allowing only a single in the third have been more perfect: One hit,
For more race information, call Bike World at 442-0751.
inning by Andujar Cedeno,' and one walk- and he retired 21 in a
. _
Local swim team-twins two mote meets the Cardinals routed Houston row," he said.
10-6 Tuesday. night-for their first
- ,team- addeil
iie one-hip performance did,
two more wins•'Tte Muiray-CallowayRounti-swiiii
win
snide the All-Star break.
not suprise Housion -manager
this week for a total of eight firsts out of 10 meets. They defeated
The Cardinals, who tied an NL Terry Collins,
Harrisburg, Ilk, here
on.-Saturday 417-290 and on Tuesday. they
A
record by blowing- an 11-run lead
"A number of years ago I tried
downed Madisonville YMCA 86.0-673.
in a 15-12 loss Monday night, to get the Dodgers to sign him.
in
three
or
more
individual
ribbons
blue
earning
Swimmers
had no trouble holding off Hous- I've always thought he . was ai
events were Lindsay Miller, Brad Warner, Nick_ Warner, Amy
ton this time. St. Louis had lost good pitcher, but he's had lot of
l3randon
Kellie
and
Meloan, Brett Nance, Chelsee Thompson,
five in a row and eight of 10 arm problems,," Collins said.
Heather Jedan. Finishing first in one or two individual events were
games, and was the only team not
%."His changeup and. slider
Megal Miller, Megan Malinauskas, Brooke Brittaid, Becky Lovett-.
-to
win since the All-Star game make him effective. Tonight was
Amy
Folsom,
Nortworthy,4:indAdams,
Adam
Tiana
Woods,
Joey
last Tuesday.
his night," he said.
Say Paschall, Jared Sammons, Jessica Smith, Denise Moore, Jac&
"We had lost five in a row and
Darryl Kile (6-5) pitched 4 1-3
Larkin
Philpot._
Adams
and
Rabe, Erin
I had lost quite a few in'a row, so innings, allowing eight runs on
Meaghan Murdock, Hannah Rinehardt, Kim Kulp, Breanne
we really needed to win tonight," eight ,hits. The Astros had won
_Sykes and _Alice Hunt contributed special effort to the team's
Palacios said. "This is .niy best three in a row.
_
success__
ame in the big leagues."
St. Louis took a 1-0 lead in the
' The team will have -its final two matches this week as they com-Ralacios (2-7) retired the final second on Luis Alicca's sacrifice
hosting
_Saturday.
Mayfield
_Ihursday
before
Paducah
pete at
_ _
21 batters after Cedeno's leadoff fly.
•tr--.
_
single in the third.. He • tied' a • The Cardinals extended the.
career-high with eight strikeouts lead 'to 5-0 in the fourth. Todd'
Falling tiles postpone game in Seattle
and walked one in his second Zeile led off with a single, moved
career shutout. His other shutout to third_on Whiten's double and
SEATTLE (AP) — A game between Baltimore and Seattle was
came in 1991 - while with scored On Alicea's
postponed after insulating tiles fell rrom the Kingdome ceiling and
Pittsburgh.
to_clay's makeup doubleheader remained in doubt until the roof
Bernard Gilkey followed with
Palacios,,pit,
ching on his 31st his fifth home run -of the season,
could be closely checked.
birthday:altered only two run-, a three-run shot,
A 32-by-48-inch tile that weighed atbut 15- pounds fell nearly
ncrs. He won for the. first time in
Three
feet into the glands behind home plate about 430 p.m.
Whiten-hit a, three-rim -homer:nine starts.
more fell an hour later, two into thc ,third tier of stands abil one
his 10th, in the fifth. The Cardi"I got an early lead and ttwas nals added two runs in the eighth
onto a walkway- in the first tier.. No ont was injured and players
thinking
that it was a good birth- on a balk a wild pitch by reliever
announced
postponement
was
the
practice
until
batting
continued
Palacios said. Tom Vcres.
day gift for
less than an hour before the scheduled 7:05 p.m. start.
Sign-up for the Murray High School boys' and girls' golf teams
will be Monday, July 25 at 10 a.m. at the Murray Country Club. If
a team member is unable to attend this meeting a make-up meeting
will be held at 4 p.m. on that date at the same location. This is an
informational meeting; forms will be distributed. For more information, call Judy Muehleman at 753-4126.
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Cards get
revenge for
earlier loss

Austin quitting tennis permanently
MAHWAH, N.J.(AP) — Tracy Austin said she is quitting tennis
for good afker retiring from her opening match in the Pathmark
Classic because of a groin injury. The 31-year-old Austin, who won
the U.S. Open at 16 in 1979, trailed Manuela Maleeva-tragniere
6-4, 2-0 when she retired.

Sponsored By:

Jane.Rogers Ins.
'See me-tor all yotr family insurance noods•
305 N. 12th St., Murray
I next to Century 211
&&&&&

753-9627

&&&&

I

•

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES

'vow York
Baltimore
Boston
Taionto
Detice
Chicago
Zieweland
Kansas Cay
66nnesota
Milwaukee

•

American League
An Times COT
East Newton
W
L
55 36
53 38
45 47
42 56
42 52
Centrist Denson
W
I.
56 36
54 36
49 45
43 49
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551--• 8
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National League
East Divieier.
W
I.
56 35
56 37
45 49
43 50
42 52
Centre' Dirisom
W
L
C ncrnal
56 37
-13..ston
53 41
,
.f./T3Ourgiff
44 48
,ouis
43 47
fi,cago
43 52
Waal 01101111.04
I
OS Angeles . 48 46
Coorailo
46 50
San Francisco
_ ,44 51
--Sar-Dtago
37 58
Turtellers Genies
' Montreal 4 San Diego 3Pnitadelpho S San Francisco 2
Pittsburgh 13, Atlanta 10 Cinannati 13 Flonda 5
New Vont 7, Los Angsios 4 •
St Louis 10 Houston 0
Chicago 6 Colorado 1

•Lakers, Tigers...
FROM PAGE 2B
good job."
No scores were kept, no standings posted. Coaches and players
were only concerned with having
fun- -and getting better.
"This has really helped us,"
Fisher noted: "It's put us way ,
ahead of the game. We've gone
over things we'd normally spend
a lot of time on in camp."
Said Mitchell, "It's been fantastic. By just getting- together
once a week, - it's given us a
chance to see the kids --so we
don't lose contact."
Murray High will have a cookout for players and parents at the
ficldhouse on Monday, July 31 at
6:30 p.m. Practice begins the following evening at 6:30.

- ASHBURN, Va.(AP) — Joe Jacoby, the biggest member of the
Washington Redskins' fabled "Hogs," announced his retirement
after 13 years.
. a four-time Pro Bowl
The 6.-foot-6, 320-pound offensive tackle,
selection, played on three Super Bowl champions-hip teams.

Jets sign U.S. Soccer goalkeeper as kicker
HEMPSTEAD, N.Y.(AP) — Tony Mcola, the starting goalkeeper on the U.S. national soccer team since 1989. signed with the
New York Jets. Meola, 25, reportedly agreed to the NFL-minimum
of $108,000, plus a four-figure signing bonus.

Spurs re-acquire Elliott from Detroit
SAN ANTONIO (AP) — The San Antonio Spurs re-acquired
forward Sean Elliott for the Detroit Pistons for the rights to former
Boston College center Bill Curlefand a second-round pick in 1997.
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Baltimore (McDonald 11-6 and Fernando!6-4)-at
San Diego (Benes_f.191 al Montreal (Henry 6-2)
Seattle (Fleming 6-10 and Converse 0•21i 2. -235
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ir,35 p m Texas (Dormer 0-4-) al Cleveland
. (C/ork 11-3).
Atanla
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Minnesota-1E riokson 8-6) at Toronto (Guzinan 9-91.
tOnda IINealhers 8-8) at CinCinnati (Flip 9 4) 6 35.
6 35 p m
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•
Boston ',Norman 2-2) et California (Lettenc) 413
.
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•
9 35 m
New York (Perez 7131 at Dottrtr-TC3ntivenje. 5_21
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QD We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO,
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Completely Erected Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials

A. 4" concrete floor
reinforced with
wire mesh
B. 12" fooling
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
U. Anchor holt,
in concrete
E Treated
bottom plates
F. 01 studs, 16" 0.C.
G. 7' .." Blarxiex
undersiding
H Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

F

I Selt-suprxxting 2:6
trusted rafters 2 ft
0.0
J. '.** plywood
decking
K. Seal down shil ;les
L Overhang covered
'A. Overhead steel
door
K Steel service door
0. 2:4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 21[10 headios
0. 4:4 raised curb

We otter you: FREE Estimates, References and Location
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Redskins' Jacoby announces retirement

Imes photo
1 front of
itnight's

SCOREBOARD

Palacios' 1-hitter
leads St. Louis to
win over Houston

SPORTS

of

Deluxe Models
Hardboard Sliding

Calloway willleave for Campbellsville College and a weeklong football camp on Aug. 1.
Calloway will host Murray in
the 1994 season opener On Aug.
26.

1.1 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)

2'i CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2,+4 CAR (24x30)

$3,525 1 1/7 CAR (12x20)
64,325 2 CAR (19x20)
$4,625 LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$4,825 2,/2 CAR (24x24)
$5,425 LARGE 2v2 CAR (24x30)

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

$4,025
$4,725
$5,125
$5,225
$5,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

FREE

SPORTS
PHYSICALS

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES

•Belle...

le

New and Used
Lowest Prices

Cooper

Free Mount and
Computer Balance

TIRES

FROM PAGE 2B
Kennedy spoke privately with
Jose Canseco after the game.
'Canseco struck out three times
and appeared upset with some
balls-and-strikes calls.
"I think that Jose feels that he
has tried to be very fair with
everybody," Kennedy said. "He
was just asking the umpires if it's
something he's done. He's a
nine-year veteran and he's just
frustrated. I'll leave it_at that."
Cleveland took control with a
four-run first inning capped by
Thome's three-run home run, his
14th. Baerga drove in the first
run with an infield single that
extended his hitting streak to 16
games.
Sorrento's eighth home run, a
two-run shot in the fourth, made
it 6-1, and Belle hit a solo homer
with two outs in the fifth. Kirby
then led off the seventh with his
fourth of the season, off reliever
Jay Howell.
Belle's triple started a four-run
eighth against Cris Carpenter,
highlighted by Sorrento's threerun home run, his ninth.
"1 _jlefinitely used MY bat,"
Sisieft. Said, smiling.
The gime was delayed for
•;' more than five minutes in the
:third inning so Baerga could have
:Phis right ankle taped. He twisted
fl -it on second base when Fajardo
.
f.,tried to pick him off after Baerga
.i.7had doubled. The ankle was to be
<• X-rayed Wednesday.

Krouse
n Ragsblefield
:e. For
Wallace,
Futrell
all had

contest,
ty. Hosver The
Lacosta
lie Iliad and
tor had
Vance
;or The
.worthy
d both
_
ice and
Jessica
ts each.

$00
$5 00
ays
$1 00
$7 00

Fit if

urray

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES

CITGO

THIS AD—

II

000

;8 Gallons

(or more)

Gas,

West Main Citgo

Oil Change,
Filter, Lube„
Up to 5 Ott.
Premium Olt

SPECIAL—
A/C Service I

$1495 '2995
Freon
11310

Prices Good July 18-Aug. 15

Open 6:30 a.m.-7:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
6:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Saturday
inot

•
—1111

July 30

!West Main Citgo
1417 West Main • Murray • 753-2593

For Murray and Calloway County
student apletes
provided by physicians of the
Calloway County Medical Society
and
Murray-Calloway County Hospital

8 AIVI - NOON
1 PM - 3 PM
MURRAY CALLO WAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT SERVICES CENTER
At registration, each student must present a completed and signed
Athletic Competition Health Screening Form.
Forms available at the respective school or board office.
•.
a •
For more information:
Call the principal or -central office of Calloway County or Murray City schools.
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FOR SALE ,
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
Financing Available

Fuelish Peron: Someone paying rent or more per
gallon for gas on the tank they will never own.

More than 260 young artists from across thrUnited States were honored by
leaders from business, government and the entertainment world when the
1994 Congressional high school art exhibit opened recently in Washington,
D.C. The exhibit, sponsored annually by General Motors, is the result of an
competitions conducted in Congressional districts throughout the country
by members of the U.S.House of Representatives.TO winning art entries are
displayed in a corriodor leading to the U.S. Capitoi until May, 199& Shown .
-here, from left to right: Congressman Tom Bail*, winningstudent-artist
Jerry Hobbs of Murray, TV star Dean Cain at GlIrVise president James D.
Johnston. ,

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 E., 31 %pall Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
Call 753-8011

.1"
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Pictured with klurray-Calloway Co. Hospital Nursing Scholarship recipients
are Hospital Administrator Stuart Poston (standing tar left) and Acting
girecior of Nursing Sabrina Karraker(standing far right).Recipients pictured
are (front row I. to r.) Patricia Wong, Sharon Brodzinski, Sally Baumeister.
Back row, left to right, are Tammy Couch, Crag Olsen, and Kimberly
Hardinson.,

Hospital employees announce
scholarship recipients

_

-

•

Murray-Calloway County Hospital administrator Stuart Poston and
Interim Nursing Director Sabrina
Karraker are pleased to announce
the most recent recipients of the
hospital sponsored.scholarships for
nursing students.
Receiving scholarships are: Sally
Baumeister,205 Hardin Wadesboro
Road, Hardin; Sharon Brodzinski,
University Court, Martin,
Tenn.; Tammy Couch, 3531 Dogtown Road, Benton; Kimberly.
Hardinson,,5651,Old Oliver Road,
Hardin;Craig Olsen,HCR 75 208R,
New Concord and Patricia Wong,
1406 Sycamore St., Murray.
Baumeister,Couch and Hardison
are pursuing associate degrees in
nursing at Paducah Community
College and will graduate in May
1996. Baumeister is a LPN at

H-r3

•

'14.99
'12.99
'14.99
'10.00
Children's T-Shirts
AU Leather Belts
.10% Off
Montana Silver Buckles
-10% Off
Justin Youth Ropers (Selected) ... *39.99
Justin Boots (Selected)
'99.99

JON P#1_ GUSTAFiON M.D.

Justin & Tony Lama
Discontinued Boots
Straw Hats

'Wrangler Short Sleeve Shirts

Kids Western Shirts '(Selected)
Men's & Women's T-Shirts

1/2 Price
$5 Off
;
slO Off

Felt Hats

Ladies' Jeans,
(Wrangler • Rocky Mour1ainj:;t1

$399°

Ladies' Blouses (Selected)

$299°

AU Saddles

Pad & Breast Plate
FREE with Purchase

NEW ITEMS
Mo-Betta Shirts • Midwest Garment Shirts
- Tony Lama Boots
COUPONS NOT VALID WITH SALE ITEMS:ONE COUPON PER CATEGORY PER CUSTOMER
..
COUPON
COUPON
COUPON
•

$5.00 Off $10.00 Off
Any Tack
Item

Any Saddlery Any Wrangler
Item
Jean
Reg. Price ... '35-t0

-

Reg. Price ...

2.00 Off

EXPIRES Iff6A4

G=IGic7 ODIlet OuleigGlt

WIRES V6,90

EXPIRES 8.4V94

ec) C142thGst

Supports the Calloway Co. Fair's Special Events
HORSE SHOW — July 22 & 23

eV*

PONY PULL — July 23

RODEO — -July- 26-& 27

-

li'V'.419`104

CrfQ Britches
cBriclks759-4408

Gustafson earns
neurology trainingJon M. Gustafson, M.D., has
recently completed board certification in the specialty of Neurology.
The American Board of Psychiatry
and Neurology administers the certification proe8s for neurologists.
The Board verifies appropriate
neurologic training and administers
written and oral examinationns given after specialty training is completed. The practice of neurology
encompasses diagnosis and treatment of diseases and conditioliS of
the nervous system. •
A native of Walnut Creek, Cal.,
Dr. Gustafson earned his undergraduate degree from the University of
California, Berkele41980 and his
medical degree from Oral Robets
Upiversity in Tulsa,Oitta., in 1§87.
Tie went on to serve his internship
in internal medicine at Providence
Medical Center, POrtland, Ore., in
1988. He served his residency in
neurology at the Oregon Health
Science University-in Portland from
1988 to 1991. In 1992, he completed a fellowship in ncifroimmunology at Good Samaritan Hospital
in Portland. Dr. Gustafson joined
the staff at Murray-Calloway
County _Hospital in 1992.
His rqice is located in -Suite
380-West in the Medical Arts
Building on South Eigth Street,
Murray. Dr. Gustafson sees patients
by appointment and physician referral is preferred. His office phone is
(502), 753-8656.

;);_?_,--

SUBSCRIBE

Tack & Western Wear

taw.c- pc
-

ADD IT UP.
THEN CALL & CONSOLIDATE.

I

The scholarship recipients agree
ta work at MCCH one yearforevery
year they 'are sponsored with _a
scholarship. Recipients must also be
completing the last two years of a
bachelor's degree or enrolled in a
two-year associate degree program.
The scholarships cover the cost of
tuition, books and one uniform.

Instead of writing a zillion
checks for all your multiple debts,
with our Debt Consolidation
Loan you write only one.
Chances.are, we can give you a
lower interest rate so you paw
less. . that means lower payments

and more money for you! And
homeowners'could enjoy lax
benefits-ask your tax advisor how.
it's as easy to apply for this
loan as it is to use. Well even

Dear Editor:
Boy Scout Troop TT Would like to thank everyone in Calloway County
for making the O.B. Boone Memorial Ereakfast a huge success!
An extra "thanks" to Mark and Colleen Anderson of Woodmen of the
World; Greg Lowhorn of WestView Nursing Home; Alice Rouse of the
' Murray Ledger and Times;Prairie Farms and Mabel Sykes. Thanks to First
Christian Church for allowing us to use the kitchen and fellowship hall and
for arranging all the extra help needed. Thanks also to Freedom Fest for
including us in the itinerary.
Nannette Durham
Route 3 Box 1098
Murray, Ky.

take your application by phone 6 days a week,Saturdays9-11

A Tough Combination to Beat
the ace he eventually goesdown one,
losing a heart and a club. But if
South is on his toes, he realizes he
has several good chances for the
slam. The defenders may err and
hand him the contract, or the cards
may be so divided that the slam
cannot be stopped.
EAST
wEsr
Accordingly, instead of taking
•5 2
—
the ace, declarer ruffs the diamond
J 92
41, A 8 7 3
lead, and plays a low heart at trick
•9 76 4 2
•KQJ 105
-two. This play has a Machiavellian
•K 62
4 Q 108 3
twist. If West follows low, as most
SOUTH
players would do, the slam is ice1AKJ 10874
cold.Dummy'squeen winsand South
V K6
— after drawing trumps and dis-•
carding the king of hearts on the ace
A 954
ofaiamonds — concedes a club trick
The bidding:
and makes the contract.
North East
South West
As the cards lie, it does West no
Pass
34
34
24
good to go up with the ace of hearts
6+
Opening lead — king of diamonds. at trick two. If he does, South never
loses a club trick. His three club
losers are later discarded on the ace
play
dummy
in
skill
the
of
Much
consists of creating chances for the of diamonds and the Q-10 of hearts
defenders to make a mistake. When after East's jack of hearts luckily
you trap an opponent into an error falls on the third heart lead.
South ruffs the opening lead priand make your contract as aresult,
to try to steal the contract
marily
than
soul-satisfying
it is much more
when you simply outgun them with with a low heart play at trick two,
but, as it happens, his attempted
aces and kings.
Take this case where South is in larceny works no matter what West
six spades and West leads the king does. The combination of luck and
of diamonds. If declarer wins with skill is always hard t,beat.
Tomorrow:Just a little white lie. - '

South dealer.
north-South vulnerable.
NORTH
*Q963
VQ1054
• A 83
•J 7

13•11•1111•6•0

•
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REPUBLIC
Murray
759-1630
Paducah
442-9171
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One Loan. One Check. One Call.

Savings Bank

'—

Letter of-AppretiatiOn

s2,300 Letter II Jackpot!!!
One Loam* One Check =
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Every Friday at 7 p.m.

Less Interest. it's simple.

hr
fal
st

Brodzinski is a junior at University ofTennessee at Martin pursuing
a bachelor of science ir nursing.

Sump...D.4A by Murray Shrine Chi))

I

NI
Nei

MCCH,while Hardison is currently
a unit secretary at Marshall County
Hospital.Olsen and Wong are seniors at
Murray Sate University where both
are pursuing a'bachelor of science
degree in nursing.Olsen is currently
a Respiratory Therapy Technician
at Parkway Regional Hospital.
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Taste It All

Habitat for Humanity nears
completion of second home
for the second Habitat house
were held on Apgust 28, 1993
and it is hoped that construction
orne can be finished by
The Murray-Calloway County
Habitat for Humanity affilliate is that fate of this year. John Redmoving quickly toward comple- Icy/construction foreman for the
tion of its second home. HabitaL project has expressed an urgent
need for help with the- finishingis an international organization
work on the house. "At'this time,
which seeks to help people help
what we need more than anything
themselves into adequate housing. Homes built by Habitat are else are people who are experfinanced by no-interest loans to ienced at drywall finishing. We
qualifying families. Built with
must get the.drys...fall'finished so
donations of labor and mat•rials that the final details of the finishas well as donated funds from the ing work can proceed." Work is
commonity, Habitat families also' progressing on a daily basis at
spend countless hours in the con- this time.,Monday through Saturstruction process. They then day. Any interested person or
make regular payments to Habi- group who would be willing to
tat. Those payments are then help With this work or make a
recycled into more new construc- donation to the effort may contact
tion projects.
liabt.tat for Humanity at
Ground breaking ceremonies 759-1357.
--
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By Kathy Lyons

Ipients
Acting
Ictured
ielster.
liberty

The house above was built with donations and materials from the
munIty for Habitat for Humanity.
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THURSDAY,JULY 21, 1994
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
Your phone company will bill you 99
date f birth, call 1-900-988-7788.
1 •
- cents a minute.)
-HAPPY. BIRTHDA! IN THE :friends. Be.more ?ensttive to loved
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:,_ ones' nee&
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Be
Your work behind the scenes will
pay off-by early fall. November wary of extravagant gestures. A
brings a promotion, financial wind- stranger who is intent on wining' and
.- fall or special perks. Family ties are dining you could have hidden
stretigthened by the events of motives. Turn your-attention to team
December.-Early in 1995, your com- endeavoisAnd'charity work:—Join
munications skill -will-be in-great . forces with highly principled people.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Use,
demand: use them judiCiously. May
brings spring flowers-and an exhita- some recently acquired insights to'
rating romance. An older person' get_ your message .across today.
influences a career choice you make Although agreement is not until.
mous, your intentions cannot. be
next June.
CELEBRITIES BORN'ON faulted. A quiet afternoon helps you
THIS DATE: actor Robin Williams, calin down after-yeserday's
comedians Don Knotts and Jon tuous events. 2
'SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. -21):
Loviti, violinist Isaac Stern,- singerIsongwriter Cat Stevens, legendary Guard against overconfidence when
novelist Ernest Hemingway, actress it comes to making bold business or
career moves. Do not take the reins
. Kaye Stevens.
:ARIES (March 21-April I 9):- k • irryourhandstoohastil. Immersing
friend or partner may disagree with yourself in the arts will give -you a
yoUr plans regarding joint-financial whole new peispeclive:
SAITTARIUS,(Nov. 22-Dec.
interests. Avoid issuing ultimatums
if you want a loved ones whole-- -21): Oaution is recommended
:1 7-hearted support. Take a-wait-and-See '.. strongly when dealing with people
'
who are -overwrought. Keep the lid —
--approach to romance. Be discret.
!-. on a potentially explosive situiticii•
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Touclt base with key allies before_ if hoping to turn the situation
launchig a big -project. Mix-ups_ around.. Reminiscing About the past
_and-delays-are possible where cre- relaxes
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
ative endeavors or children's affairs
19): A good day to change some.
afeconcerned.
GEMINI (May 21 -.June 20): thing that has bothered you for ages:
-Follow up on a predawn hunch if Seek your co-workers' views before
you want to earn some easy money. making a public announcement.
Taking care of a job-related problem Financial decisions are best post-may be more costly than expected. poned entil next week. '
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Show your tender side to ronkantic
Encouraging news is 1-eceived
partner.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): A -regarding travel or visitors. Join
desire for seclusion' continues. You forces with a quick-wined business-could find yourself involved in associate. Keep your schedule flexiundercover activities that promise to ble in order to attend itriprojnptu
produce long-range results. Apply events. A wonderful offer is coming
yOur analytical mind to running an your way!
PISCES (Feli.; 19-March 20):
unusual business.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Encour- This could be one of the bcst days of
aging trends are seen in your social the month if you get an early start.
life, but be-prepared for a stop-and- New trends provide you with the
go pattern. You are right to be cau- personal confidence you need to sell
tious about lending money to a special project.
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Shoney s Picnic Special
July 21st • 5 p.m. till ?
Come picnic with us & enjoy
a delicious old fashioned meal.
•1/2

Bar-B-Que Chicken
*Potato Salad
'Cole Slaw
'Baked Beans
*Corn On Cob

Ross Insurance Agency
753-0489

600 Main St

$5

99
per person

„

ONEY

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance.

Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross

AU For Only

'

Hwy. 641 N. Murray. Ky. • 753-9257

•
am.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are affectionate, thrifty and home-loving. As
youngsters, they will stay close to their parents and turn shy when Meeting
strangers. Look for big changes once these Cancerians reach adolescence! A
thirst for adventure will make these children much more independent in their
teens. Fiercely loyal to family and friends, they will never forgive_a betrayal.
Tireless workers, they always save money for a rainforntortabIe
retirement means more to them than flashy cars or costly entertainment.
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"We looked into all the satellite systems.
PRIMESTAR was the best deal,hands down."
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HC HENRY COUNTY
M C MEDICAL CENTER

At last, satellite television has come down to.earth. Introducing PRIMESTAR: The revolutionary
new mini-dish satellite TV systeni.
• AFFORDABLE Starts at as little as one dollar a day. No equipment purchase Becessary.

is pleased to announce the opening of

for one
•"WORRY-FREE"sm SERVICE. Includes equipment. programming and maintenance. All

Henry County
Orthopaedic Surgery
And
Sports Medicine, Inc.

Bad priontract
ck two,
empted
at West
Lek and
_

low monthly charge.
movies.
• GREAT PROGRAMMING 70+ channels of the best of cable. network. pro sports and hit
• NO RISK Your equipment-is upgraded as technology improves.

For more information. or to schedule a free site survey call the 'local PRIMESTAR distributor
iikyour area..

kugene F. Gulish, M.D.,AAA:5.S.
Diplomate,American Board
of Orthopaedic Surgery

Medical Arts Building, Suite 201
300 Hospital Circle, Paris, TN 38242
(901)644-2271

PRIVEVIR. The worlds.firsl rtigikti srshon. is can/initial
to slaraig at IbelOrtfroal oloitertaionald
•

Dr. Gulish specializes
in the treatment of:
Industrial Injuries
Total Joint
Replacements
Sports Injuries
Arthroscopic Surgery
Spinal Conditions
Carpal Tunnel
Syndrome
General Orthopaedic
Conditions

Eugene F. Gulish, M.D„
A.A.O.S.

Dotr,buted by Time Warner Satellite Servocel

1102 Pans Road Suite 152 Mayfield KY 42066

1-800-788-7564

•
DOWN TO EARTH.
WE BRING SATELLITE TELEVISION

Office hours:9-5
Monday-Friday
Now taking appointments'
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Calling all women:

.
w -•

DEATHS

Town has plenty of bachelors

.•-

a

DeLong. "We're trying to create
career opportunities for women."
The town could use a lawyer,
'ions of bagging a bachelor duran accountant, a construction
ing a short visit to the Minnesota
contractor, a computer technician
prairie — but it can't hurt to
- and a plumber, among other
look.
And Herman, population 474, occupations. Officials say there's
1. expecting plenty of women to
loan money available, and office
,tart looking today at the Grant
space in the former hardware

•

r

•

County Fair.
'I he. town 150 miles northwest

store.

Eunice R. Housden

Mrs. Vonell Burton

HERMAN, Minn.(AP) — Betty Harnigill doesn't harbor illu-

-

The funeral for Eunice R.. Housden will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Ewing Stubblefield and
Allen Martin will officiate. Bobby C. Stubblefield will direct singers
from New Providence Church of Christ.
Pallbearers are Odell Lamb, Hardiman Miller, Junior Brandon,
James Harold Housden, Terry Housden and Frank Hart, active; Danny
Kingins, David Ryan, Cary Rfedden, Sammy Criswell, Mark Hoover,
Phillip Galloway, Johnny Colson and Aaron Colson, honorary. Burial .
will follow in New Providence Cemetery. .
' Mr. Housden, 81, Rt. 2, Hazel, died Monday at'-9:15 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary F. Simmons 'Housden; two
daughters, Mrs. Shirley Kirigins and husband, Billy Joe, Rt. 4, Murray, and Mrs. Joyce Wilhite and husband, Fred, Calhoun; two sons,
Ronald Housden and wife, Willodean, Murraly, and Phil Housden and
wife Wanda, kt, 2, Hazel:.one sister, Mrs. Neva-Ray, Rt. 2;'Hazel;
nine grandchildren; t2 great-graii&hildren.

Servicesifor Mrs. Vonell Burton will be today at 2:30 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral- Home. The Rev. Lawson Williamson
and the Rev. John Denham will officiatej-Music will be by the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church Choir with Tim Stone as leader and Anna
Requarth as pianist.
Pallbearers will be Perry Hendon, Cassell Garrison,. Darrell Mitchell, W.T. Patterson, Kenny- Oliver and Jimmy Rickman. Burial will
follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Burton, 81, of South 13th Street, Murray, died Monday at 9:35
a.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include her husband, Kelly Burton; two daughters, Mrs.
Frances-Wilkerson and husband, Joe, arid Mrs. Audie Dick and husband, Willie, all of Murray; one brothei, Max Oliver, Kirksey; three
grandchildren, Mrs. Suzanne-TittSori and husband, Billy, Mark Wilkerson and Amy Wilkerson; one great-grandchild, Lauren Wilson.

The fair, which runs, through
of Minneapolis is showcasing
Sunday, usually draws about
itself as a good place for female
2,000 people each day. But Jon
..ntreprendurs — partly betause
Olson, who works for the Herot its bumper crop of bachelor
man Development Corp.. said the
farmers and agribusiness-men.'
state tourism office said to expect
Herman has 78 single men- up-tto 30,000 people a day.
4eci-ween•20-to--59.and7cinly-about— A-radie-station-inore-then-200
eligible women 'in the same - miles away in Hibbing helped
•
age -range.
- •
--some single Voomen get a jump--,.
•
Women from every state ind
on .the competition, bringing in a . Carmack White, 64, Rt. U.- Buchanan, Tenn., died Tuesday at 7:34
.cveral countries have asked for
busload for i street dance last p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital., information since the town's
month and • planning to return
He was a farmer:and a veteran, of the Korean Conflict. Born July
advertisement in a weekly paper
with "Love Bus, 11" this week. 16, 1930, in Dyer County, Tenn., he was the son .of the late Harley
got noticed by television talk
--Tina Didre.ckson arrived in Caisiii White Sr; and Gertie Clanton White. One brother, Harley Carshows.'Nobody knows hoefjnany 'June .from Santa - Ana, OW., to Son White Jr.,.-also preceded him in death.
.•
make the trek here thirweeL -consider- oosSitailities koi her-fuel.
Survivors-sieClude.•his wife, Mrs. -Lu6ille- White, An ivhoin he was
like Ms. Hanigilh-are----i
'additiv'es 'and janitorial supply -:-'illarried on April 9, 1951; fwersons. Mike White and wife, Line, and
• ;.•oming on a lark.
-business. She didn't know about --Bradley White and wife, •Rebecca, and two grandchilderen, Christy
• "I'm just rg.11y_going for the . the bachelor surplus.
.
White and Carrie White, all of Rt. 13- Buchanan; one sister, Mrs.'Petrivacation; to ..get away,".iiid Ms.
"They really do have_ some • cia Simj.iha
.Charlie, Obion, Tenn.

Carmack White

.
Mrs-. Moela- Faye- Wrye Minton

The'funeralfor Mrs. Moela Faye Wrye'Minton Was Ttiesday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of Hoyt G. Hickey & Soil Funeral Home,416 NorthMain St., Monticello. The Rev. L.C. Meadows officiated-, Burial was
in Elk - Spring Cemetery,there.
-"7"'
• Mrs. Minton;73, Rt -1. Box 263R-MontiZeilo,died Saturday at her .
_
A

•,

home. 7.••
' • 'Born May 26, 1921, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the,latv Hardin- Wrye and Frances Dunn Wrye.
•
Survivoreinclude her husband, Elmer Arthur Minton; twti claught-..
The fUnerarwill be-Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Fun- — crs, Mrs. Rita Ferguson, Tampa, Fla., and Mrs. Nancy Patterson, Boston, Mass.; one son, Jerry Mintrin_Cincinnati, Ohitt one skier, _Mrs.
cral Home of Hazel. Tb,e_Rev. Darvin Stom will officiate. Biüisl
Berlinc Wolfe, Florida; tOlo grandchildren, Christopher Paul Minton .
follow in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
and
Scott Andrew Minton.
Friends- may call at the funeral home after 6 p.m.A.0 ight

_husband,

. •

a 40ish bookkeeper and

good-looking guys .here," she

divorced mother of two from the
- Fon Worth, Texas' Suburb of

said; "I'm 33, most of them are
younger,. but I'll keep. art- eye

Hurst. - "How can you build a
• 'relationship in two days, unless
there's a -miracle?"
Town leadeni'de-Cider!' to 'take
aciftin- after all 20- girls in the
-high schoofs:-class Of 1995 said

out.".
-Organizers are trying -to make
it easy this week for the shy
types. - Nri "Dating- Game" dr
."Studs" shows are -planned, just
genteel mixers' including an .ice
'
kould-trave to leave town to_ ..creatIt social and a Ally. pull.
•-._ dicy,
Sind- jobs.- But some bachelbrT'are.actieg

_

"We didn't froin the beginning
promote 'this asja, dating service
or' matchmaking -service," said
Herman's housing director, Skip

like Herman's hermits, raising
fears-that courting in the spotlight
is the last thing they'll want to
do.

Investments Since 1854.
•

Stock Market Report

_ _

Don,..jIones J,nd. Avg
,Predous Close......374831
Air"Products..................... 435/8-1/2
A T
5314 'inks
Bell South .......
Briggs & Stratton
/214.14
Bristol Myers
CBT Corp. Ky.*.....411/211 42%A

Prices ,As_ Of 9 a.rr!.
-Mart.
K,U
Kroger
L G•& E.....-.-......
Medd
McDonald%

•K

16-14
254118
247/8-14,
tine

Merck

4113/2+14
Dean Foods..,.........—.-.21P4+1/i J.C. Penney
2l1/2111 23A
.....--..531/4-114 Peoples First.......4
... 7634+%
Quaker Oats..........
Ford
6l14+3/4
General Electric
............49+14 Schering-Plough
47+34
General Motors................ 5071s-3h Sears
Texaco
6314-14
Goodrich...-...........
Time Warner................. 363/4 unc
. Ingersoll Rand........_.......361/8+14 Wal-Mart
Maid Lyons is a market Miler IT1 this stock
UNC•price unchanged
Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
. Murray, KY 42071
(502)753-3366

j.J.13. H lloard. W

2554-'4

HIWARD
LYONS

Lyon-1, Inc.• Member *NYSE and SIPC

Protect The Ones you Love.

FRO- LINE OF
WEST KENTUCKY
SAVE ASO NOW Willi
THIS ADI
Shock Collars • Sark Collars

Call TodayFor A
Pee Estimate

492-8250
•Financing Available
•Locally Owned & Operated

(Wednesday).

-

Ms: Mabel B. Scarbrough

--Rudy Dun-can .,

_
Graveside services for Ms. Mabel B. Scarbrough were Friday, July
1. at Hillcrest Cemetery,'Pans, -Tenn. Dr. Clarence .Hare officiated.
McEvoy. Funeral Home, Paris, -was-m-therp---eit arrarigeTntliti
•

•Rudy Duncan,. 70,: Murray, died'today,at 3:15-a.m7atlParis Minor
Nursing Horhe, Paris; Tenn.
- • • -- - - . Miller Funeral Home rif Murray will-be in charge of funeral and

Ms. Scarbrough, 86, died Thunclay, June 30, at Henry County
Nursing Karim,. earis.
She was,a retired secretary for Civil Service and a member of First
United Methodist' Church, Paris.

burial arrangements.
.--

Council discusses search

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times ,
- -Members of Southwest
Elementary's Site-Based Untried
took some time off Tuesday from.- Notes
____,
u
itrincipal
search...to.bandle rouSouthwest Elem.
tine business. '
.
.
-1According ::--to, Donna Harris, 11111111111•1111111111111111W' - -- Final rites for Mrs. Hilda Bynutn: Were Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the
idterim chairman, the council had
.
Center.
chapel .of Blalock-COleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Omar Jenkins
a-second reading of changes in its ,
_
*Set the Back-to-School Night : officiated. Mrs. Olivene Erwin was organist.
policies and procedures, as well
for primary students at 6 p.m.,
Tom
Pallbearers
Bynum,
were
Tim
Bynum,
Kurt
White,
Don Holas a - first reading' on a hiring
Aug. 16 and Aug. 17 for intermeland;
and
Ronald
Joe
Burkeen
Bob
-Sans..
Burial
was
in
Barnett
policy.•
•
diate students.
Kentucky,Cemetery.
.
- _:.-"We discussed the principal.
*Voted to join the
Mrs. Bynum, 83, Warren, Mich., formerly orMurray, died Wednessearch -and' noted that, we --are- -Association of School Council
day as 10 A.M. at SL John's Hospital, Detroit Mich.
ready to begin interviews, Harris
*Discussed the Joint Council
,

Education:
•,

from

Mrs. Hilda Bynum-7

said.
In other business, the council:

meeting set: for Thursday at 6:30
p.m. at North -Elementary. .

*Noted Joy Waldrop's leave of

*Set the next regular meeting

absence to the Region 1 .Service

DEA $ To Write Home About

Kelli Burkeen, WPSD-TV
reporter, is joining WSMV-TV,
the NBC affiliate in Nashville,
Tenn.
Burkeen has worked at WPSD
in Paducah since completing graduate school in 1991 at Northwestern University Medill School

Pallbearers were James Hounshell, Rodney Hounshell,,Charles Stacy, Norman Stacy, Timothy Hillcrs and Tony E. Hitters. Burial was in
Murray City Cemetery.
•
Mrs. Stacy, 80, 1;4, 1, Dexter, died Wednesday at Murray'-Calloway
County Hospital.

the Kentucky Press Association's
"Best of the State" award for
news Story of the year.
Burkeen's parents, Charlie and
Oleta Burkeen, live in Calloway
County.

Cleo Cherry Grogan and the late
Oatman Grogan.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Nanci Grogan; one daughter, Mrs. Lori Grogan Nolasca and
husband, Tomas, and two granddaughters, Michaele and Monique
Nolasca, Vacaville, Calif.; his
mother, Mrs. Cleo Cherry Gro-

5IX)IDIDE11:;
OF
MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY INC
Call 753-9500

918,900

Get Your FREE
Full Spinal Examination!

I %3°
I

I
••1

•14. Single
Wides
•16' Single
Wides

• Upgrade Insulation
• Storm Windows
• Garden Tub
• Wire For Ceiling Fan
• Delivery/Set-up

See Our
Selection
'Double
Wides
•Triple
W ides

11111a.
•

alla•••

CIPNI 7 Days A Wag
MOH 444-0015 Hwy. 71 E. Pans. TN 140043S4MIS

(NO OBLIGATION - NO IHING TO PAY)

16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES'

KEITH BAKER
HOMES, INC.

-

P4-‘3

YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE

PRICE INCLUDES:

1
2
3
4

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5
6
7
8

Dimness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9 Numb Hands
10 Bursitis'
• 11 Pain Own Lap
12 •Muscle Spkilt -

13
14
15
16

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your
aches and pains. This examination normally costs $3000 or more, It will include a
chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal
alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle
strengthness test, and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

IS PERFORMED AS A F1ESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISE'
MENT FOR THE FREE SERVCE EXAMINATCN OR TREATMENT.

FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER. Cali for your appointment TODAY!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER 759-1116
301 N. '12th St (at University Square) Murray, KY 42071

!Me

Pu4
1111111111
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gan, Rt. 6, Murray; one sister,

Dr Dennis L. Heskott, D C

,
This entire rviaininalion is FREE
oisasiurn OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU:'THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON If you want more care and treatment
RESPJNSEILE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT OR SE
v.ie do all Ihe papellynn<
RE areuRSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES,E XAMINATIONOR TREATMENT WHICH

•••••••

ROSY GUS GROGAN
Mrs. Vera Louise Grogan Miller
and husband, Colin, Hazel Park,
Mich.; one niece, Teresa Miller
Gailbreath and husband. Jerry,
and two great-nephews, Adam
and Ryan Gailbreath, Tracy,
Mictit;one nephew, David Miller,
Troy, Mich.; one brother; Joe
Lance Grogan, Hopkinsville.
Memorial services were held
July 13 in Castra Valley, Calif.
Dr. Jacob Bellig officiated.
Mr. Grogan had requested that
his body be cremated, and his
ashes be brought back to Calloway County, carried back to his
childhood home at Newburg and
cast upon the waters of Kentucky
Lake.

NOM IMP'

NI=

r

eatiffmell.•

See Our
Selection

Kelli Burkeen

11111111111111= NNEIM=I MB

GM

Roby Gus Grogan, 59, Ceara
Valley, Calif.,. died July, 10 at
Stanford University Meilical Center there. His death followed an
A Navy veteran, he was
employed with the Federal Government. He attended grade
school at Faxon and graduated
from Almo High School in the
clisiThf 1954.
Born Feb. I, 1933, in the Russell Chapel community of Calloway County, he was the son of

al1

16x80 Fleetwood

Roby Gus Grogan

ol Journalism.
The Murray native was the
Outstanding Senior in Journalism
at Murray State University in
1990 and valedictorian of the
Calloway County High School
Class of 1987.
•
-While at WPSD, Burkeen won
Kentucky Associated Press
Awards for "Best Reporter" and

a

"SINGLEWIDE SPECIAL"

Private funeral services for Mrs. Leathey Stacy were Saturday at4
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Colem'an Funeral Home.

Burkeen heads to Nashville
for job with NBC affiliate

•

aam

Mrs. Leathey Stacy

for 6 p.m. Aug. 18.

CRIIViI!146,111
al

•

•

1-800-292•2434

•

rn May--18, 1908, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Charles Porter-Scarbrough ind Ada Williams Scarbrough.
Also Preceding her in death were three sisters, Helen, Mary-and Hinda
Scarbrough, and ,two brothers, Charlie and, Lee Scarbrough.
Survivors incude one sister, Mrs. LaRue Riley," Frankfort, four
nieces,- two .nephews, and several cousins."
. '
. ..., -•
-'a - -. .

_ _ .•

CALL NOW BRING THIS
COUPON WITH YOU
111=111.1.

J
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
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rt•
40% Discount and Run.
Wit Discount aid Nun.
OM JAN Malbollahle4Dtoltatd1
$1.75 per column Inch extra for 010
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).
020
025
Reader_ikda.
030
25e per word, $5.00 minimum 010
lit day.Se per word per day for
each additional consecutive 050
day. $1.76 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Ckasilleds go inbaShow
ping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
190
blind box ads.
370
rsid10112-1152-81-extid 390
A $2.00 mown be requited to 1na** 400
550
011Y 011011901 10 ad ditordoadine.

a.m. at

ten; two
4, Murvo sons,
den and
, Hazel;

1

lay at 10
16 Northtrial was

EMPLOYMENT

•

Help Wonted
OW
070 .. DornestiC & ChlOcore
090 ...........Situation Wonted
100
Business OpPcrtunITY
Instruction
110

oao
230
250
290
530

LEAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Pent
280
265 Mobile Horne, Lots for Pent
&Airless Rentals
300
Wont To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease
460

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

).

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Cord of Thanks
In Memory
lost & Found

FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
livestock & Supplies
Poultry & SUPPlles
ProCkiCe
Feed & Seed

020

•Now*

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS

,c...1
Nowitiratupa.

daughton, Hostel., Mrs.
I Minton

ALLIANCE

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST -

TRACTOR • TRUER TRADING CE NIERS
UNIANIT II
•

Guaranteed 5 _years
Monthly income

+ •
100% reinsured!
100% investment
grade assets!

lay, July
fliciated.
RefitS.
County

Substantial penalty-for early withdeewial.

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

CLASSIFIED

r of First

• 753-4199

letter of
irbrough.
iii Hinda
;h.
ort, four

•

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora.
Open 5pm. Closed
Mon.-Tues. Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches.- gyros &
bread sticks. Dine-in or
carry out. 474-8119 Or
1-800-649-3804. '.•

n. in the
. Jenkins

WHO'S calling you? Caller
ID. World of Sound.
753-5865.

)on HolBarnett

r

Wednes-

▪ Come see the blooming Dayfillies, Japanese Iris I
I and Hostas. Over 900 varieties.
Fr.* Plant Mb This Coupon

in. MI ME EMI

111101 ISM 1

I▪ Open Garden Friday-Sunday I
C&C

Nursery

day at-4

I
I

rtes Steil was in

753-?993

94E turn left on Van Cleave Rd. (Happy Holiday I
Pontoon). Go 1/4 mile, turn left on Bethel Church
Rd.(1483). First road to left(Cook Rd.)tum left. 1st I
house on left (approx. 1/4 mile).
la nen im
am one

!alloway

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Alto at age 65 to 65%,
according to Federal Le*,they are MIguaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 'A.M.'Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We May be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over BO years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency

-••••

905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

sister,
n Miller
el Park,
1 Miller
I, Jerry,
, Adam
Tracy,
Miller,
ler, Joe
tille.
;re held

Jerry's
Glass & Frame

y, Calif.
ted.
tied that
and his
o Callo-

Mirrors
Table Tops
Patio Door Glass Replacement
Window Glass & Screen Repair
Store Fronts
Plateglass
Insulated Glass
Tempered Glass Acrylics

k to his
iurg and

:entucky

ay alk 1014
eri nenns 3
avowal Gin

PICK UP & DELIVERY

..$41.444.10
..11311.064MM

mviz

• Installation Available •

-1a140461*
-1131404f.as

Highway 121 - Mayfield

1400,447-4164

..$1141411,
...$11•0411.44

MERCHANDISE
120
Computers
130
For Sole or- Trade
140
Wont To Bay
150
"Articles For Sole
155
Appliances
160
...... Home Furnishings
les
Antiques
TRANSPORTATION
170
Vocuum Cleaners
Motorcycles
Igo ...
Sewing Machines
Auto Services
195
Heavy Equipment
Auto Par*
200.
Sports Equipment
.•
Used Cars
210
Firewood
Vans
220
Mu,scal
Used Tracks; 240
Miscellaneous
TV & Roclio
Cambers - 260
Pets &.5.46Plies
Boots & MotOrs
380
Insurance
Exterminottng
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

REAL ESTATE SALES
Mobile Homes For Sole
-270
365 -------For Sole or Lease
420
Horne Loans
Pool Estate
430
435
Lake Property
440
Lots For Sole
Forms For Sole
450
460.
Homes For Sole
MISCELLANEOUS
41.0
540
560
570

Help
Wanted

Help
• Wanted.

.

Public Sole
For Trope
Free Column
Wonted

-

OFFICE HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
• Deaner aro 2 days
In odvancot

UZI

060

Obi

020

*Ales .

lighter of

SERVICES

ANNOUNCE MEN

ay at her ,

t"-;

CALL 753-1916

$5.00 Column Inch

lrandon,
; Danny
Hoover,
f. Burial

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to
check the first insertion or
thole ads for any error. Murray
Lodger & now WM be re
'portable for only one Incor
red InstortP.o. Any enc.,
should be reported Invnedldebt so corrections call be
made.

Appliances

COLOR PRINTER $175 1994 -KENMORE uOrig-ht, SOFA
chairs'
EARN $1,000 weekly stuf- "HARDEE'S of Draffenville 502-753.7001
vacuum cleaner with atoak
fing envelopes at home. No now hiring day shift emtachments Like new! Best
experience. Free ployees all positions, EXCHANGE YOUR OLD 'offer Call 753-1872.
informationisupplies. NO cashiers,cooks & prep. Be- HARD DRIVE FOR A LARUSED fu-r'niture, carpet & _
obligation.. Send self- ginning wage $5/hr. Apply GER & FASTER ONE ,FRIGIDAIRE washer/ refrigerators I also hand • -dryer,
almond.
$250/both
phone
calls"
'CALL HAWKINS REaddressed stamped enve- in person., No
strip & refinish old furniture
SEARCH FOR .DETAILS 436-5725
lope to- Horizon, Dept.. FF, please "
Alo'ishon• ceiktploassl
George Hodges. 806 Col050
PO Box 2149, Brownwood, IMMEDIATE openings: Or- ANYTIME, 501-753-7001
dwater Rd,
Lost
TX /6804.
ganist and choir director for , PC REPAIR- UPGRADESAnd Found
First - Christian- Church. TRAINING AT YOUR LOFULL-time experienced
LOST:In June,black & grey shorrordertiaok. Well ad- NEED cook/dishwishers, Please .send resume to: CATION HAWKINS RE2 BRICK, red, velour
tiger stripped male cat, dis- justed, versitle, fast produc- no experience necessary, 111 N 5th St, Murray, KY SEARCH, .753-7001
swivel rockers, good condi
appeared on Old Murray tion, no problems with -must be willing to learn. 42071. (502)-753-3824.
Trion, $125 obo Cal FARM wagon, almost new
Paris Rd, 1 mile from 1'21... athority, works well.. w/ Apply in person Spanky's IMMEDIATE opening; Fullbed, $250 753-3683
753-3949 after I pm
South. 753-3994 evenings others, neat in appearance,. Restaurant. Puryear, TN. time posit on to work as an
Want
& weekends.
To Buy
and highly motivated. Apply NEED -dancers Could aide in outpatient physical
. .--Att in -stock furniture: bedLOST;- Near Irvin Cobb in person from 8am-3pm make $500 plus weekly. therapy- clinic. Send re- ANTIQUES by the piece or ding, & ..accessories, on '
Sports
at sume to: Scott Winkler c
David
usmtets
m
nakesroom
nele
w sM
hip
Marina, Basset Hound, Mon-Fri, 10am-2pm Sat,at C-all
ns Call 753.g43----sa
aOttlelec5p
r tiom
Equipment
Main
Hut,
410
Cake
Pam's
or.
901-588-1442
mnofw
P.T., 312 S 8th St, Murray,
Luke, 15wks old. Big re•Carraway Furniture, 105N
KY 42071.ward! Call Chuck or Allyson St.
-2 REGULATIoN size pay
CASH for mobile home 3rd 753-1502
Steffen, 436-2103 or leave
- pool tables Good oondi
PART-time: cut. grass, tires & axles.. 436-2678,='
message at 753-7477.
HOUSEHOLD moving bon;$1.200 for one,$1.000
weed-eat, water plants & 9Q1-_644-0679. MERLIN: Have you seen misc. 753-3018.
sale!'3pc bedroom suit, for the other or $2,100 for
CASH
paid
for
good,
used
our lost cat? Last seen new
china cabinet, couch, chair, both. Call 753-9022 ask tcr
PGT TRUCKING INC. Ca- rifles, shotguns, and pis- coffee table 8. end tables Phil or 759-9203 after 5pm
the water twist on 641 N.
tols.
Benson
Sporting
ask kir Joe Serious
reer opportunities for truck
Male black short hair w/
Call 492-8600-after 5pm
driving. Be pre-hired before Goods, 519 S 12th,
quires only,
white paws & white tipsily.
finishingsdiool. PGT along. Murray...,
-Wearing &own flea collar,
LAF3,GE hide-a-bed couch, RED 10-speed bicycitwith Franklin .Truck Driving CI.VIL ;Jar. WW to.
$50 reward. 759-1020,
4200,-*Wog,to- negotiate -needs some work -6l4School is holding an infor- swords, pictures, other artr- 759-19,14
753-1296, 753-2694.
753.1872
mation, seminar on -July .facts --Old Coca-Cola ad21st at 10ano,3pm & 7pm at vertising Or gas & oil ad `QUEEN-SIZE box springs,
()fin
the Drury Inn in Paducah. items; old stone whiskey mattress & bed frame, like
Help
Call 800-995-5832 for re- jugs with advertisments on new, 'excellent condition,
Wanted
gistration. Walk-ins are front. Call 753-3633, ask for $300 492-8298
1206 Chestnut • Murray; KY
AVON, Anew & Skin SO
•fine. Financial aid available LarrySoft 30% off. Call to inquire
for those who qualify.
about becoming art Avon
America's Second Car
WANT to buy: antique furrepresentative. 753-3383.
POSTAL JOBS. Start , niture. glassware & china. 1
- 0
$11.41/hr, for _exam and piece 'or housefull. Call
---Ceigeenzed
AVON wants indiViduali inapplication into, call (219) 492-8128 between
1111-Computr,
elect
S
terested - in earning
769-8301 - ext KY 535, lOarn-4.30pm
Services •
$8-$14/hr. No door to door.
ervices
•
8am-8pm, Sun-Fri.
Locations Coast to Coast
1-800-827-4640.
Steve dr Sheila 13efl
tart
JOBS.
POSTAL
CABLE TV' installers
Articles
$12.08thr. plus benefits.
- Serving Others Is What We're Aft 316out!
needed for Louisville area.
For Ws
application
and
exam
For
42071
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
P.O. 13ox, 888 • Miura* TY
Top pay. Experience preinfo. call 219:794-0010,Ext.
SALE! More to follow.
ferred, training available for
(502) 753-0498 • Voice Mai! Box 888
KY109, Sam-9pm, 7 dairs7 - Breaking up housekeeping.
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
qualified individuals. Must
Mortgage Escrow
Iii-`itlukty
Mag.
Voice
Murray
KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
1537
different
stuff.
assistant
Lots
of
RECEP-TIONISThave own late model truck
Child Products Voisiori: Personalized Clasher-1.S - for doctors office. Must Oxford, 8am-1pm, Fri &
& tOols. Must have current
Rates
In
Town
Lowest
13oo4 Educational Materials, Seasonal Messages
vehicle insurance, Call Nahave basic clerical skills & Sat.
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Corn, 800-776-7229.
excellent personality-for de- ACU massage table %/Ora753-2284
INFO TALK
aling with people. Experi- •- saun ..fdry sauna)
ence helpful but will train 527-0171
qualified person. Apply at
The Murray Board of
We Would Love To Have You In Our Services
Heskett Chiropractic Cen- ALLIS-CHALMERS. 12hp Education Is curter between hours of garden tractor, hydrostat,
rently accepting dp8am-5pm.
48* deck, 3pt hitch, great
plications for the following position:
shape, $675 ,Call
STANLEY Home Products 474-8339
201 S. 6th St.
MIDDLE
needs help with sales, no
Murray. Ky. 42071 exinvestrint,
no
upright
parties
ANTIQUE
SCHOOL__MUSIC
100 North 5th qtreot
Vain Hair, FrasTor
cellentearnings, part or full- $350. Plaid hide-a-bed
Provide music inChristian Church
First
from
Across
time. Call 502-753-0674 for sofa, $225 Call 759-4900
struction to middle
10:00 am.
Sunday Morning Sunday School
information.
after 5pm.
school students for
Serving Murray and Callo;vay County Since 1592
10:45 a.m.
Preaching
the 1994-95 school
THE Courier. Journal is ATTN. deer hunters: Enter530 p.m. I
Preaching
Evening
Sunday
the
1
workmanship
at
Quality
year.
looking for a self-motivated prise Industrial Meat GrinInterested persons
lowest prices I ri the area.
7:00 p.m.
Preaching
Evening
Wednesday
one
of
115/230
v..
carbide
der,
individual to deliver
should request on our Sunday only routes in blades, $575. Call
Summer Hours 1 9.00 fin 500
application-by coll.,Murray. Hardin--&- Aurora. 474:8339.
ing (502) 753-4363
Must have 'reliable trans-,
BAUER in-line skates, size
to:
and submit It
portation & cash bond. If
Pioneer car stereo.
Dr. Robert Low's
interested contact David 8. $50.
Super Nintendo, $50.
Murray Weird of
Hussey at 1-800-866-2211. $100.
Nearby 20,000 assorted
Education
Take a Giant Step
WANTED barmaids, wait- baseball and basketball
208 S. 13th Street
resses & dancers, $500 cards, including sets and
for Your Career?
Murray, KY 42071
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
plus weekly. DoN House odd-ball cards. Call David
Cafe, Paris, TN, Edwards, 753-1836.
(Doors open at 600)
CAPTAIN D's is now taking
901-642-4297, 7pm-2am.
trucking
and
exBOGARD
Join tie strove Mal silos tesm in the Midwest.
applications for assistant
Knights of Columbus Hall
cavating, inc.-We haul top
We we in search d aggressiat relocsable irdaiduals
manager & manager trai070
gravel,
fill
dirt,
white
soil,
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road, South to SO
before
trainee
to
train
3-6
months
eart
as
manager
nees. Apply in person at
Domestic
Hale Road, right on Sq. Hale Road 1/41 mike
rock rip rap. 759-1828.
promoting a store manager. P10001.4 shoe or real
Captain D's of Murray.
& Childcare
- '
exponents a plus. P01100111 mwegement merle= a MUST!
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC NON PROFIT ORGANIZATION
ELECTRONIC typewriter,
DANCERS and waitresses
ABSOLUTELY Clean! Ex- excellent condition, various
We offer: SALARY PLUS BENEFITS, PAID VACP.O. Box 1033 Murray
753-0466
needed at The Foxy Lady in
perienced, dependable features. Also, caller ID deATION, GROUP HEALTH, SPECIAL EMPLOYEE
Paris, TN. Please call Charor
service.
Home
cleaning
DISCOUNT, OPPORTUNITIES TO GROW.
vice, excellent condition,
lie Of Jeri at 901-644-0301.
office. References avail- accessible to this area.
SEND RESUME TODAY!
436-2569.
at
able.
Call
Kim
DEPENDABLE instructors
759-4056 leave message.
Shoe Sensation
for fall dance or exercise
CLEANING houses is my FOR sale Sears upright.
Chestnut Hills Pine
classes. '527-0171.
business. Reliable and ex- - freezer, •16cu ft, $100
718 N. 12th St.
perienced, references Call Ashby woodsTove, $200
/NE • Re
11.& Rat 641 & Ky. Rey. 121 •
DO you need a GED? Do
Linda 759-9553.
Murray, KY 42071
you need hope for the fuKing woodstove, $75 Call
Ann: Area Director,
ture and help to get a solid
NEED a clean house? Call 901-247-7587 _
Rocklin Russell
career? We have 22 JOB .
me, Charlie at 753-1416
FULL
size
waterbed
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classiopenings for people 16 thru
WILL clean houses, refer- 759-4490
21 that are not full time high
fieds
every day,including the Shopper,
ences, reasonable rates
school _students. Call
NEW metal siding & roof437-4064
a month (paid in advance)
S160
for
753-9378 Five days a week
ing Cover 36"out to length
MURRAY HEAD START
between 8:00am-3:00pm.
WILL stay with elderly or in 10 colors, galvanized
This project is funded by
sick. Experience & refer- and galvalume Secondary
PART-TIME
the Job Training Partnerences. Call 753-4590 for it available Portable carship Act through the KenThe position requires a high school diploma or
information.
port kits 489-2722 or
tucky Department for EmGED and related experience in the following:
489-2724
ployment Services and the
000
-general office duties
PLEXUZ Body Toner, five
West Kentucky Private InPosition
timed positions of passive
-word processing ability
dustry Council. This is an
Process/Manufacturing Engineer. Rapidly
Wanted
exercise. without added
Equal Opportunity prog-handling multiple phone lines
growing automotive OEM joint venture molder
ALTERATIONS,
repairs
major
musstress to all the
ram. Auxiliary aids and ser-typing with both accuracy and speed (50+)
and extruder of rubber products requires
and crafted T-shirts Ruth's cles of the body & causes
vices are available upon
-generating reports w/deadlines
additional engineering staff. Candidate should
See and Sew, Country mold aerobic effect Call
request to individuals with
-working in a busy environment with more than
have knowledge of Autocad. SPC, cost,and
Square, 1608 N 121, Mur- Tom •
Hopkins,
disabilities.
one supervisor
ray. 753-6961
502-753-6001.
scrap reduction methods,and project planning
EARN $1,000 weekly stufabilities. Associate Of bachelor's degree in
Request an application from the Murray Head
VIBROSAUN Body Condifing envelopes at home.
mechanical or manufacturing engineering preStart office, (502) 753-6031 and submit to:
vibrabon
tioner, combines
Start now, no experience.
ferred. Salary commensurate with experience.
sauna in a redinging
with
Free supplies,free informa- Judy Whitten
Excellent benefits program. Send resumes in
position Call Torn Hopkins,
tion. No obligation. Send.
Murray Head Start
FRANCHISE for sale May- 502-753-6001
confidence to:
S.A.S.E.
VISTA- Dept
;OS S. 131h St.'
field, Paducah, Benton.
Kathy Stier
79, POI:lox 80650, San
Murray, KY 42071
Fulton, 100 year old indusManager of Human Resources
Angelo, TX 7661041
try. 25 year old cornpany.i,
Plunitarilarugo. Ltd.
Applications will be accepoul undl 4:00 p.m. on.
EASY WORK! EXCEL10O% success rated you
-- P.O. Box
'July
29,
1994.
LENT PAY! Assemble pro
are accountable respont• DEEP freeze refrigerators
Pwla, Th 311242
washers
I
dryers
dual at horns. Cal TOM*
biv
..toves.
arid
taachabit,
tunPlwist
•
OPPorluaitY
As BOW
I -800-447-4889
364-8528, anytime
1430487-6565 ext. 8047.
MASSAGE THERAPY.
Relax, release, rejuvenate. . 'POI time, part time stock
To your Name service.- By
& carryout person.
appointment. Dave
753-3801. Enjoy in good
Apply at Owen's
health!
Food Market.
a.

Lowest Prices Ever
Refrigerator Liquidation
Save Up To $500"

Call 759-4944
Displayed at Video Gold

CLASSIFIED

figig Duckling
triACERCEEM

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

MICUS SHOE
REPAIR

Murray Baptist Mission
,-

SHOe sensa-non

Business on
a Budget?

Call 753-1916 for details.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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210

A FIREWOOD 'for sale
437-4667.
220
Musical
FENDER keyboard amp
Excellent like new condition $375 759-9932

29R duplex in Ranararna ,NICE 3-4br brick hOuse. 2
Shores, lakeview, 1 block bath; stove, refrigerator.
to KY Lake, $250imo & dishwasher. w/d hook-up,
$550/mo plus deposit.
S300/rno 527-9639.
available August 1st.
2BR duplex, 18024 B 753-9650.

" ENTED

28R duplex, $230/mo,
PIANO tuning John $200 deposit Almo
Gottschalk, 753-9600
Heights. very nice
753-8663
250
2BR duplex, $340/mo
Business
759-4406
Services
K T.I and Associates offering a full line of investigative
services. Bel Air Center.
753-3868 or 436-6099
260
T.V.
Radio
19- MEGATRON color tv,
1993 model, still in war- •
rarity, with remote, in good
condition Best offer Call
753-1872 '
270
_- Mobile
Noose For Sale

SNMese
OMR,

I

finfatiod

3611
For Reid
Or Lease
BARNS for rent: 14 axed,
Burley, Darkfired
753-1300 or 489-2116 atter7pm.

CREEKVIEW Sett-storage
warehouses on Center
2br duplex, fully furnished Drive behind Shoney's.
including utilities No pets, $20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
no smoking 502-753-6210 NORTHWOOD Storage
after 5pm
presently has units avail3BR, 2 bath, low utilities, able. Call 753-2905,
with garage, $550/mo 753-7536. 753-3293 after 6pm
370

3BR, 2 bath, 2 car garage
Livestock
duplex, new W/D hook-up
& Supping
appliances furnished, 1yr
lease, no pets 'Fallbrook, HAY for sale. Fescue or
behind Circus Skate: Clover, $1.75 a bail or $2
with. storage. 436-2569.
436-3017.

1982 YAMAHA 650 Maxim, MOVING sale! 1987 minivan, good condition,
NEW duplex for sale Cam- 20xxx. 436-5548
$2,750 obo 1982 Nasals
bridge Estates Gene
Sentra, $450 Call
Steely 753-6156
753-8594 between
Wed
YOUR OWN PRIVATE ES10am-4pm
Cars
TATE! Build your dream
home on Ihis 3.7 sere tract
50t
on the corner of Vantleave 1982 FORD Granada, new
Used
& Kaye Road. Pnced right air, good car. $1,500 obo
Trusts
at $14,900. Call Fred at 762-4791
Prudential Sirk & Co.,
1983 FORD Ranger.
1982 OLDS Delta 88 Roy- $2,000 obo 436-2528
527-7000.
4drt,
condition,
ale, good
Mark
silver/grey. $975 obol,
Chevy van, runs good, 1987 MAZDA 82000 pick$695 obo Call 436-2109 up cab plus LX, with Leer
fiberglass topper Asking
CHEVETTE, 2dr, $4,700 Call 492-8544
12X60 trailer, carport w/ 1984
ern/MI cassette,
white,
a/c,
lights, well, septic. outbuild65,XXX, $1,000 1989 JEEP Cherokee Pioning, ready to move Into
753-0126. See at 1523 eer 4X4, 1 owner.
436-5648.
492-8615
Canterbury
.
BLOOD River area, excel1990 MAZDA king cab
lent view of lake, good fish- 1985 CUTLASS Salon, pick-up, LE 5, high mileage,
ing,shared dock. 31x. furn: V-8, black, Wife caps, ex- $4,500 obo cop 753-0851
.
ished, carpeted, air condi- oellent condition. $5,000 after 6pm.
tion, large screened porch Also 1986 Cutlass SuCall 753-0628 or 753-9623 preme. It-8, t-tops, rally 1993 .NISSAN pick-up,
" 7,XXX Miles. Just take over
KY Lake mobile home wheels, good condition
:
payments. 753-7287
(14'X65'),remodeled & re-- 759-1854.
decorated, glass sun porch Ises NISSAN, 2dr, auto,
510
(12'X22'), seperate wash/ air, sunroof, new tires,
storage bldg. (12'X24.1 $1.950 pbo. 753-2976
Campers
electric & propane heat, V.
acre,16 miles SE of MurraV 1990 MAROON Chevy Lu- 1976 MOTPI1HOME,
"(Hardin, KY), $29,500. Call niine4dr, nevi tires. clean'. 51,XXX miles, new tires,
Call 753-0118 after 6pm
502-436-5332.'
Onan generator, reduced
$8,500. -Also Case riding
LOT & camper for sale set
mower, rebuilt engine &
up in Pirates Cove. 1992 EAGLE Talon, 16V
deck, $750 753-7375.
DOHC,
4cyl,
5sp,
toaded.
492-8571.
excellent condition, new 1982 ALJO-ALY 26h self-.
tires, 4-0,XXX miles, contained 2dr tandem, roof
$10,000 obo, I owner air, refrigerator, twin beds,
Lots
502-753-8613 after rear .-bath, awning.• Price
For Sale
5:301m.
negotiable 502-753-8284.
100X140 SOUTHWEST
1993
DODGE
Spirit,
Villa subdivision. All city
S20
reduced. 753-4873 16,XXX mile's-, air, bag,
Boats
cruise, a/c, tilt steering, ern/
after 6pm.
& Motors
fm radio, rear door safety
BEAUTIFUL 07Obded build- locks, red. Just take over-16FT bass boat;-.150hp moing lot close to Murray on irayrnents. 753-7287.,
tor, trailer, custom cover,
paved road, $8,900. Call
Paul Dailey, RE/MAX, FORD Crownj Victoria skeeter Wrangler, $4,950
1985, $70O 56r382-2794 Sell; or trade 436-5082,
753-7653.
„..
-43t:581-1after 5pm

••—
380
'BRITTNEY RIDGE
& Supping
14X70 CRIMSON, era, 2br APARTMENTS 5tx,. 24
14 bath, lots of extras bath, 3640/mo Contact HAVE an obedient, sate
Century 21, Loretta Jobe dog for show of home.
$11.500 Call 753-3940
Realty, 753-1492. Classes or Private lessons.
1987 14X70 BUGG , excelServing Murray for over
lent edition, 2br A 2 full EFFICIENCY, apartment
baths. Built in appliances, No pets_ $150/mo 12yrs. 436-2858.
_c/h/e, all electric w/r/ole.. 753-5980.
s, —LABRADOR puppies,
French doors, $12000 FOR 3 people,.
AKC, yellow, male & te753-8117 6-.10prn, or leave partiailyfurnished. avail- male, guaranteed hips. Pa•
' message
able- June 1st, $150/mo radise Kennels, 753-4106.
1988 114X70 FLEETWOOD 'each. 753-9564
PEG'S Dog Grooming
mobile home, all electric, 1
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel, 753-2915
ownet,••••13ough•t new,
KY now taking applications. PURE-bred Chows, ready
$10,000 firm t. 436-6094
You Must be 62. hand- to go. Kirksey 489-2042
1994 BUCANEER 14X52, icapped, or disabled. Rent Jana Nightengale.
based on income. Equal
new,furnished,in Fox MeaHousing Opportunity.
/00
dows All for $23,000-Mm
527-8574 'Of 492-8721.
Call 759-9311
150
BY owner- 1.987 Buccaneer ' HILLDALE ApartmentsFarms
double wide 25X70', vt6y1. under new -managemeat FUTRELL' FARMS will
for Sale
siding, shingle roof-, 3br, 2 - Come see the changes tak- open for the season on
ing place. Now available 23rd July. Will be offering a
full baths, den with fireHOG farm 11.5 acres, waplace, central hid:- stove, 2br apartment, 24hr main- full line of fresh produce., ter, electricity, farrowing
Handicap
acceste_natiCe.
refrigerator, dishwasher;
Call 753-8848 on 22nd' house. Kirksey area.
large 15-X17' covered front sible. Office hours July.
_
489-2617.
Mon-Fri.
porch, 8X12'covered back 8am-4:30pm
Equal Housing Opportunporch 24'X24' work shop &
410
ity. •TDDer t-800-545-1833
2 bay carport, other out*Alit
Homes
CUSTOM KITCI4EN C.ABINET5
buitdihgs -2acre tot 3 Miles Ext. 287, 437-4,113.
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
For Salo
641 South of Murray' Pr- - KENTUCKY Lake, LakeAll Types Ot.: .
2BR on % acre- with
.• land • Wriftly - Village, .1br
iced to
•
•
out-buildings,'
new
vinyl
sid-Woodworking
Custom
in
utilities
apartment
MOBILE home 2br, gas
and
mg, fold-in windows, new
cluded, rent based on inheat, 100X100 lot in Pine
well & septic system, eonKitchen & Bath Cabinets
handicap
come.
55
&
older,
Shores,
$13,500
Bluff
pletely redecorated 2yrs
.& disabled. Equal Housing
• Drop By And See Our Showroom •
436-5895
704 Poplar
ago, gas heat, $36,000.
Opportunity.
409 Sunbury - Murray (Behind Bunny Bread)
489-2440.
TRAILER & small cabin out 502-354-8888.
Thurs., Fn.
753-5940
on 1346 down by Ledbetter
3BR, 1 bath country home.
&
Sat.
LARGE 2br, gas heat,
Church 753-1038
•
2 acres yard, 8 acres of
super low utilities, dose to
7 a.m.
good pasture. Fully
other tennents are
college,
280
Satellite descrambler,
equipped
Depoprofessionals.
quiet
Mobile
wicker, tins, clothes,
sOLDly
$395/mo-.
sit
:required
Homes For Rent --motorcycle helmet,
la
• In
Available August 1st.&
new wallpaper and
c ose to KY line.
2BR North of Murray. 753-8828,
much more!
901-247-3301.
$210/mo. 753-8582
MUR CAL Apartments now
4
NEW 31x houses on city
28R trailer No pets, accepting applications for
water & sewer. Will con753-9866
1, 2 and 3br apartments.
sider trading for other propPhone 759-4984. Equal
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
erty. Priced in the $70's to
Housing Opportunity.
electric or gas Walking disto„,
low $80's. 753-3672 after
1/2 mi. off 94 E.
tance to college. 753-5209.
NEW 1&2br apts in Far5pm.
on Irvin Cobb Rd.
mington. Starts at $310 w/
(Hwy. 732)
9YR old 31w home, Cedar
water & garbage paid.
'00
siding, pool with deck,
Fri. & Sat.
Stove, refrig, w/d, dis_ Business
paved drive on 1 acre of
hwasher furnished.
382.2306
753-2378
Rentals
8 a.m. - ??
land, nicely landscaped
345-2748 after 4pm, Boat, motor & trailer,
DOWNTOWN office space
with many extras, only 4
762-4483 days.
weight bench, comavailable across from
miles from town, $75,000.
bow,
comic
pound
NEW 2br duplex apartcourthouse. $95/mo includCall 753-6885.
Authorized
clothes,
toys,
books,
ments, gas heat, w/d hooking all utilities 753-1266_
iabasnat
BRIGGS & STRATTON
BY OWNER. 3br, lA bath
up, appliances furnished, stereo speakers, metal
and _KOHLER
1111110a_____
PERFECT for office-arra- no pets,avarlableJuly-1.5th-, --detector, m-ini--blinds - brick-sanch, Esit-in-kitchen,
Service Ctaa
tail business. High visibility
formal dining room, living
and dishes.
$425/mo. lyr lease, depoon 121 Bypass. 753-2225
room,
family
room
with
'4
sit'required. Call 753-4873
Across from Southern States -before 5pm.
bay window. Central gas
after 6:30pm, Allen
heat
&
air,
wall-to-wall
carProperties.
RETAIL or Office Space in
pet, ceiling fans, jacuzzi,
101 Industrial Road
S Side Shopping Center
14x14k storage bldg. Lot
21
&
22
applications
July
NOW
taking
753-4509 or 753-6612
P.O. Box 247
75x150,-adjacient lot availfor_Sectinri A Ina ranthaus.
Rain or Shine
•
M
urray;
KY-42071
abie.
-Walk-bbanks
shoping. Apply in person :at -- 94 East to East Y
310
ping. Priced to sell, mid
BCS
Tillers
Also
Repair Work
Southside Manor, 906
Want
Groc. 280. 1/4 mile
370's. Call for appt.
Broad St Extended, beKevin Land,
To Rent
on
left
753-4359.
tween 8a m-12noon. No
Richard Lamb
2 pedestal Duncan
WANTED to rent in Murray phone calls please. Equal
FOR
sale
by
owner:
chairs,
3br,
Phife
table,
4
or nearby 2-3br home in Housing Opportunity.
.
Kelvinator
14 bath brick home in
refrig.,
the $300-$500 monthly
frost free with ice
country (Dexter area), carrange Competent &• re- VERY nice 2br, 2 bath dumaker, Shirley Temport, screened in front
piex, appliances furnished,
sponsible retired couple
ple pitcher, antiques,
porch, out-buildings, 6:4
heat
&
air,
central
gas
We will be traveling to Murfern.,
tools,
some
acres of land. Call
ray Call toll tree $475/mo. 1 mo. deposit, 1
shoes, clothes, etc.
437-4897 after 6pm.
1-800-222-4427 & leave yr. lease. No pets. Call
message for Porter We will 753-2905, 753-7536.
GREAT investment potenreturn call
tial fixer-upper in nice area
Experienced builder of houses
of town. Priced in the $30's.
• WANT to rent a nice apart- 4
garages,
pole barns & storage
310
Contact RE/MAX,
mentor house with pet. Will
Houses
753-7653.
remodeling Call for
buildings
Also
pay pet deposit. 753-2337.
For Rent
estimates, no job too large or too
HOUSE 1.4 acres, new
paint, vinyl, carpet & central
2BR house, Panarama
small
121 S. turn right
hia, Detached heated garShores, $250/mo,
behind
on
893,
age.
753-9652.
$250/deposit, references
Apartments
New Providence
753-6012
For Rent
HOUSE
and acreage,
Grocery
-753-1300, leave message.
1 2,3BD apts Furnished, 2BR house East of Almo,
9am-6pm. 489-2116,
very nice near MSU No $275/mo Deposit required
7pm-10pm.
753 - 1 25 2 753-6088
pets
days,753-0606 after 5pm
IDEAL for starter, retire
2BR near MSU campus, no
ment, or rental property.
HEATING,COOLING & ELECTRIC,Inc.
1BR duplex on 280 taste- pets, deposit 753-2967 or
Small 2br house with large
fully decorated, energy effi- 753-4857
410
extra lot, 5 minutes from
cient, 3275/mo, deposit No 3BR brick 4 miles from
Central Heating 8 Cooling Service 6 Installation
Reel
Murray near Duncan's
pets. 753-8848, before town,-appliances furnished,
Electrical Service 6 Installation
Estate
grocery,
$29,903.
9pm
Licensed Gas Merchant
2car garage,$500/mo rent.
753-2339,
753-8767.
IBR furnished No pets Deposit & lease required. ANDREW Farris Estates
for sale, off Martin Chapel IN Hardin, frame house on
Available August 7th 759-4664 -;
Rd. 759-9247.
2 acres, city water, gas,
753-5980
5BR. 2 bath, $400/mo,
3br, large living room, with
T ov4 I c OUT Oki PROOuC TS
building
for
COMMERCIAL
references
must
have
1BR low utilities, no pets,
stove, refrigerator, 2location,
best
sale:
City's
references & deposit re- 474-8377 or 474-8222
18,000 BTU a/c's & 2111
(502). 435-4699
Murray, KY'
quired, $185/mo. 6 ROOM house, 1 bath, in Court Square, Paris, TN. deep freeze. $30,000.
Two story, 2500sq. ft. per 437-4180,
753:3949
437-4234.
country wooded area. Re- floor. 1-800-447-4889
1BR near MSU, appliances frigerator & range furn• 9am-6pm, leave message. NEW house for sale!
furnished Coleman RE ished, new stom windows &
2000sq ft-, great location,
vinyl siding, 2 miles from FOR sale: 6 acres. 3br,2 baths, great room,dr,
753-9898
of
Murray
2rni
N
$20,000.
limits
off
North
160)
city
kitchen, utility room, walk in
1 OR 2br apts near down- Call 753-8164 evenings be- 753-9663.
closet. Has all city
town Murray 753-4109
tween 5 30pm-7-30pm
HALEY Appraisal Service, county takes & extras. Call
for rent at 1614 ROOMMATE wanted, c•II
Haley during daytime 7537435,
Bob
Olive Utilities furnished. shari 3br house, wtd pro- 502-489-2268.
evening 753-3985.
Share kik:hen, living room vided., non-smoker,
SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath,
Realty
has
KOPPERUD
ay Appeicareeet- MIMI•ME Car Prck-rilI Delivery
& bathroom facilities Walk $150/mo plus utilities
buyers waiting to purchase With great flowing lay out,
• Asaavav sisralmailow
to MSU Coleman RE 759-9908
homes-al price ranges If beautiful kitchen, breakfast
TOUCKISS AUTOMATIC
753-9096
SMALL 2br house, 6 mi- you are thinking of selling- room, ,seperat• dining
OVVIIIII Meetii Jimmy Je• Nab .
26A. back...duplex. /skeet .-Autos bens-town,justoll 94 Contact One ot our coUria, room_ Loa of sans,eourir .
wee. shad., new petio, by Dunaan's Grocery . ous and professional try club verw, Call for your — 136111 136illDitil1ref. Wit•Menet Wart new refrigerator No pets $295hno. 753-2339 or agonise! 753-1222 or stop appointment today.
$345/mo 75341931
753-8757
by °Moe at 711 Mein St 753,2905, 753-7536
r

--

S•

Moving Sale

BILL'S Window Cleaning.
Back to help with your
Spring
cleaning.
Residential/Commercial.
753-5934.

HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling, vinyl siding.
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring 436-2052.

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service. All work guaranteed. 753-1134 or
436-5832.

HANDYMAN for hire. Roofing, house repair & yards
mowed. 474-2037.
-

1987 SLYVAN 16ft Vbottom aluminum boat.
1987 Evinrude 40hp motor.
1987 EZ Leader trailer, excellent. condition. ,S4000
obo. 247-1735.

3 Party
Yard Sale

Expand your profit$
with a quality
SIGN.
•ffvir ts

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Wilsenotiouse,
Whirlpool 30. years expel ten c e. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

1987 BAYLINER 27ft,
sleeps 6. new carpet, new
upholstery, new paint,
VuNo out drive, excellent
condition, '$19,000.
436-2153 or 436-5270.

CLASSIFIED

YARD SALE

18' MARK Twain ski boat, BACKHOE Service ROY
351 Ford WO, 188hp. Met- HILL Septic system, drivecruiser outdrive. 2 props ways, hauling. foundations,
and ready to4lu. Tandem etc_ 750-4664.
trailer, boat serviced twice
a year. $3,300. 762-4791. BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
1984 16FT AlumitaCraft. systems. R.H.Neabitt Ma40hp Johnson motor with sonry. Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221.
trailer. 753-4549.

WOOp WORKS
0

Lamb's Small Engine

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE. Free estimates.
753-4591

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
MasterCard

474-8267

RON HALL
as.

1

NOM

nes,
„wii
.
WASH
if.s. AN—,CAR
.[.; u -1;-.r uM .r.;L\J J.11]

'

753-1916

Call Us Today!

3 Party
Yard Sale

Thursday
8 a.m. - ??

LARRY'S . SMALL EN-GINE REPAIR Over 20yrs
experience. Riding mowers, push mowers, chain
saws,-or weed-eaters Any
make or model. Serviced or
repaired. Reasonable
rates. Free estimates,
prompt dependable service. Satisfaction guaranteed. 492-8437.

MUST sell! 1985 Sea Ray -CARPET binding & fringRunabout,$6,250 obo ing. Enger Custom Design
753-5927
Carpets, 753-7614. Dave &
USED boats, motors, trail- Lissa Godar owners.
ers & salvage parts for sale. CARPORTS for cars and
Boat & motor repair. AN trucks Special
sizes for
-work & parts guaranteed. motor home. boats,
RVs
Wayne Darnell Marine Re- and etc. Excellent protec- LICENSED for electric and
pair, Hwy 121 S. tion, high quality, excellent, gas. 753-7203.
502-436-5464.
value. Roy Hill 759-4664. LIGHT hauling, tree trim- ,
CARROLL'S'ceitom gar- piing & -renu;ivat • Call.
530
Services
den tilling, bushhogging 753-2320, ask for Pcin.
box grader, blade work. MULCH delivered Murray
Offered
Free estimates. Gerald 436-5560.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 A tree Carroll. 502-492-8622.
trimming, hedge trimming,
PAINTINGinterior & extermulch hauling, light hauling CHM Chian-Chimney ior. All typee of home repair
& odd jobs. Paul 436-2102. Sweeps has 10%• senior Free estimates. Call
citizen discounts. We sell
11 1 1 1 1 A 1. Hauling, chimney caps and screens. 436-5032 anytime.
moving, cleart-up, oddljobs, 435-4191.
PLUMBING repairman with
tree trimming,tree removal,
same day service. Call
yard mowing, mulch haul- COMPUTER SERVICE & 436-5255.
ing._Clean up sheet rock & TRAINING. 502-753-7001.
ROCKY COLSON Home
other building materials.
C9OPER lawn Service. -Repair. Roofing, siding,
Free estimates. Tim Lamb.
New & existing_ Call painting,. plembing,. con436-5744
502-435-4588.
crete. Free estimates. Call
1 1 1 1 1 A Hauling,, tree
COUNTERTOPS,'custom. 474-2307.
trimming, tree removal, &
Homes, trailers, offices. SEAMLESS gutters inCleaning out sheds, attics,__
Wufff's Recovery, Murray. stalled, residential or comodd jobs, & will haul A"
-446-5560.
mercial, Servall Gutter Co.
spread mulch. Free esti-.
matet 436-5744 Luke CUNNINGHAM'S Healing 753-6433.
-Lamb.
and Cooling Service. Com- SHEETROCK
plete installation and ser- >textured ceilings. Larry
1 1 1 1 ALL around mowing,
vice. Call Gary —at Chrisman. 492-8742.
trimming, tree removal. Joe
759-4754436-2867.
SUREW-AY Tree 5 Stump
CUSTOM bulldozing and Removal. Insured with full
1 1 1 A all around mowing,
backhoe work, septic sys- line of equipment. Free estrimming, hauling. Mark
tems. 354-8161 after 4pm, timates. Day 'or_ Right,436-2528.
Horace Shofar.
753-5484.,
2 ALL round custom tree CUSTOM round baling.
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
trimmers, hedges, removal, 753-0062 ?
aluMinorn gutters, variety'
ligtit hauling, etc: 4yrs experiwice, free estimates. D & D Lawn Care. Free of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate ,available
436-2102 ask for Mathew. estimates. 489-2296.
759-4690.
Al, Al's hauling, yard work, DRYWALL, finishing, re
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
tree removal, mowing. Free pairs, additions and blowService Center, cleaninging ceilings. 753-4761.
estimates. 759-1683.
servicing $15; most repairs
Al Tree Service. Stump GERALD WALTERS. $35. Free estimates.Route
removal and spraying. Free Roofing, vinyl siding, paint- 1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
estimates. 436-2247, or ing. Free estimates. 18 Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
years experience. Local re492-8737.
WINDOW & patio doorferences. 753-2592.
AIR Conditioning. Ron Hall
glass Leplacement
Heating, Cooling and
753-2330.
Electric Co. Service, unit JIM'S
Garden Service.
replacement- and complete
5g0
Gardens- breaking, disinstalltion. Ucensed gas inFree
king, tilling. Lawns- seeding
staller. Phone 435-4699.
Column
& fertilizing new or existing.
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- Blade work & bushniture repair & custom hogging. Reasonable FREE to good home: short
haired, black mixed bred
rates. 753-3413.
woodworking. 753-8056.
puppy, will be medium
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: KITCHEN CABINET RE- sized dog. 753-6390.
Factory trained by 3 major FACING. Make your old
manufacturers. All work new again with Formica. All FREE to good home:2 Blue
and parts warranted. Ask colors, free estimates. Healer/Black Lab mix, apfor Andy at The Appliance Wulff's Recovery, Murray, proximately 8mos old, both
males: 753-8430.
KY. 436-5560.
Works, 753-2455.

753-2925

William Duncan
Building Contractor

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement. 759-1515

„

Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified

Clean out your closets and basement with a
classified ad. It's a great way to get rid of itemS
you no longer use and make extra money.

Call and place your ad today!
the

•

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
(502) 753-1010
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TODAY IN HISTORY

By

Shoemaker and

Mrs. John J.

The Associated Press
Scaffolding, lighting fixtures,
Livesay.
Today is Wednesday, July 20, the 291gday of 1994. There are 164
power transformers and other
Twenty years ago
days left in the year.
remnants of the former Tappan
Navy Journalist Daniel Y.
Today's highlight in history:
building are being cleared out of
McKeel, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Twenty-five years ago, on July 20, 1969, Apollo 11 astronauts Neil
the building in preparation for the
W.C. McKee!, is ttationed at
Armstsong and Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin became the first men to walk
renovation for the Briggs & StratNorfolk, Va.
on the moon. At 10:56 p.m. EDT, Armstrong stepped onto the moon
ton plant.
Ted Billington, Ed Chrisman,
from 'Apollo's lunar module and declared. "That's one smaH step for
Births reported include a boy
Ray Brownfield and Carenie
(a) man, one giant leap for mankind."
to Mr. and Mrs. Dondi Gardner,
Hendon are new officers of MurOn this date:
July 1; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
ray Rotary Club. Richard W. FarIn 1810, Colombia declared independence. from Spain.
David Richard Houston, July 5; a
rell is the retiring president.
In 1861, the Congress of the Confederate States began holding sesgirl to Mr. and Mrs. Don RagsVanessa Stone, Theresa Dover,
sions in Richmond, Va.
dale, July 16.
Anita Chaney, Robin Bryan,
In 1871, British Columbia entered Confederation as a Canadian
Louie A. Gould and Ensign
Kathy Harding, Dawn McCuiston
province.
Brent L. Boston were married
and Tammy Overby are majoretIn 1881, Sioux Indian leader Sitting Bull, a fugitive since the Battle
May 27 at First Christian Church, tes for Calloway County High
of the Little Big Horn, surrendered to federal troops.
Murray.
School Band.
In 144, President Roosevelt was nominated for an unprecedented
New officers of J.N. Williams...
Beth Norwood and Grundy
fou-rA- term of office at the Democratic convention in Chicago. ,
Chapter of the United Daughters
Mack Falwell -were Married July
In 1951, Jordan's King Abdullah Ibn Hussein was assassinated in
of the Confederacy are Mrs. Inez
12 at Princeton Church of Christ,
Jerusalem.•,
Claxton, Dr. Halene H. Visher,
Princeton, W.Va.
In 1976, America's Viking One robot spacecraft made a successful,
Mrs. N.A. Ezell, Mrs. Glen
Mr. and Mrs. Jolp Torn Taylor
first-ever landing on Mars.
FrodgeS, Mrs. Leonard Vaughn,
were married 50 years July 18.
In 1977, a flash flood hit Johnstown, Pa., killing 80 people and
- Mrs.'Ffed-Gitites, Mrs. Do :las
The Potts famil held a reuncausing $350 million worth of damage.
In 1990, Supreme Court Justice William J. Brennan, one of .the
court's most liberal voices, announced he was steppirig: down. _
Ten years ago: Vanessa Williams, Miss America 1984, was asked
DEAR READERS: A few tests can be due to several facby pageant officials to resign because of nude photographs of her that weeks ago, I published a letter tors, including flu shots and
pregnancy.
turned up in Penthouse magazine. Williams relinquished her title three from a reader who said he had
His letter generated more
received a positive result from
days. later.
responses — two of which I
Five years .ago: Bresident Bush calletilor a5long-r4nge space prog- an HIV test, arrd was advised to,
be reteited in sii"mtinihs. The would(like to share: •
ram to build an &biting spade station, establish a base on
writer was so frightened that he
DEAR ABBY: Regarding the letand send a manned mission to the planet Mars.
decided he couldn't wait, so he ter in which a reader urged you to
One year ago: White House deputy counsel Vincent Foster Jr. was sought a second opinion immealert people to the possibility of
found shot to death in.a park near Washington D.C., a suicide. A day diately.
false positives on HIV tests: •
after firing William Sessions as FBI director, President Clinton named
The specialiik hervonsulted
The large number of false positold him that because he had no tives from the ELISA HIV screenfederal judge Louis Freeh to replace him.
factOrti,
HIV;posirisk
the
real
Today's birthdays: Actress-singer Sally Ann Howes is 64. Video
ing test (the most commonly used
artist Nam June Paik is 62. Sen. Barbara A. Mikulski, D-M4., is 58: tive result was probably a false' test) caused the Florida Legislature
positive
and repeated the ' in 1988 to specify that a positive
Actress Diana Rigg is 56. Singer Kim Carnes is 48.
texts. This time, the results were result may norbe disclosed until the
Thought for Today: "Courage _wirtftout conscience is a wild beast." - negative. His purpose in writing
— Robert G. Ingersoll, American lawyer and politician (1833-1,09). was to alert others to the fact more accurate Western Blot test
has also

SERVICE
ii house,
years ex BOBBY
5848
;ERVICE
sepDc tank
ie. replacebnstruction
inyl
merit win Iloorung'
r Nre Roofer( & yards
)37

IALL EN-Over 20yrs
ding mowVers. chain
eaters. Any
Serviced or
sasonable,
estimates,
dable seton guwan-

ion at the home of Mrs. Attie Lee

Potts on July 7.
Thirty years ago
Marine PFC Larry V. Jonei;
son of Mr. and Mrs. L.V. Jones,
iserving with the Sixth Fleet in
Mediterranean Sea area.
Qene 1Landolt of Murray has
be,en named as a delegate for
Kentucky Democratic Party to
the National Democratic Convention at Atlantic City, NJ.
Senile Humphrey, Dale Sykes,
Tom Williams, Bill Adams, Steve
Douglas, Otis Jones, Tommy
Jones, Bobby Herndon, Sammy
Knight and Phil Barber are members of Explorer Post 45 attending the Boy Scout 'Jamboree at
Valley Forge, Pa. They also will
visit the World's Fair at New
York City and Washington, D.C.
They Ve accompanied by Cleo
Sykes- and Maurice Hum hrey.

1. tree ttimOva!: Call.
for pcin.
red Murray
riot & exterhome repair
Hes. Call
ime.
sairman with
nvice. Call
SON Home
fig, siding.
mbing. conmates. Call

been done.

that false positives on AIDS

—

gutters inItial or cornII Gutter Co

,

DAILY COMICS
THE FAR SIDE _

BLONDIE
WE i-tAVE TO HURRY I'M Too
NONEY...TUDf3URY'S TIREI7
TO GO
CI-05E57_}a

; finis Any, ings. Larry
?-8742.

1

30T-1H6 6 FOR
- YES, THERES 50:6. OVV
NO
YOU' ITS A JULY KI0OING? ON ALL 60LF EQUIPMENT
CLEARANCE SALE'
MO FISHING GEAR
ON SPORTING
Nest-en

;

JI`

6

ee & Stump
red with. full
ant Free es0 night,

i5 THERE AN
WELL,THE
OUT5i0E
TI4OUGHT
PIP cRC65
Ci4ANCE THAT
YOU MAY CI4EC.K MY MIND
Our T146 0RE5506PARTmENT

County Farm Bureau at the annual picnic held July 10 at Murray

City Park.
Martha Lou Chambvers and Lt.
James K. James were married
july 10.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
aod Mrs. Vir il Lockhart.

ANNA.

I SAN 14102E Ici\J ARE .
laU WERE. PLaNit46 tr4 11,
CARD900420 BoX OUT

apcx.

WE TIME-TRAVELED TO THE
JURASSIC, BUT WE RETURNED
AT 114E SPLIT SECtiNth WE

tssr., THA,Tt V44`1 IT %MI-

LO:* LIKE WE WERE- GONE!
WE SAW LOTS OF DINOSAURS!

patio door

WELL.,`fctUNE 'MAN WILL ICA)
14AD A
TAKE TNIS FILM
PRODUCTIYE TO BE DEVELOPED
I'LL PRI ich BOCK
MORMNG
WEN TIME
BIEN

•

DR. GOTT

MAGAZINE
UP FOR tAl STORI

acemeht .

By Peter H. Gott; M.D.

41!

•\
-Sorry, Virgil — that's all you get.... I don't know how
you got hold of a dribble glass In the first place,

but it's just your bad luck."
CATHY
OH, WELL
01%1 OLD
GIRLFRIEND
NEVER

DON'T 40D
OMNI TO
LISTEN TO
CRICKETS
iN THE
WOODS,
CATIel

WANTED

ran

C

CROSSWORDS
41 Flying saucer
•
(abbr.)
1 Hebrew
_____Answerio_Prexious Puzzle
- _4 Court order------,
44 Until now
8 TV cartoon
RIE.D.0.1,B, I ,SIM, I . L
46 Seaport in
series
Alaska
11 Actress—
.-I
ED,1 ,TIES A S1
ONE
48 Nothing
Hepburn
M.O,N
M E
i
E
n;ALIA.Y.S
50 Singing bird
13 Psychic—
ANENT
L.E,E,S
53 WWII area
Geller
55 — -de-sac
14 — art
=‘,G 0 I N.G
1 N
.57 Anger
15 Spanish
CIA IM
T R. I
A.M.0
58 Ohio city "
cheer
ID
TRY
A A J-1
0.1(
61 Summa—
16 Domesticating
NOD
TED
G.U. I ,S,E
laude
18 Western
63 — route
hemisphere
11.11 .E
P I .P,E.L 1 K E
64 Hawaiian
assn.
PINE
G. I ,A N
instrument
20 Mao — -lung
A T L,A.S.T
A.L.,LII ,F
65 Poverty
22 Fond du —
.11OATSE,D
R.I,0
68 Make lace
I Wis.
69 Social misfit
23 Leg joint
SAGO
BAG
GAYE
(sl.)
25'— the
7-200 1994 United Feature Syndicate
70 Small bird
season ..."
27 As you—!
4 Take away by
piass
neian
10 Ru
30 Federal agcy.
force
32 — Moines
5 NE state
11 Zany person
34 Observe
6 Profit on bank
DOWN
12 Model Carol
35 Steamship
acct.
1 Asian country
(abbr.)
7 Greenish blue
2"— tu, Brute"
17 Stomach
37 Old
8 Fruit products
3 Which
19 Part of tennis
40 Myself
9 Sea eagle
person?
match
21 Of vivid
images
24 Night before
26 Indian weight
28 Sleep stage

ACROSS

COUNT RE 11,
RI:EXtCAWalb IT iS!!

10 60
I WANT 211-14OUR VALET, \CAMPING.
ROOM SERVICE, STE/0))
EITHER.
SHOWERS AND 6IfT SHOPS.

mes

WHERE MOTHER
NATURE. LEAVES OF,
SISTER COMPETITION
TAKES OVER.

(YOUR OLD &IRLFRIEND o.RULDRT
60 77._ WAIT!
SUPERIOR
TO VOUR_OLD
.61RLFRIEND!

rd
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

1916

GARFIELD

(aizbi
Whoe
rs
3
29
1 s
Entirely
Crafty
3
335 Brigt star
36 Calif airline
destination
38 Lair
39 Evergreen
shrub
42 Egg dish
45 Bi plus one
47 -Summer (Fr)
49 Intelligible
51 Build
52 Hawaiian
goose
arr se god of
54 w
No

PEANUTS

with
Haul
ul _
5
58
6K
effort

SEE NOW I'M
LOOKIN6 UP?
'74

59 Type of tuber
Washington
60 bl
62 Encountered
66 Physician
(abbr)
67 Symbol for
nickel

DEAR DR. GOTT: Is it safe to throw
a baby in the air and catch it? My son
in-law does it constantly and I'm
always afraid he will drop my grandchild.
DEAR READER: I suspect that for
eons fathers have tossed their babie%
into the air and caught them. This is
probably as much a rite of passage for
new fathers as it has been for infants.
Nonetheless, on occasion, babies have
been dropped during this playful
activity, leading to tragedy.
Therefore, I agree with you: The
practice tarries risk and you are right
to be concerned. However, your sonin-law is unlikely to acknowledge your
opinion (or mine) on this subject. So
my advice is to back off and hope that
he will exercise prudence and moder
ation. An occasional gentle toss with
suitable safety allowances) is OK.
Repeated, high throws -- especiaJ4
if the baby seems unduly uncomfort
able — are inappropriate and can lead
to serious neck and head injuries — in
short, a form of child abuse. •
Therefore. like -so many other things
in life, it's a question of degree.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My mother is 86
and quite thin. Angioplasty revealed
her main coronary artery is totally
blocked and the other two are 95 percent blocked. She was very active in
her younger years. yet now finds she's
unable to do much. Her doctor says
she's not a candidate for bypass
surgery or the new reaming procedure because of what he calls highly
convolitted arteries. What about
chelation? Can it do harm?
DEAR READER: No, it probably
won't harm her. But it won't help
either.
Your mother's condition is not
unique. The elderly often suffer from
blocked coronary arteries and the
affliction may not, for a variety of reasons, be amenable to bypass surgery.
angioplasty_tthe balloon treatment) or
laser therapy.
In such instances, the judicious use
of medication — such as nitroglycerine, beta-blockers, calcium channel
blockers. or AGE inhibitors — may
relieve symptoms and allow patients a
new lease on life.
Your mother should see a cardiologist, who should be able to prescribe ,
appropriate drugs, after examining.
her and reviewing her previous 117
ratory work.
In my opinion land theie 'ot
experts). chelation therapy ,-,== the use
of a metal-binding comp:wild- adminisnot suitable
tered intravenously
treatment for coronary blockages due
to arteriosclerpsit. Follow the cardiol
ogist's advice.-To givey6 more information. I am

ti°

sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Understanding Heart

Disease."
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DEAR MR. TERL AND DR.

I
•

• b.&

SENN: Your letters underscore
the fact that no laboratory test
is 100 percent perfect, and that
patients should not panic on
initially learning that a test was
_ interpreted-as positive for HIV.
By the same token, those whose
test results are negative should
not behave recklessly-because
their tests could also be in
error. In addition, as an extra
precaution, those with negative
tests who are in high-risk
groups should be retested after
the window period has elapsed.

CALVIN and HOBBES

home:2 Blue
_ab mix, aplos old, both
.30.

4. •

You should be aware, however,
and largest licensed laboratory
.
: for
that the ELISA screening test also
confirming HIV bIbod tests. We congenerates a number of false negafirmed the ELISA tests by using the
tives, some of which are a result of. more accurate Western
Blot test.
the so-called "window period"7the '
Those who are told -that-they .
time shortly after infactiiin when a.- have been tested positive
for'HIV.
person is capable of transmitting
should immediately ask if the WestHIV, although tests cannot detect
ern Blot test was done, and if-it .
the antibodies.
wasn't, they should request it. If the
The public needs_to understand
Western Blot test is also positive,
that a positive test result is not an
the patient should not panic
immediate death sentence, nor is a
because -even this test can be- in
negative result a license for reckless
error. The patient should request
'behavior.
that the test be repeated-and inter:
ALANH.TERL,ATTORNEY-ATpreted at a different laboratory.
LAW,F-QRT LAUDERDALE,FLA.
Abby, because our laboratory
recognized the limitations of both.
DEAR ABBY:From 1985 to 1987
tests, we coined the term "Western
I was director of the world's first
Blot Indeterminate" to indicate that
some tests could not be interpreted
as either positive or negative. Thus,
_healthy blood doniiii'with initially . positive ELISA tests are spared
By GARY LARSONbeing confirmed HIV-Positive until
the results are definitely positive.
DONALD E. SENN,PH.D.,
' LAGLTNA NIGUEL, CALIF

nib,

Wood VCR
it. cleaningmost repairs
mates Route
n 9-12, 1-5,
h-0530.

home: short
mixed bred
Do medium
3-6390.

Forty years ago
Ivie Todd AtIbmiued the winning suggestion in a recent contest to name the "beg" depicting
spoiled work loss at Murray Division of the Tappan Company. He
was successful over 40 entries
submitted and received a $25
savings bond. His winning name
was "Profit Grabbetl'
Shelby Parker, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Parker of Rt. 2,
Kirksey, and Billy Smith, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Smith of Kirksey, were chosen as queen and
king respectively of Calloway

DEAR ABBY

electric and
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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WE'VE GRILLED GREAT

Bows:
Mon -Sat.
74
Sun.
11-7:30

BARBECUE VALUES

IP

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
IGA
Boneless

•

Bead
Iceberg
LETT:RCA

•

Boneless
Sirloin Tip Steak
Rendes* Beef
Cube Steak
Clifty Farms -

$2.49'
lb. $2.49
lb. $179
lb.

1/4 Co. Ham

Fresh California
Broccoli
- Seedless
Re0
Grapes

is ct. size
lb.

89°
I.

1GA
Grade A

Large

EGGS

Dozen Carton

Jim Adams - Mix or Match
Bologna or
Wieners
Williams - Bonus 3/S4.83
Pork Sausage

4/$5.00
16 oz. $1.79

is oz.

ICA

BBq KiBotilitemE

CATSUP
32 oz. Bottle

ox.

Smucker*

JELLY
GRAPE
32 oz. Jar

ICA - Liquid

PEPSI
PRODUCTS

BLEACH
Gallon lug

79°

78'
Thirst quencher
32 ox. Bottle

ICA Oil Pack
61/4 oz. Can
Tuna

Gatorade

Cousin Willies
Microwave

Popcorn

5.11111A.,,•

BUTTERMILK
/2 Gallon Carto

09
_Effective Dates
July 2046

Martha White

FLOOR
5 lb Bag

saa

.
POTo.PIES

ORAox

lpEx.calnUICE

2189' 99'

HOMETOWN PILJDTM
-.-4-41•••••••,

I.

%epicene - 100% Pure

Banquet

•

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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